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Abstract 
Biologically inspired synthetic materials have led to novel technologies due of their ability 
to sense, influence, or adapt to their environment. One way to build these materials and 
devices is to utilize the high sequence specificity and innate biocompatibility of DNA. While 
once considered as a material useful for only storing genetic information, DNA-based devices 
are now being realized as molecular tools in fields such as therapeutics, diagnostics, 
regenerative medicine, and soft robotics. In this dissertation, we investigate the use of DNA 
to build programmable tools to control self-assembly, implement molecular computation, and 
direct material change processes. 
DNA origami nanostructures are useful tools for controlling the spatial patterns of 
proteins, nanoparticles, and fluorophores because they contain hundreds of independently 
functionalizable locations that can be engineered with nanoscale precision. However, the 
addressable surface area is currently limited by the size of single origami structures, and 
efficient, high-yield self-assembly of multiple origami into higher-order assemblies continues 
to be a challenge. To investigate the factors important for heterogeneous self-assembly of 
multiple origami, we experimentally measure the equilibrium distribution of four origami tiles 
in the monomer, intermediate, and final tetramer states as a function of temperature. We find 
that the thermodynamics of the self-assembly process is determined by the binding interface 
between origami. Simulations of the assembly kinetics suggest assembly occurs primarily via 
hierarchical pathways. 
Next, we engineer a DNA-based timer circuit that can be used in computational devices 
for molecular release or material control. The circuit releases target DNA sequences into 
solution at a programmable time with a tunable, constant rate. Multiple timer circuits can 
operate simultaneously, each releasing their target sequences at independent rates and times. 
iii 
We further develop the utility of the timer and similar DNA-based circuits as a means to 
control molecular events in biological environments, such as serum-supplemented cell media, 
where DNA-degrading nucleases can reduce the functional stability and lifetime of DNA-
based devices. By implementing DNA circuit-protective design principles and by adding 
screening molecules to reduce nuclease activity, the functional lifetime of simple DNA circuits 
can be significantly increased. We develop a model by fitting parameters for reactions between 
nucleases and simple DNA circuits. Using the model, we can qualitatively predict the behavior 
of more complex circuits: multiple circuits in series and circuits containing competitive 
reactions. 
Finally, we investigate how DNA-based circuits can be used to trigger the high-degree 
swelling response of DNA-crosslinked metamorphic hydrogels. By coupling signal 
amplification to the triggering process, we demonstrate modular control over the timescale 
and degree of swelling. Further, we show control over the identity of the trigger molecule 
using molecular translators and computational controllers capable of converting complex 
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The purpose of DNA was once considered to be solely for the code to life and the 
machinery of cells, and exclusively belonging to the realm of biologists. Thirty years ago, that 
purpose started to change when Nadrian Seeman saw DNA as more than a tool for biologists. 
He envisioned DNA as a building block for nanoscale structures and other materials.1,2 Taking 
lessons from DNA’s use in biology, Seeman and his coworkers took advantage of the 
specificity of Watson-Crick sequence complementarity and Holliday junctions as a possible 
structural motif to build a synthetic lattice junction, and the first DNA nanostructure (Figure 
1.1).3 From these first junctions, they engineered the first synthetic multi-component DNA 
nanostructure, a cube.4 
 
Figure 1.1: (a) Design for a DNA junction similar to the ones first constructed in 1983.3 (b) 
Green “sticky-ends”4 allow for the assembly of individual junctions into lattices or other multi-
junction structures.5 
Since Seeman’s first demonstrations, the field of DNA nanotechnology has undergone 
incredible expansion and development into not only structural nanotechnology and self-
assembly, but also the sub-fields of molecular computation, soft materials, and has, in a circular 
fashion, generated new tools to aid in studying biology or interacting with biological 
specimens. To aid the field’s growth, the synthesis of DNA oligonucleotides and DNA 
plasmids has drastically decreased in cost over the past two decades.6 This decrease in cost and 
3 
the increased availability of modified- or chemically labeled-DNA fueled the engineering of 
computational and structural systems built with 100’s of DNA strands, each with a unique, 
user-defined sequence.7,8 The most notable nanostructures to arise from this technological 
growth are DNA origami.7 
In 2006, Paul Rothemund published a landmark paper demonstrating the concept of DNA 
origami.7 In DNA origami, short single-stranded DNA “staples,” about 32 nucleotides in 
length, are designed to have sequence complementarity to regions of a long single-stranded 
DNA, or “scaffold” strand. The final shape of the origami is designed by raster-pattern of the 
scaffold strand, whose form is held together by the staple strands. When the staple and scaffold 
strands are annealed together in a salt-containing buffer from 90 to 20 °C, the strands will self-
assemble, as predetermined by the sequences of the staple and scaffold strands, into the pre-
specified shape (Figure 1.2). Since its conception, the DNA origami technique has been used 
to form a wide variety of 2D7,9 and 3D10–13 nanostructures. Similar techniques that rely on the 
self-assembly of only short single-stranded DNA oligonucleotides8,14 or of DNA tile 





Figure 1.2: DNA origami are formed from the self-assembly of staple and scaffold strands. 
The single-stranded DNA are mixed in a salt-containing buffer and annealed, generally from 
90 to 20 °C. A rectangle shape is shown as one possible origami shape that could be designed. 
One of the major motivations behind DNA origami and associated nanostructures is the 
ability to engineer surfaces or objects where multiple locations on the structure are 
independently functionalizable due to the sequence specificity of DNA. In 2D DNA origami 
structures, the spatial resolution of the sequence-specific functionalizable locations is as low 
as 6 nm.7 The functionalization of DNA nanostructures has led to the design of origami 
patterned with polymers,17–19 fluorophores,20,21 nanoparticles,22 and proteins.23–26 
Functionalized nanostructures have been used as tools in cellular systems,27–32 in colloidal self-
assembly and plasmonics,33–36 surface patterning,37–39 and the formation of metallic 
nanoparticles or other inorganic materials.40–42 However, the maximum surface area with 
origami folded from the original M13mp18 plasmid is currently only about 100 x 75 nm.43,44 
Though larger structures are possible by extending plasmid sequences via cloning,45 surface 
area size scalability in this manner is ultimately limited by DNA synthesis cost and feasible 
maximum size of the plasmid. 
5 
1.1: Self-assembly of DNA nanostructures 
To circumvent limitations on nanostructure size, DNA nanostructure components can be 
designed and programmed to assemble into multi-component structures, such that the 
resulting surface area or volume for functionalization is significantly greater than that of the 
original monomers. In nature, multi-component self-assembly of structures is critical for the 
functional operation and production of virus capsids,46–48 cell machinery,49–51 and biological 
tissue assembly.52–54 In self-assembly, the monomer components are engineered or evolved to 
have domains that enable inter-component linking. When multiple components are mixed 
together, the components spontaneously bind together to assemble into multi-component 
structures. This principle has driven the engineering of synthetic, self-assembling structures 
built from peptides,55,56 proteins,57,58 and DNA. 
The field of self-assembly is further divided into two sub categories: heterogeneous and 
homogeneous self-assembly. In homogeneous self-assembly, each monomer has the same 
structure and binding sites, such that when monomers are mixed together, they assemble into 
a 1, 2, or 3D lattice structure.59–62 While homogeneous assembly requires the engineering of a 
single monomer component, the degree to which an area or volume is uniquely and 
independently patterned is limited because each monomer unit is the same. Thus 
homogeneous self-assembly is useful for building patterns or functions with repeating units in 
the defined assembly directions.63,64 
In contrast to homogeneous self-assembly, heterogeneous self-assembly involves the 
assembly of few to many unique monomer components that may have unique or the same 
binding domains within each component. Heterogeneous self-assembly of finite multi-
component assemblies requires binding interactions to be weak and reversible under assembly 
conditions in order to prevent kinetic trapping of components in intermediate states instead 
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of the final structure.65,66 Interactions must also be specific to prevent undesired assemblies 
from forming.66–69 Heterogeneous self-assembly with DNA has been used to build arrays of 
repeating units70–73 and structures that can conduct computation using templated assembly 
methods.74–76 Historically, multi-component DNA origami structures have suffered from low 
yields due to inefficiencies in assembly and components becoming stuck in intermediate 
complexes.77,78 
The binding domains used for the assembly of DNA nanostructures consists of either 
blunt-ends, sticky-ends, or a mixture thereof. A blunt-end occurs when two DNA strands of 
a double-stranded complex terminate without single-stranded DNA overhangs. If a single-
stranded DNA overhang is present, and is complementary to a single-stranded sequence on a 
different component’s binding site, then it is termed a “sticky-end.”4 Single-stranded 
overhangs could also be used to prevent blunt-end stacking between components by inhibiting 
π – π stacking interactions between two DNA double-helices on two interacting components.79 
More recently, success in limiting non-specific interactions while maintaining a high-degree of 
specificity has been obtained by using combinations of blunt-end and sticky-end interactions 
to create relatively weak, but specific interactions.80 These types of interfaces have led to the 
building of large crystal structures with a surface-bound size on the order of 10’s of microns.81 
One reason large scale multi-component DNA origami nanostructures have suffered from 
low yields is the lack of quantitative computational tools to drive reasonable component and 
interface design. Instead, the design of nanostructures for assembly purposes has primarily 
been experimentally driven, rather than by designs driven by computational predictions. 
Additionally, currently available software tools used to build the sequence level or architectural 
parts of the origami designs were not built with multi-component structures in mind.10,82 To 
computationally design multi-component origami assembly, the simulation and design tools 
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will need to incorporate the energetics of DNA origami and other nanostructure multi-
component assembly44,83 and the role local curvature plays in the global curvature of the super-
structure.11,60,81 More recent computational tools promise to reduce the limitations on 
computer-aided design and simulations,84,85 and further experiments can be used to further 
drive the improvement of the available software. 
1.2: DNA as a tool for molecular computing 
In addition to the self-assembly of biomolecules, living systems are founded upon the 
concept of molecular computing where input sensing, the decision process, and the output 
action is conducted and orchestrated by biomolecules. For example, cells use chemical 
moieties on their surface to sense their surroundings. Once triggered, these sensors transduce 
the signal through multiple layers of internal machinery that results in decisions such as 
migration, cell death, proliferation, and the production of proteins or other chemical signals.86 
DNA computing is a subfield of DNA nanotechnology that focuses on applications of DNA 
in molecular computing, where information or signals are transduced, translated, stored, or 
calculated using DNA. The core of DNA computing is founded upon DNA strand-
displacement reactions, where an invading single-stranded DNA species interacts with a 
double-stranded DNA complex and “displaces” a strand in the complex (Figure 1.3). DNA 
hybridization is primarily governed by the specificity of Watson-Crick base pairing such that 
combinatorial sequence design using the four bases is sufficient for large, multi-reaction 
strand-displacement systems. This has enabled the engineering of computational circuits such 
as a circuit that utilizes 130 unique DNA oligonucleotide strands (74 DNA species without 
inputs) to calculate the square-root value within a single reaction tube.87 One of the major 
limitations of DNA computing is the relatively slow reaction rate constants of the reactions 
driving computational processes compared to silicon-based calculators. While a simple square 
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root calculation takes fraction of a second for a hand-held calculator, the same operation 
requires hours with a DNA-based calculator.87 
However, DNA-based computers, or more generally any implementation of a DNA 
strand-displacement reaction, can perform functions a hand-held calculator cannot. For 
example, DNA strand-displacement processes have become important cornerstones for the 
design of chemosensors,88,89 directors of self-assembly,90,91 drug therapy,92 and diagnostics.89,92,93 
Additionally, DNA strand-displacement circuits are highly sequence specific,94,95 scalable,87 and 
tunable with controllable reaction rate constants ranging over 6 orders of magnitude.96 Strand-
displacement reactions are usually initiated via a single-stranded region termed a “toehold.”96 
Once an invading strand binds a toehold (Figure 1.3a), branch migration, a series of random 
dissociation/association steps, can occur where the invading and incumbent strands compete 
for hybridization sites until one of the strands falls off or is displaced. Since invading strands 
have the additional thermodynamic stability via hybridization with the toehold, there is a higher 







Figure 1.3: Schematic of irreversible (a) and reversible (b) strand-displacement reactions. The 
binding of the invader strand to the toehold (t’) of the substrate initiates the strand-
displacement process. 
Reversible strand-displacement reactions correspond to reactions where both the invading 
and incumbent strand are complementary to a toehold on the same substrate (Figure 1.3b), 
and have been used to build a class of strand-displacement systems implementing “seesaw 
gates.”87,97 In addition to engineered toehold-mediated strand-displacement reactions, toehold-
free (i.e., 0 bp) reactions can occur and have been recognized as either a source of undesired 
“leak” reactions96,98–100 or as method to release a strand at a constant, slow rate as shown in 
Chapter 3.101 Zero base pair reactions are initiated by the random “breathing” or fraying of a 
double-stranded complex, predominantly at the termini, that temporarily creates a binding site 
for the invading strand.96,98,100 
As DNA hybridization is nucleation-limited,102 the kinetics of toehold-mediated strand-
displacement reactions are primarily controlled by the number of bases in the toehold.96 For a 
mass-action kinetics model of the reaction, the reaction rate constant increases by an order of 
magnitude for each base added to the toehold for toehold lengths between 0 and 6 nucleotides 
(e.g., 0.5 to 5x105 1/M-sec).96,98 A reaction using a 7 bp toehold has a rate constant of 1x106 
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1/M-sec, only 2-fold greater than that of a 6 bp toehold. Beyond 7 bp, the rate constant 
plateaus because the rate of dissociation upon initial toehold nucleation is essentially zero.98 
The kinetics of the strand-displacement process is dependent on the sequence of both the 
toehold and branch-migration domain,96,102,103 and the choice of sequence can additionally 
influence the propensity for potential leak reactions in a circuit. The kinetics can also be tuned 
using base mismatches,104,105 and base or backbone modifications.106 By relying on sequence 
specificity and reaction rate tunability, strand-displacement circuits have been demonstrated 
to perform complex Boolean logic,87,97,107,108 signal amplification,109–111 and have been used to 
build reaction-diffusion mediated patterns within hydrogels.112–115 
To aid in the building of these circuits, software packages can be used to calculate the salt 
concentration and temperature-dependent equilibrium structure of a collection of strands,116 
and software that simulates the strand-displacement kinetics of the proposed system to 
determine system behavior and the effect of potential leak reactions on system dynamics.117–
119 With increasing accuracy of DNA synthesis procedures and optimum sequence prediction 
capabilities of DNA strand-displacement modeling software, the propensity for leak reactions 
in experimental applications will decrease and their effect on the operability of strand-
displacement systems will become better understood for the further improvement of reaction 
design. 
1.3: DNA as a tool for the study of biology 
 One of the primary applications of DNA-based nanotechnologies lies within the study of 
biology. This has partially been led by the discovery of aptamers, DNA or RNA sequences 
that bind proteins, peptides, small molecules, or ions. Aptamers are designed using an in vitro 
evolution technique termed SELEX, or the systematic evolution of ligands by exponential 
enrichment,120 and has driven the development of DNA-based therapeutics,121 drug delivery 
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devices,122,123 and diagnostics124 that are highly specific to a target molecule or cell species. The 
usefulness of aptamers as a treatment option is demonstrated by FDA approved aptamer-
based therapies such as Macugen for the treatment of age-related macular degeneration in 
2004.125 
DNA can also be used as a tool to precisely spatially resolve cellular structures. The 
conjugation of DNA to specific biomolecules or antibodies enables the targeting of the desired 
protein or structure for analysis using fluorescence microscopy. Techniques such as DNA-
PAINT and DNA-Exchange can be used with super-resolution microscopy analyses methods 
to discern multiple nanometer-scale cell structures on the single-cell and whole tissue level.126 
Larger nanostructures, such as DNA origami, have been used to not only label internal and 
external cell structures,127,128 but to also direct cellular behavior and function.28 
Inside cells, nuclease-mediated digestion of DNA, specifically by DNases, is an important 
mechanism for cell function.129 Any DNA nanostructure or strand-displacement circuit added 
to this environment is susceptible to digestion conditions that could reduce the functionality 
of the nanostructure or circuit. Within the DNase class of nucleases, exonucleases are primarily 
responsible for removing bases from single-stranded DNA or from a blunt-end, and 
endonucleases are primarily responsible for cleaving polynucleotide chains internally. In 
synthetic biology, restriction enzymes are engineered or evolved endonucleases used to cleave 
at specific sequences. The most well-known human endonuclease, DNaseI, cleaves relatively 
non-specifically and is capable of digesting both single- and double-stranded DNA.130 Because 
nucleases are present in serum often used as a cell culture supplement,131 in blood,132 and within 
cells themselves,133 the functionality of DNA-based technologies is at risk of being disrupted 
or made completely inert. Many DNA and RNA modifications have been developed to 
combat nuclease-mediated degradation in biological samples, including the inverted dT,134 
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phosphorylation, phosphorothioate backbones,135 and 2’ O-methyl bases.136 However, most 
of these modifications are not scalable to use with DNA origami or other smaller DNA 
nanostructures due to the high cost of synthesis or the large, negative impact on the 
thermodynamics of DNA hybridization (i.e., phosphorothioate bonds). DNA nanostructures 
themselves appear to have some resistance against digestion, potentially due to the packing of 
the DNA helices or steric effects that reduces nuclease affinity for the nanostructure.137–139 
Thus, efficient and affordable methods are still needed to protect DNA strand-displacement 
circuits from digestion. 
In addition to interfacing with cells in cell media, DNA has also been used to direct cell 
behavior through the cell’s interaction with a surface. Cells adhere to their surrounding 
environment through a multitude of mechanisms and proteins.140 Since DNA is highly 
functionalizable, it can be bioconjugated to peptides or proteins to facilitate cell adhesion. For 
example, RGD functionalized DNA has been coated on surfaces to direct and investigate cell 
adhesion.141,142 Additionally, surfaces micropatterned with DNA can serve as an array of 
attachment points to facilitate high-throughput screening of cell adhesion or behavior-
influencing molecules.143  
Another method to influence cell behavior through their adhesion complexes is by 
engineering hydrogels integrated with DNA.144,145 Cell adhesion to these materials is facilitated 
by functionalizing the DNA with cell adhesion ligands, such as RGD. Using this method, the 
mechanical stiffness of the hydrogel can be dynamically controlled through time by the 
addition of DNA strands that soften or stiffen the gels by converting the crosslinker between 
single-stranded and double-stranded states.146,147 This has been used to direct cell behavior146,148 
or direct the differentiation of stem cells into specific final cell types.149 These techniques could 
lead to improved culture methods and diagnostic technologies. 
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1.4: DNA as a tool to control material properties 
DNA has also been used to build unique soft material systems where DNA makes up 
either the entirety of the material, or is used as the crosslinker between non-nucleic acid 
polymer backbones. These materials have shown promise in applications such as shape 
memory,150,151 drug delivery and therapeutics,152 and chemical sensors.153,154 As mentioned in 
Section 1.3, the mechanical properties (e.g., stiffness) of the DNA-integrated materials can be 
dynamically tuned by adjusting crosslinker stiffness,155 crosslinker density,144 or by using DNA 
crosslinks whose secondary structures depend on ion concentration or pH.156 Additional 
sensing of chemical information in these systems is realized using aptamers.153,154 Thus far, 
dynamic changes to the DNA crosslinks primarily result in either low degrees of swelling or 
in irreversible dissociation of the crosslinks that limit potential applications in the field of soft-
robotics and as actuatable materials. 
 
This dissertation investigates applications implementing the most fundamental tool in 
DNA nanotechnology, DNA-DNA hybridization, and demonstrates how it can be used to 
engineer the controlling mechanisms behind self-assembly, the operation of molecular circuits, 
and the manipulation of polymeric soft materials. In Chapter 2, we use fluorescence 
colocalization microscopy to calculate the free energy change of the DNA hybridization-
mediated self-assembly of four origami tiles into a heterogeneous tetrameric ring structure. 
The free energy changes are used to suggest the major influencers of self-assembly in this 
origami system and the most prominent pathways to assembly of the final tetramer product. 
Chapter 3 transitions from large DNA origami structures to the smaller single-stranded and 
double-stranded nanostructures of molecular circuits in order to build a molecular timer that 
releases an output DNA molecule at independently tunable rates and delay times. Using 
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simulations, we investigate the major modes of circuit non-ideality prior to and during output 
release. In Chapter 4, we build upon the simulations and DNA strand-displacement controllers 
built in Chapter 3 to introduce and investigate possible DNA modifications and chemical 
supplements that enable reliable and robust functional operation of DNA-based circuits in 
serum-supplemented cell media – conditions under which circuit components can be digested 
by nucleases. In Chapter 5, we use our DNA-based circuits to control the activation state of 
DNA-crosslinked hydrogels capable of undergoing a large degree of swelling. We use modular 
DNA strand-displacement controllers to sense chemical information and translate it into 
material activation and actuation. We conclude the dissertation with a discussion of possible 
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CHAPTER 2: THE ENERGY LANDSCAPE FOR THE SELF-












While the self-assembly of different types of DNA origami into well-defined complexes could 
produce nanostructures on which thousands of locations can be independently functionalized 
with nanometer-scale precision, current assembly processes have low yields. Biomolecular 
complex formation requires relatively strong interactions and reversible assembly pathways 
that prevent kinetic trapping. To characterize how these issues control origami complex yields, 
the equilibrium constants for each possible reaction for the assembly of a heterotetrameric 
ring, the unit cell of a rectangular lattice, were measured using fluorescence colocalization 
microscopy. We found that origami interface structure controlled reaction free energies. 
Cooperativity, measured for the first time for a DNA nanostructure assembly reaction, was 
weak. Simulations of assembly kinetics suggest assembly occurs via parallel pathways with the 
primary mechanism of assembly being hierarchical: two dimers form that then bind to one 




Methods from DNA nanotechnology offer a programmable, inexpensive way to control 
the structure of matter at the length scale of a few to several hundred nanometers.7 DNA 
nanostructures can be applied to control the spatial configuration of enzyme cascades,24,25 
metallic nanoparticles36 and quantum dots.157 Furthermore, these methods can be used to 
construct materials with tailored optical behaviors33–35 or as tools for cell biology research27,28 
and super-resolution microscopy.20,21 
In many cases, the application requires the assembled structure to have a particular size 
and geometry such that the molecules to be positioned at each of the many potential sites on 
an assembled structure can be independently controlled by the binding of functionalized DNA 
strands with different sequences. While DNA origami enable this control,24,25 the length scale 
of assembled structures with independently addressable locations across the structure is 
currently limited to structures only slightly larger than individual DNA origami 
complexes.77,78,158 While somewhat larger origami can be assembled, sequence costs increase 
linearly with structure area.45 Techniques such as algorithmic self-assembly make it possible to 
build larger structures by reusing components, lowering these costs, but impart restrictions on 
the patterns that are practical to assemble and errors during assembly are frequent.74,75 
An alternative to these methods is the hierarchical assembly of origami complexes from a 
heterogeneous mixture of origami monomers. In such a scheme, each origami component is 
assembled using a largely uniform set of staple sequences and each presents a distinct set of 
DNA sequence-dependent interfaces that control their interactions with other components. 
A different origami component assembles into each location of the final structure, so that each 
functionalizable site in the final larger structure is uniquely addressable.  
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The assembly of complexes from different types of components requires control over 
binding rates in order to achieve high yields.159 In contrast to the assembly of regular lattices, 
the assembly of defined complexes requires not only reversible interactions between assembly 
components, but also a set of interfaces that minimize nonspecific binding between many pairs 
of components that should not bind.79 Further, the reactions involved in forming the complex 
must both minimize kinetic traps and stabilize the completed structure.65,67,69 
A quantitative understanding of the kinetics and energetics of component-component 
interactions involved in an origami self-assembly process would make it possible to 
systematically evaluate which factors limit yields and to then improve these yields through 
component and reaction process design. Previous studies have examined the kinetics and 
thermodynamics of the hierarchical assembly of DNA nanostructures using FRET or atomic 
force microscopy, but have been limited to origami 1D chain growth78 or dimer assembly of 
significantly smaller nanostructures.83,160,161 
Here we develop a novel assay to systematically measure the complete energy landscape 
of a heterogeneous self-assembly process for simple origami complexes and use it to 
understand Watson-Crick mediated interactions between origami components. This assay uses 
fluorescence microscopy and fluorophore colocalization, similar to methods previously used 
to detect the locations and contents of protein complexes within cells,162 to quantify the 
concentrations of monomers, the many possible assembly intermediates and the target 
complex as an assembly process approaches equilibrium. We use this information to determine 
the equilibrium constants of assembly between different components and assembly 
intermediates, and build an energy landscape for the assembly process.  
Energy landscapes are commonly used to understand how complex chemical reactions 
and assembly processes occur.163 They can also be used to identify bottlenecks in 
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supramolecular assembly164–166 and explain how the assembly process varies under different 
physical conditions. Using information from these analyses, bottlenecks can be systematically 
overcome by changing the reaction conditions167,168 or by designing new interactions between 
components or new components.75,169,170 A better understanding of the microscopic rates of 
the assembly reactions could thus help optimize the assembly of origami lattice structures and, 
if applied to an assembly process involving different component types, could also be important 
for processes where rates are critical for controlling what structures are assembled.65,68,69 
In the system we consider, the interfaces of four origami components present edges with 
pairs of complementary ssDNA overhangs. There are four binding interfaces that each have 
unique sets of sticky-end sequences; hybridization of all four interfaces produces an origami 
“ring” in which each origami structure is linked to two others along different interfaces. We 
used the assay we developed to measure the equilibrium constants for each possible 
combination of assembly reactants, including all combinations of origami monomer and 
assembly intermediates. These results suggest several important principles for reactions 
between origami components. In our system, origami preferentially bind along interfaces with 
similar structure, and the energy of interaction is not correlated with the hybridization energy 
of the single-stranded sticky-ends. We also find that the binding energy between two origami 
components does not appear to be affected by origami bound at other interfaces distant from 
the reaction site. Finally, we are able to directly measure the binding energy involved in ring 
closure, which involves reactants interacting simultaneously at multiple interface sites, and find 
that this set of reactions exhibit weak cooperativity. This cooperative interaction determines 
whether and how origami structures will demonstrate a preference for higher order structures 
in which most components are bound to multiple other components in the target structure. 
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For closed complex structures, the degree of cooperativity also determines whether complete 
complexes are energetically favored over assembly intermediates at equilibrium. 
In addition, we use the information we collect about the different assembly reactions to 
produce a holistic view of the assembly process. By using simulations to estimate the total 
amount of material produced by each reaction over time during a typical assembly process, we 
found that assembly of tetramer complexes most likely occurred through pathways involving 
the initial formation of two dimers with the lowest ΔG°, followed by either the assembly of 
these two dimer types or the sequential addition of monomers to one of these dimers. The 
method we lay out using the interfaces in this paper as an example structure therefore provides 
a foundation for analyzing the role of component design in heterogeneous assembly processes. 
2.2 Materials and Methods 
2.2.1 Origami design 
The components of the self-assembly process were four two-dimensional rectangle 
origami, each composed of 191 staple strands with sequence complementarity to bacteria-
phage M13mp18 DNA (Figure 2.1, Fig. S2.1–S2.3). Each origami was 32 helices wide and 219 
bases long giving a size of about 101 x 75 nm as measured by atomic force microscopy. The 
helical twist of the origami structure was set at 10.43 bp/turn using selective deletion every 48 
bases and by offsetting staple termination points along the length of the origami.78 DNA 
hairpins inserted in the staple sequences in patterns of a “1”, “2”, “3,” or “4” on the origami 
were used as distinguishing markers and visualized using atomic force microscopy. Origami 
used in fluorescence microscopy experiments also contained hairpins. Five staple strands, 
spaced across the origami, contained an additional docking region sequence on which a 
biotinylated DNA strand hybridized. These biotinylated strands enabled origami assemblies 
to attach to a Neutravidin coated glass surface. Eight other strands hybridized to the part of 
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the M13 not complementary to staple strands and provided docking sites for fluorophore-
labeled strands (Fig. S2.7). Staples along the edges of the origami were classified as either 
“blockers” or “linkers.” A blocker edge staple had a 4 nucleotide poly-T sequence extending 
from the origami edge designed to minimize nonspecific interactions between origami and 
inhibit excess linker staples in solution from binding to the origami and acting as additional 
sites for mediating origami–origami interaction (Figure 2.1B, Fig. S2.3). Linker staples 
produced an overhang on the origami components consisting of an eight-base region in which 
the two regions of the same strand hybridized with one another followed by five nucleotides 
complementary to the same region on one other linker. A specific interface for origami–
origami binding was comprised of four linker and three blocker staples. On each origami, 
linkers extended from two of the four possible interfaces (Figure 2.1A–B) and were designated 
as interface “A” (top-left side), “B” (top-right side) or interface “D” (bottom-right side). 
Interface “C” was not involved in linking on any of the components and only contained 
blocker edge staples. 
2.2.2 Origami preparation 
DNA solutions for each origami were prepared as mixtures of scaffold strands (M13mp18, 
Bayou Biolabs), staple strands and labeling strands (Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc.). 
Staple strands consisted of structural, edge (linkers and blockers), fluorophore docking, and 
anchor docking strands. DNA strands containing either a fluorophore (ATTO647N, Cy3, or 
ATTO488) or a biotin molecule hybridized to docking sites on the origami. Origami that were 
not fluorescently labeled were prepared with a DNA strand that lacked a fluorophore but had 
the same sequence as the fluorophore labeling strands. These additional strands prevented 
excess, free fluorescently labeled strands from attaching to unlabeled origami. Hereafter, 
origami are noted by their number after a T (for origami tile) and the color of their fluorescent 
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label, e.g., T1-R for an ATTO647N labeled Tile-1 origami. Unlabeled origami have an “N” 
label, e.g., T1-N. Origami stock solutions were prepared as 20 nM scaffold strand, 200 nM 
structural and anchor docking staples, 60 nM linkers, 200 nM blockers, 1200 nM biotinylated 
strands, 60 nM fluorophore docking strands, and 600 nM fluorophore-labeled strands. Before 
assembly, each monomer origami was prepared by annealing all above listed strands in 
TAE/Mg2+ buffer (40 mM Tris-acetate, 1 mM EDTA, supplemented with 12.5 mM 
magnesium acetate) from 90 to 20 °C at 1 °C/min using an Eppendorf Nexus thermocycler. 
Origami stock solutions were used without purification. AFM scans showed that <4% of all 
origami monomers were malformed (e.g., broken or hairpins were indiscernible). 
2.2.3 Assembly of origami into complexes and reaction equilibration 
To assemble origami complexes, origami monomers were mixed in equal volumes from 
stock solutions to produce a mixture containing 5 nM of each origami type. This mixture was 
separated into aliquots, one per sampling temperature, and loaded into a thermocycler. During 
self-assembly, these mixtures were first heated to 55 °C for 20 min to melt any origami 
complexes (and not origami components themselves, see Section 2.5.1) that might have 
formed during the initial mixing of the origami monomers at room temperature. After 20 min, 
the mixtures were cooled from 55 to 25 °C at 15 min/°C, a rate at which origami–origami 
binding reactions were expected to equilibrate at each temperature step (Section 2.5.2).  
2.2.4 Origami assembly reaction sampling 
In increments of 5 °C between 50 and 20 °C, the composition of the reaction was 
measured using fluorescence microscopy. Fifteen minutes prior to sampling, tubes containing 
200 µL of TAE/Mg2+ were added to a dry heater at the sampling temperature; the contents of 
these tubes were used to dilute the reaction samples. After quickly transferring individual 
reaction tubes to the dry heater, the solutions in the tubes were diluted by mixing 1 µL of the 
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reaction solution with the dilution tube in the dry heater. For glass bottom dishes, 20 µL of 
diluted solution was added quickly after mixing to the Neutravidin treated surface containing 
100 µL of TAE/Mg2+ and incubated for 3 seconds. Fifty microliters of diluted solution was 
incubated for 8 seconds on coverslips. After incubation, surfaces were quickly washed with 
TAE/Mg2+ to remove unbound origami and stored in TAE/Mg2+ until imaging. The 
attachment of origami using biotin-Neutravidin linkages ensured that origami could not travel 
on the surface or return to solution, so the structure of the monomers and complexes were 
expected to remain stable between sample preparation and imaging a few minutes to hours 
later. Fluorescent imaging was conducted on an Olympus IX71 inverted microscope with 1.6x 
magnification using a 60x/1.45 NA oil immersion objective (96x total magnification) and a 
cooled Andor iXon3 CCD camera using custom image-capture software. Three filter sets 
(Table S2.6) were used to separately image origami labeled with ATTO647N (red, R), 
ATTO488 (blue, B) or Cy3 (green, G).  
2.2.5 Preparation of surfaces for fluorescence microscopy 
Glass coverslips (VWR) or glass bottom dishes (In Vitro Scientific) were cleaned via 
sonication with 10 w/v% NaOH for 25 min. After washing with Milli-Q pure water, surfaces 
were treated with 50 µL of 0.5 mg/mL Biotin-BSA (Sigma Aldrich) in TNT buffer (10 mM 
Tris-HCL, 0.1 M NaCl, 0.05% Tween-20 at pH 7.5) for 30 min. After washing three times 
with TNT, glass surfaces were treated with 50 µL of 0.5 mg/mL Neutravidin (Thermo 
Scientific) in TNT buffer for 15 min. Excess Neutravidin was removed by washing the surfaces 
four times with TAE/Mg2+ buffer. All surfaces were prepared and used for microscopy 




2.2.6 Atomic force microscopy 
For AFM imaging, sample tubes were removed from the thermocycler and transferred to 
a heated glove box using a dry heater (all set to the reaction temperature being characterized). 
Inside the glovebox, 10 µL of TAE/Mg2+ was added to a small, freshly cleaved mica puck. 
Four microliters of reaction sample solution was added to the puck and incubated for one 
minute followed by washing with TAE/Mg2+ four times to remove excess DNA strands and 
origami species. Finally, 60 µL of TAE/Mg2+ was added and the puck was transferred to the 
AFM. All imaging was conducted using a Bruker Dimension Icon in ScanAsyst mode with a 
sharp nitride lever tip (SNL-10, tip C, Bruker) cantilever under fluid conditions.  
2.3 Results and Discussion 
2.3.1 Four origami components assemble into the target complex via Watson-Crick 
hybridization of sticky-end overhangs.  
To determine whether the origami components with linking interfaces (Figure 2.1A–B, 
Figs. S2.1–S2.5) interacted as designed, we annealed a mixture of four origami tile components 
from a starting temperature of 55 °C down to 25 °C at 15 min/°C. Atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) analysis of the mixture at 25 °C showed the presence of tetramer structures (Figure 
2.1C), but much of the material remained as either monomers or dimers. Few trimers were 




Figure 2.1: Multi-component origami assembly scheme. (A) Schematic of origami showing 
structural staples (red), hairpins on structural staples that produce distinguishing patterns on 
the AFM (black letters), edge staples that control interaction between origami components 
(blue regions), biotin-anchoring sites (green) and fluorophore-binding sites (loop-outs). Each 
origami binds another origami along one interface, coded by the letters A, B, C or D. (B) Edge 
staples act as either “blockers” (green, 4 thymine nucleotides) or “linkers” (blue, 8 bp dsDNA 
+ 5 bp sticky-end) for origami-origami attachment (see Fig. S2.3). (C) AFM image of the target 
origami complex. In addition to the hairpins that produce visible numbers, the biotin-
anchoring sites (corners and centers of each origami rectangle) and fluorophore docking sites 
(loops at top or bottom edge of origami) are visible. Scale bar 50 nm. 
2.3.2 The concentrations of origami monomers and complexes after a reaction can be 
quantitatively measured using multicolor fluorescent labeling and fluorescence 
microscopy.  
The first step in calculating the equilibrium energy landscape of multiple pathways in an 
assembly process is the determination of equilibrium constants for all possible reactions in the 
assembly process. These equilibrium constants can be calculated using the measured relative 
abundances of all possible species in the reaction. While AFM has been used to characterize 
the yields of origami self-assembly60,72,78,171 because it enables clear visualization of the structure 
of assemblies, quantitatively measuring binding energies between species or the relative 
abundances of the different species is tedious because large surface areas must be scanned 
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serially and the resulting images generally must be analyzed manually. Because the number of 
intermediate complexes scales exponentially with product complex size, the amount of AFM 
imaging required to accurately measure the abundance of all possible complexes quickly 
becomes prohibitive. To characterize the assembly landscape of our reaction without an 
imaging bottleneck, we therefore developed a method of measuring the relative abundances 
of DNA origami monomers, intermediates and target complexes using fluorescence 
microscopy and fluorescently tagged DNA origami (Fig. S2.7–S2.8). Because this method 
enables the identification of hundreds of origami monomers and complexes using a single epi-
fluorescent image capture, it makes it possible to rapidly and accurately measure the fraction 
of material of many different species whose abundance may vary. To distinguish different 
origami species, each of the four origami were labeled with either ATTO647N (R), Cy3 (G) 
or ATTO488 (B) fluorophores or kept unlabeled in a given reaction. The composition of the 
complex could then be determined by the combination of fluorophores it possesses. 
One potential source of error in our fluorescence measurements is that when the density 
of origami on the glass surface is high, components can land near one another by chance so 
that they appear bound to one another. We used simulations to determine how often these 
events would occur and the amount it would skew our measurements of complex abundances 
using fluorescence colocalization (Figs. S2.9–S2.10). We found that for typical densities of 
origami components on slides, about 3% of origami components that were unbound appeared 
to be in assemblies.  
To verify that our fluorescence co-localization microscopy technique could be used to 
characterize the relative abundances of origami and origami complexes, we compared the 
results of the technique with measurements of the abundances of complexes taken using 
atomic force microscopy. We mixed sets of two origami that were designed to bind to one 
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another, heated them to 55 °C and then slowly cooled them using an annealing schedule that 
ensured the reaction had approached equilibrium between 50 and 25 ºC (Section 2.5.1–2.5.2). 
Each of the two origami monomers were labeled with a different fluorophore so that static 
fluorescence micrographs of surface-bound origami provided a 2D representation of reaction 
composition (Figure 2.2A). The relative fraction of species in each possible configuration (the 
two monomers or the dimer) was determined by counting the number of objects that appeared 
in one or two fluorophore channels (Figure 2.2B). We compared the reaction compositions of 
a two-component reaction mixture measured using our microscopy methods with those from 
the same reaction characterized using AFM scans and found that the measured fraction of 
material in a dimer complex measured using our fluorescence assay and AFM micrographs 
were similar to one another, suggesting that the fluorescence microscopy assay we developed 
can be used to quantitatively measure the fraction of material in different reaction states (Figs. 
S2.11–S2.13, Table S2.1). 
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Figure 2.2: Multi-color fluorophore labeling of different origami components allows the 
assembly state of origami complexes to be determined from multi-color fluorescence 
micrographs. (A) The two origami tile types are labeled with two different fluorophore types 
for the assembly of T1-ATTO647N and T2-Cy3 into a T12 dimer. Pixel locations of apparent 
origami structures are visualized in individual fluorescence channels (red and green). 
Fluorescent objects that appear in multiple channels are origami assemblies (right image, 
labeled by colored shapes designating which channels). Section 2.5.3 details the algorithm used 
to detect and count fluorescent objects. Image sizes: 21.4x21.4 microns. (B) Example 
fluorescent origami assembly species, both in individual channels and overlays, for objects in 
one or two channels and an AFM representation of the specified fluorescent object. Size of 
each fluorescent image: 1.2x1.2 microns; AFM scale bars: 25 nm. 
After verifying that our assay could be used to measure the fraction of material in different 
configurations close to equilibrium, we used it to find equilibrium yields in all possible 
reactions involving two or three binding species. Since there was a 1:1 ratio between the 
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possible number of fluorophore types (3) and the number of origami components (up to 3 in 
dimerization and trimerization reaction mixtures), the fraction of material values for all species 
in a reaction were directly calculated from counts of objects in the fluorescent images (Fig. 
S2.14, Figure 2.3A). 
 
Figure 2.3: The distribution of assembly material among potential species in reactions 
involving 3 origami components close to thermodynamic equilibrium at a range of 
temperatures and the corresponding equilibrium constants for the assembly reactions. (A) The 
fraction of assembly material (fi) in four reaction mixtures involving three of the four origami 
components (left to right): 1-2-3, 1-2-4, 1-3-4 and 2-3-4. (B) Van’t Hoff plots (log of the 
equilibrium constant vs. inverse temperature) for the possible reactions between the 
components for the reactions in (A). Equilibrium constants for reactions where binding occurs 
between the same types of interfaces (1-2 and 3-4) are larger than those for reactions where 
binding occurs between different interface types (1-3 and 2-4). Non-linear behavior in the 
Van’t Hoff plots precluded the calculation of standard enthalpy and entropy changes for each 
assembly reaction. Here and elsewhere, error bars were calculated as described in Section 2.5.5. 
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2.3.3 The binding interfaces of origami play a role in the equilibrium constants of 
origami-origami interactions.  
Previous experiments have shown qualitatively that the amount of binding between 
origami can be dependent on the structure of the origami components,60 which can vary across 
a rectangular origami structure because of asymmetries in either crossover patterns or 
sequence.172 The four interfaces of the origami components we designed, therefore, might be 
expected to bind to one another in reactions with different equilibrium constants, even if the 
sticky-end sequences that hybridized during binding were the same. In support of these ideas, 
we found that the Keq of a reaction was dependent upon which interfaces of the origami were 
interacting (Figure 2.3B). Relatively strong binding was observed between origami monomer 
pairs T1-T2 and T3-T4, where binding occurs between two origami interfaces with identical 
structure - interface “B” (Figure 2.1A). Weaker interactions were observed between T1-T3 
and T2-T4, where binding occurs between the dissimilar origami interfaces “D” and “A”. In 
contrast, the hybridization energy for each interface’s binding predicted by considering the 
hybridization of the sticky-end sequences using the nearest-neighbor model173 did not correlate 
with the measured equilibrium binding constants for origami binding, as free energies of 
binding predicted using this method were very close to equal (Table S2.2). 
In protein assembly, allosteric interactions between components are common. Allostery 
implies that when two components bind, the conformations of the components change, 
altering the binding energy between these components and future binding partners. To 
determine whether allosteric interactions were present in the assembly of origami complexes, 
presumably because of conformational changes incurred by the origami as they hybridize, we 
compared equilibrium constants of a dimerization reaction in the presence or absence of a 
third origami component capable of binding a secondary interface. For example, in the 
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T1+T2, T2+T4 and T1+T2+T4 reaction systems, we found that the addition of a third 
component to a reaction mixture did not have a significant effect on the Keq of a reaction, 
implying that allosteric interactions do not have a major role in origami–origami binding here 
(Figs. S2.16–S2.17). 
2.3.4 Equilibrium analysis of four-component systems.  
The number of unique fluorophore types available to a conventional microscopy system 
is often limited to three or four due to the spectral overlaps between fluorophores and 
limitations in available light filter sets. This limitation is an obstacle to the use of the described 
assay for the analysis of reaction mixtures with more components than fluorophore types. To 
scale our technique for measuring the equilibrium constants of individual reactions to systems 
with more than three components, we developed a method to measure the contents of 
reaction mixtures by running the same reaction several times using different labeling schemes 
for the components in each reaction, and combining the data from these reactions to find the 
fraction of material in each possible monomer or complex. Because the fluorophore labels on 
the components did not affect their binding behavior (Fig. S2.11), we assumed that the 
equilibrium constants in each of the reaction mixtures were the same. To study how the 
fraction of assembly material was distributed among the possible species in a reaction to form 
a heterotetrameric ring (Figure 2.1), we performed three assembly reactions and measured the 
distribution of colocalized fluorophores in each reaction mixture. In two out of the three 
reaction mixtures, three of the origami were labeled with three different types of fluorophores 
and a fourth origami was not labeled (unlabeled origami were denoted with an “N”). In the 
third reaction mixture, the fourth origami was labeled with the same type of fluorophore as 
one of the other origami (Figure 2.4A).  
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We counted the abundance of each of the colocalized fluorescent objects in each 
experiment in the same manner as in the two- and three-component mixtures (e.g., the number 
of objects in each fluorescent channel at the same location in each of the labeling schemes). 
The abundances of each possible combination of colocalized fluorescent labels in each of the 
three experiments were then related by mass balance equations describing the possible 
fluorescent objects representing a given assembly species (Table S2.3). For example, in the 
T1234-RNGB scheme, an object that fluoresces in the red and green channels represents 
either a T13 or a T123 species due to the “2” origami being unlabeled, so the fraction of 
material that fluoresces in red and green is the sum of the fractions of the material that are 
either T13 or T123. Assuming that the fraction of material of each species does not change 
between reaction mixtures, the mixtures with different labels will each constrain our 
knowledge about the values of these abundances, making it possible to calculate them given 
all of the information from the three reactions with different fluorophore labeling schemes. 
We used a least-squares solver using the mass balance equations to find the best fit to the 
fraction of material of the possible species, with the bounding constraints that the fraction of 
material of each species must be nonnegative (Section 2.5.7). However, we found that this 
method for determining the fraction of material and equilibrium constants was difficult 
numerically: the fits to the fraction of material for each species were highly dependent on the 
assumption that the concentration of each origami component was exactly the same in each 
experiment because, in practice, the concentration of the origami components varied slightly 
between the reaction mixtures because of effects such as pipetting error (Fig. S2.18). 
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Figure 2.4: Determination of the equilibrium constants for a four-component origami 
assembly reaction. (A) Example set of origami component labeling schemes used when 
measuring the distribution of complexes in four-component assembly: either T2, T3 or both 
T2 and T3 were labeled with a Cy3 fluorophore in three separate experiments (these labeling 
schemes were termed T1234-RNGB/RGNB/RGGB respectively). We also characterized the 
four component assembly process using the labeling schemes T1234-NRBG/GRBN/GRBG. 
Comparison of the results predicted using these two labeled schemes were also used identify 
and correct numerical instabilities in our analysis process (Sections 2.5.7–2.5.8). (B) Combining 
the fluorescent object abundances from each reaction mixture enabled the calculation of the 
fraction of reaction material (fi) of all fifteen possible species (See text). At 25 °C, the majority 
of components existed as monomers (~33%) or tetramers (~30%). (C) Equilibrium constants 
for the eighteen assembly reactions. Tetramerization reactions showed higher equilibrium 
constants than dimerization and trimerization reactions at every measured temperature, 
suggesting the presence of cooperative interactions. Data in (B) and (C) were determined using 
both the RNGB/RGNB/RGGB and NRBG/GRBN/GRBG labeling schemes (see Section 
2.5.5). 
To estimate the concentrations of the different species in a manner that was less sensitive 
to slight measurement variations between experiments, we modified the system of equations 
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used in our analysis. On the basis of our observations that reactions between origami 
components do not exhibit allostery, we assumed that the equilibrium constants for the 
dimerization and trimerization reactions in the four-component mixture were close to those 
for the reactions measured in the two- and three-component mixtures. We used this 
assumption to constrain the equilibrium constants for the dimerization and trimerization 
reactions to be close to those we had previously measured. The resulting fits produced the 
same results for different subsets of experiments, indicating that they were not as sensitive to 
small variations between different assembly reactions (Section 2.5.8, Fig. S2.19). The resulting 
measured fractions of material and equilibrium constants are shown in Figure 2.4B, C.  
2.3.5 Ring closure reactions exhibit cooperative interactions with equilibrium 
constants controlled by interface pairings.  
Measuring the equilibrium constants for the reactions that form four-component origami 
complexes allowed us to determine the binding energy for reactions that formed the target 
complex (Figure 2.4C). These reactions, which included those between a monomer and trimer 
and those between two origami dimers, allowed two origami interfaces to interact 
simultaneously. At every temperature, the Keq for each of these reactions was larger than the 
Keq measured for any dimerization and trimerization reaction, suggesting the presence of 
cooperative interactions. That is, the reaction of the components by multiple origami binding 
interfaces increased the energy of interaction (lower ΔG°). Because of the symmetry in the 
design of the origami complex assembly, all of the trimer-monomer reactions involved both 
B-B and A-D interface binding (e.g., T123+T4 reaction has T3-T4 and T2-T4 interface binding 
reactions) and resulted in equally balanced Keq values. However, the reactions between two 
dimers consisted of either two B–B interface reactions (T13+T24) or two A–D interface 
reactions (T12+T34). With these reactions, there was a marked difference in equilibrium 
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constants; the B–B interface reaction had about a 20-fold higher Keq than the A–D interface 
reactions. This followed the pattern observed earlier in dimerization and trimerization 
reactions where B–B interface reactions had a greater equilibrium constant in the studied 
system as compared with A–D interface binding reactions. 
2.3.6 Reaction equilibrium constants provide insight into potential asymmetries in 
assembly pathways. 
We used the equilibrium constants for all possible reactions in the four-origami 
component system and kinetic assembly simulations to produce an energy landscape for 
assembly. This landscape shows which relative pathways from origami monomers to the target 
complex were the most energetically favorable (Figure 2.5). The energy landscape is important 
because its shape can determine the yield of assembly;163,164 in particular, one potential principle 
for design is the idea that a biased assembly pathway, in which a single assembly process tends 




Figure 2.5: The assembly landscape for a four-component origami assembly reaction. 
Pathways in the self-assembly of a four-component nanostructure are shown for assembly at 
25 °C. Each arrow represents a possible reaction between components with the product 
complex at the arrow’s end. The line color is the calculated free energy change from 
experimental measurements using ΔG°=-RTlnKeq (from blue to red is more negative) and the 
width of the line indicates the relative amount of material generated by each reaction in kinetic 
simulations. For clarity, arrows for monomers are omitted for reactions involving a monomer 
and a larger assembly. 
We created a simple kinetic simulation of the assembly process to understand how 
assembly of tetramer complexes might occur. Following models and experiments analyzing 
DNA tile crystallization74 and DNA origami oligomerization,171 we considered how assembly 
would occur if the system had a single on-rate for all reactions. Using this on-rate, we then 
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calculated the off-rate for each reaction using the equilibrium constants that we experimentally 
measured, and used these rates in a mass-action kinetic simulation of the assembly process of 
the four origami components (Section 2.5.9, Figs. S2.20–S2.22). 
We calculated the relative amount of material produced by each reaction in our 
simulations. For dimerization reactions, the major products generated were T12 and T34, and 
because the concentrations of these two dimer species were much higher than the other two 
dimers, the reaction rates for subsequent reactions from T12 or T34, either when adding a 
third monomer or the T12+T34 dimer–dimer reaction, were also large, despite those 
interfaces having lower binding energies. The most prevalent tetramerization reaction in our 
simulations was T12+T34, forming about 2x more tetramers at 25 °C than the next most 
favored reaction, T234+T1 (Fig. S2.22). While T12+T34 was the dominant tetramerization 
reaction at temperatures less than 40 °C, the dominant assembly pathway varied with 
temperature (Fig. S2.22). An energy diagram, depicting the free energy and the relative amount 
of produced complex for each reaction at 25 °C is shown in Figure 2.5. 
2.4 Conclusion 
In this paper, we develop a method using standard fluorescence microscopy techniques to 
determine the equilibrium constants for the assembly of heterogeneous DNA origami 
complexes. The techniques outlined are straightforward for the complete analysis of small 
assembly reactions in which each component can be labeled with a different fluorophore type, 
and can also be extended to include more components by repeating reactions with different 
labeling combinations, and by using mass balance equations and the equilibrium constants 
measured in simpler reactions. These techniques could also be used to characterize the 
thermodynamics of 3-dimensional origami assembly processes. 
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The energy landscape we determined demonstrates important principles that govern the 
energetics of origami complex assembly, and can be used to increase the yield and efficiency 
of self-assembly. We found that the energy of interaction between different components 
appeared to be controlled not by the specific sequences in the Watson-Crick binding pairs, but 
by the structure of the origami interface. This result suggests that, despite the importance of 
sequence effects in DNA hybridization, in the assembly of larger origami structures the 
structure of the interfaces largely determines binding energies, even when the binding process 
is actually mediated by DNA hybridization. These results expand upon studies of smaller 
DNA nanostructures where the architecture of small DNA tiles impacts the thermodynamics 
and kinetics of dimerization.161,174 It would therefore be interesting to characterize how the 
structure (e.g., rigidity) of origami and their interfaces affect the on-rate of origami–origami 
binding.  
Understanding how to assemble DNA origami structures using Watson-Crick base-pairing 
is important because, while blunt-end base stacking is an alternative method to hierarchically 
self-assemble origami into larger structures, there are a relatively small number of distinct 
blunt-end stacking interfaces78 and the resulting structures would be difficult to stabilize via 
processes such as enzymatic ligation. 
Additionally, explicit consideration of the structure of origami components at the 
nanometer scale as predicted in simulation82,175 or experiment176 could be used to build higher-
yield tunable interfaces between origami components.80 The fact that binding energies are so 
dependent on structure may also make it possible to use these sorts of measurements to 
quickly and inexpensively test hypotheses about the average structure and the ensemble of 
structures of particular origami assemblies.82 
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Our techniques further suggest a way to explicitly measure cooperative interactions 
between multiple component types. In the case of homogeneous assembly, these methods 
would make it possible to measure cooperativity easily to aid in the construction of large 
lattices. Some degree of cooperativity is required for the assembly of regular crystals with few 
defects74,76 and also, in the case of closed complex structures like those studied here, controls 
the stability of the final complex. Cooperativity is also important for the control of the self-
assembled product in processes such as algorithmic self-assembly.74  
Finally, the technique developed here allows the elucidation of the complete energy 
landscape for assembly and therefore can be important for a systems-level analysis of origami 
component assembly processes. While the development of principles for the self-assembly of 
complexes is still being elucidated,65,67–69 it is clear that the ensemble of binding energies and 
how they are distributed between reactions is a major determinant of assembly speed and yield. 
The ability to measure all of the binding energies for a single assembly process, and perhaps 
to also tune these energies by designing alternative pairs of interfaces, will be important for a 
rational, reliable route to the self-assembly of origami complexes and more generally, to the 
hierarchical self-assembly of DNA structures that bridge different length scales. 
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2.5 Supplemental Information 
2.5.1. Initial melting of origami complexes  
After mixing the origami components, the reaction solutions were heated to 55 °C for 20 
minutes to melt any origami complexes that might have formed during the initial monomer 
mixing. Atomic force microscopy verified that this heating process did not melt the monomer 
origami: specifically, we observed no incidences of hairpin patterns interchanging between 
origami tiles after the heating and cooling process (Fig. 2.1C, Fig. S2.6). Other experiments 
have shown that the probability of a linker edge staple displacing a blocker when heating to 
55 °C from 20 °C is less than 5% and a blocker edge staple displacing a linker staple is less 
than 1%, indicating that the displacement or melting of edge staples had a minimal impact on 
experiments.44 
2.5.2 Equilibrium assembly of origami complexes 
Origami complexes were assembled by cooling a mixture of multiple origami components 
from 55 to 25 °C at a rate of 15 minutes/°C. For dimerization reactions, this annealing 
schedule is compatible with recently measured rates of reaction and rapid equilibration for the 
hybridization of two origami components.44 To check that the same annealing schedule 
permitted reactions in four-component reaction mixtures to reach equilibrium, we measured 
the fraction of reaction material in each assembly state for both a cooling and a re-heating 
cycle using the T1234-RNGB, RGNB and RGGB labeling schemes (results shown in Fig. 
S2.23, analysis as described in Section 2.5.8). The reaction solutions were held at 25 °C 
overnight in between annealing and re-heating. The match between cooling and re-heating 
measurements indicate that the cooling rate of 15 minutes/°C is also slow enough for reactions 
in the assembly of the target tetramer complex to equilibrate.  
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2.5.3 Image analysis and derivation of assembly compositions 
After image acquisition, fluorescent object locations were determined using standard 
object detection algorithms written in MATLAB (source code available upon request). 
Specifically, images were first subjected to a Gaussian filter of size 100 and a sigma value of 5 
for background subtraction. A threshold to generate a binary mask of the image then required 
potential objects to have an intensity 5% greater than the local background intensity and less 
than 50x the local background (to remove large fluorescent objects). Finally, because the extent 
of the detected features varied in practice, if two objects in the same channel were found to 
be in neighboring pixels, the object with the highest intensity was chosen as the true object. 
Each object’s intensity was approximately 1.2-3x above the object’s local background intensity, 
where the local area is defined as the 3x3 pixel area around a fluorescent object (Fig. S2.8). 
Object locations were compared across fluorophore channels to determine if an object 
consisted of single or multiple fluorophore types. Objects were considered to be present in 
more than one color channel if their pixel locations resulted in a Euclidean distance less than 
√2 pixels, approximately 236 nm. The maximum theoretical distance between fluorophores 
on different origami was roughly 200 nm. The total number of overlapping fluorescent objects 
was determined for each subset of fluorescent channels (red alone, red+blue, red+green, 
red+green+blue, etc.). For each single origami, assembly intermediate and the target complex, 
the fraction of reaction material in configuration i (fi) was calculated using the formula: 
𝑓𝑖 =
Total number of origami in assembly species 𝑖





where Ni is the number of the detected fluorescent objects of assembly species i, and υi is the 
number of origami tiles in assembly species i. The fraction of reaction material is a measure of 
how much material is present in a specific assembly species compared to the total material of 
the system. 
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2.5.4 Effect of fluorescent object surface density on apparent assembly abundances 
Since the fraction of material in a given assembly state was determined using fluorophore 
colocalization, the density of fluorescent objects could affect the calculated number of 
colocalized objects. Specifically, because the origami bound to the surface in a random fashion 
(we did not direct where they bound), there was a non-zero probability of two (or more) 
fluorescent origami binding the surface such that the distance between them did not allow 
them to be resolved as separate species rather than an assembly complex. To estimate the 
effect of plating density on our measurement error due to this effect, we simulated a series of 
experiments involving different densities of objects that attached to the surface in random 
locations (Figures S2.5 and S2.6). Two cases were simulated: (1) all monomers were unbound, 
so the expected fraction of material in complex form was 0 (2) different fractions of the 
origami were in complexes. We expect a situation like case 1 above the melting temperature 
of the complexes (e.g., 50 °C) and a situation like case 2 at intermediate to low temperatures 
where binding between origami can occur. In each simulation, we set a number of each 
monomer type (called the surface density) to be deposited on the surface (all monomer types 
were assumed to be present in equal number). The probability of binding a surface site was 
equal across the virtual surface. The simulated surface densities ranged from 50 to 2500 
components per field of view, which is representative of the densities of origami we observed 
in our experiments. In the majority of experiments, prepared surfaces contained 800 – 1000 
total components per field of view (512 x 512 pixels). Ten surfaces were seeded for each 
simulated surface density. 
In the simulations for case 1, where no origami were bound to one another, all 
components were placed on a 512 x 512 grid by randomly selecting their X and Y coordinates. 
The fraction of material in each assembly state was then calculated from these X/Y 
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coordinates using the same methods we used for analyzing experimental data. A small fraction 
of origami components (with the fraction being dependent on density) appeared bound to one 
another in two component simulations (Fig. S2.9). In simulations involving three component 
types that were not expected to bind to one another (Fig. S2.10A), our analysis also showed 
that a small fraction of components appeared to be part of complexes, and that the number 
of spurious detected complexes decreased as the size of the complex increased. This is logical 
as the probability of three objects (or four) landing on the same or neighboring pixels on a 
512 x 512 grid is much lower than two objects.  
For case 2 simulations, where some origami were actually bound to one another, we set 
the fraction of origami in different complexes to the fractions that we observed in a typical 
experiment (Figs. S2.9 and S2.10B). Complexes and monomers were randomly placed on a 
512 x 512 grid as above. For complexes, two (or more) monomers were placed at the same 
X/Y coordinates as their binding partner(s). In this case, the plating density of a component 
was the total number of objects in complexes plus the number of single monomers. For 
example, a surface with 2 component types, 2000 components of each type and a dimer 
assembly abundance (fi) of 20% contains 1600 of component 1, 1600 of component 2, and 
400 dimers. The results of these simulations allowed us to estimate the amount of error in our 
measurements as a function of object density on the surface. 
2.5.5 Estimation of uncertainty in experimental measurements and calculations 
To estimate the uncertainty in our measured fractions of material in a given assembly 
species for an individual experiment, we employed standard methods for inferring an 
estimated proportion (here the fraction of material) via bootstrapping and the associated 
variance in each proportion.177 For each assembly mixture, 5–10 locations on the dish or 
coverslip were imaged for each measured temperature point. The total number of detected co-
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localized objects for each reaction species was summed across the locations to produce a total 
count for each reaction species. For each reaction species (e.g., T124-RGB), a random sample 
(of size n) equal to the total number of detected objects of that species type was drawn with 
replacement from the population of colocalized objects. The binomial probability (p) of an 
object being the specified species was calculated from this sample population. This procedure 
was then repeated for each reaction species. The probabilities (pi) are related to the fraction of 
reaction material (fi) in a given reaction state through the stoichiometry (νi) on the number of 





This sampling was repeated 1000x and the average fraction of material was calculated for 
each reaction species. The fraction of material for a reaction species is also the probability a 
fluorescently detected object on the surface is present in an individual fluorophore channel 
(Red, Green, or Blue object). For each fi, the probability q=1-fi is the probability of a 
fluorescent object in the population of objects not being a given species. The confidence 

























where z is equal to 1.96 for 95% confidence intervals and n is the sample size of detected 
species. Figure S2.15 shows a sample workflow for this analysis. The average fractions of 
material and 95% confidence intervals reported in Figures 2.3–2.4 and in the Supplemental 
Figures below were calculated using the above method. Figures in the main section and in the 
supplemental info containing replicate experiments are represented by a weighted average of 
the replicate experiments with error bars calculated from a weighted variance.  
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The amount of error calculated using the above method represents the error associated 
with the amount of data collected about each species in a single experiment. These errors do 
not include errors due to experimental variation in the concentrations of the origami 
components that would be expected from reaction mixture to reaction mixture or other 
systematic error due to measurement technique/protocol limitations. To attempt to measure 
the error due to these various sources, we repeated a single experiment in triplicate and other 
experiments in duplicate (list in Table S2.5, comparison of experiments in Figure S2.25). For 
a mixture of 2 components, we found that the variance between experiments was within 0.2 
% of the variance within a given experiment. For mixtures of 3 components, the variance 
between experiments was larger, likely due to an increased variance in a tiles’ concentration 
when increasing the number of components (i.e., the ratio of Red:Green:Blue detected objects 
in a population of objects). The effect of this source of error might be expected to increase as 
the number of monomer components in the target structure increases. 
The mean and 95% confidence intervals of the calculated fractions of material for each 
species were used to calculate the mean and variance of the equilibrium constants for each 
reaction. Specifically, we generated a sample population for each fraction of material using 
Gaussian distributions with the means and 95% confidence intervals calculated above. For 
1000 iterations, we sampled these fractions of material to generate a pool of equilibrium 
constants for each reaction. This pool of equilibrium constants was then used to calculate the 
mean and standard deviation for each equilibrium constant of each reaction. 
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2.5.6 Calculation of equilibrium constants from the fractions of reaction material 
To calculate the equilibrium constants for each assembly reaction, we first derived an 
equation relating the fraction of reaction material in a given assembly species with its 
concentration. The concentration of a species can be written in terms of its fraction of reaction 





where Ci is the concentration of assembly species i and Co is the initial concentration of 
monomer species j. In the experiments presented here, all origami monomers had an initial 
concentration of 5 nM; the initial concentrations of other species were 0. The following 














where P indicates the product of a reaction where R1 and R2 are the two reactants. 
2.5.7 Calculation of the fractions of reaction material during target complex assembly 
using mass balance equations alone 
In our experiments determining the fraction of material assembled using all four 
components, only three types of fluorophores were used to label the origami. To calculate the 
fraction of material in each assembly state using fluorescent colocalization, fluorescent object 
abundances were measured for the same reaction using three different labeling schemes (e.g., 
T1234-RGNB, RNGB and RGGB). The measurements from each of these reactions were 
combined to determine the fraction of material of each possible monomer type or complex 
after the reaction. 
In two of the labeling schemes where one of the origami was unlabeled (indicated by an 
“N”), any detected fluorescent object could represent more than one assembly species (Table 
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S2.3). For example, the number of “RG” fluorescent species in the T1234-RGNB reaction 
mixture is the sum of the number of T12 and T123 in the mixture and is represented by the 
following equation 
𝑁𝑅𝐺 = 𝑛𝑇12 + 𝑛𝑇123 (𝑆2.6) 
By switching which origami was unlabeled, three systems of mass balance equations 
relating fluorescent objects with which assembly specie(s) it could represent were generated. 
In each reaction mixture, there were 7 possible combinations of fluorescent objects (e.g., red 
alone, red+blue, red+green+blue) giving a total of 21 mass balance equations. Thus, by 
measuring the relative abundance of each fluorescent object in each of the three schemes and 
using these mass balance equations, we were able to calculate the relative abundance of each 
assembly species in an assembly population based upon the three measured reaction mixtures. 
We used a standard least-squares algorithm written in MATLAB to calculate the fraction 
of material in each assembly state in the assembly process. To facilitate logical solutions from 
the algorithm, we applied a lower bound of zero on allowed concentration solutions to ensure 
that only positive fractions of assembly species were calculated. The residuals to be minimized 
by the solver were calculated using the following equation: 
?̅? = ?̅? ∗ ?̅? − ?̅? (𝑆2.7) 
where r̄  is a vector of residuals, F̄ is the matrix pairing the fluorescent objects with which 
assembly species they could represent, ā is a vector of the relative abundances of each assembly 
species (15 species total) and N̄ is a vector of the relative abundance of each fluorescent object 
in each of the 3 labeling scheme populations. The solver finds the vector ā that minimizes the 
sum of the squares of the residual vector r̄  . 
To test whether this analysis method produced reliable results, we used it to find the 
fractions of material for each of the species predicted by two assembly experiments, each 
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involving three labeling schemes. In the first set of experiments we labeled the 4 origami using 
the RNGB/RGNB/RGGB schemes. In the second set of experiments we labeled the 4 
origami components using the NRBG/GRBN/GRBG schemes. Since the presence of 
fluorophore labels did not affect the fractions of material in dimer form (Fig. S2.11, Table 
S2.1), we would not expect the specific set of labels to affect the fractions of materials 
measured in other reactions. However, when we compared the predicted fractions from the 
two experiments we found significant differences in the calculated abundance of two trimer 
species (Fig. S2.18). While the results from the RNGB/RGNB/RGGB schemes showed a 
relatively high abundance of T123 and low abundance of T124, the NRBG/GRBN/GRBG 
schemes showed a relatively high abundance of T124 and low abundance of T123. In both of 
these sets of schemes, the trimer with high abundance was the complex containing one origami 
with ATTO647N labeling, and two origami that were either Cy3 labeled or unlabeled. 
However, the fraction of reaction material in each assembly state measured using AFM 
showed the abundance of each trimer species to be relatively equal and low in value (Fig. S2.24, 
Table S2.4). We hypothesized that the differences in the results were due to numerical 
instabilities in this analysis method, such that small amounts of noise in the measured numbers 
of different types of fluorescent objects could produce large changes in the predicted fractions 
of the material of the different species. 
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2.5.8 Calculation of the fractions of reaction material during target complex assembly 
using mass balance equations and the equilibrium constants for reactions producing 
assembly intermediates 
To prevent the numerical instabilities, we observed using the method for fitting the 
fractions of material described in Section 2.5.7, we added equations based upon the 
equilibrium constants of the dimerization and trimerization reactions determined from 3-
component reaction mixtures to the mass balance equations described in Section 2.5.7. For 







where a is the relative abundance of a given assembly species (R1/R2 are reactants and P is 
the product of a reaction governed by Keq), NTot is the total amount of material in all assembly 
species calculated from the fractions of reaction material (fi) and C0 is the initial origami 
monomer concentration (assumed to be constant for each monomer). Note that ai is a measure 
on the number of an assembly species, while fi is a measure on the amount of material in an 
assembly species. If the equilibrium constant for a given reaction is set exactly to those 
measured in a two- or three- component reaction mixture, the residual value would be 0.  
There was one equation for each of the dimerization and trimerization reactions, with 
redundancies since dimerization reactions occurred in multiple 3-component assembly 
mixtures, giving a total of 16 reactions for a total of 37 fitting equations including the mass 
balance equations. When we analyzed the data from the RNGB/RGNB/RGGB and 
NRBG/GRBN/GRBG sets of labeling schemes with the larger system of equations, we found 
little difference between the two sets of schemes in the calculated abundances (Fig. S2.19).  
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2.5.9 Kinetic simulations of tetramer assembly 
The kinetics of the assembly of the four origami tiles into a tetramer superstructure was 
simulated using mass-action kinetics algorithms written in MATLAB. A reaction on-rate of 
1x106 M-1s-1 was assumed for every reaction. This value for the on-rate is consistent with data 
from existing measurements for the on-rate of origami dimerization reactions driven by 
Watson-Crick hybridization44 and is also similar to on-rates found for smaller DNA 
nanostructures.161 The off-rates of individual reactions were calculated using this on-rate and 
the experimentally determined Keq’s at each measured temperature: 
𝑘𝑜𝑓𝑓 = 𝑘𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝐾𝑒𝑞 (𝑆2.9) 
To match experimental assembly conditions, we simulated annealing conditions from 50 
to 25 °C in 5 °C intervals and 15 minutes per temperature point. To check that simulations 
produced assembly abundances comparable to the experimentally measured ones, we 
determined the fraction of reaction material in each assembly species at the end of each 
temperature step (Figure S2.20). Experiments and simulations showed comparable assembly 
abundances. Slight differences could be due to the assumed constant on-rate changing the 
time to equilibrium, thus preventing some reactions reaching equilibrium within 15 minutes.  
We used these simulations to investigate how the production rate of each species changes 
over time for a particular assembly temperature (Figure S2.21). In order to determine the net 
amount of material produced by each reaction for each temperature, we calculated the area 
under each production rate vs. time curve at that temperature using the trapezoidal method 
(Figure S2.22). From the integrated rates, we inferred which pathway(s) were likely to have 
been favored in the assembly. At all simulated temperatures less than 40 °C, the T12/T34 
dimer+dimer tetramerization reaction produced more target structures than any other reaction 
did: this reaction produced more than 35% of the tetramers at those temperatures. The 
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reaction with the second highest target structure production, at ~20% for temperatures less 
than 40 °C, was the reaction between T234 and T1. Of the trimer + monomer reactions, the 
T234+T1 reaction produced the most tetramer structures at all simulated temperatures below 
50 °C.  
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2.5.10 Supplemental Figures and Tables: 
 
Figure S2.1: Design of the origami tile as presented in CaDNAno.10 Edge staples = blue, 
surface anchoring staples = green, and structural staples = red. The architecture of the linkers 
and blockers on the edge of the origami tile is not shown here (see Fig. S2.3). Even though 
the crossover patterns are symmetric across the origami, differences in sequence, staple strand 
break points and hairpin locations (Fig. S2.2) create differences in structure. Due to these 
differences, the flexibility of the structure varies along the origami binding edges. The 




Figure S2.2: CaDNAno10 schematics showing each origami monomer’s hairpin locations. Tile 
2 and Tile 4 are rotated 180° respective to Tile 1 (see Fig. S2.5). Differing hairpin locations on 




Figure S2.3: Schematics of linker and blocker edge staples are shown for each interface. 
Linkers are comprised of 3 parts: 30–32 bp of complementarity to the scaffold strand, 8 bp of 
internal complementarity along with 4 thymines of ssDNA, and 5 nt complementary to a linker 
strand on the opposite binding interface. As shown here, linker sticky-ends are complementary 
to the linker strand directly opposite each one (on a different origami). Each sticky-end is a 
unique sequence; these sequences are listed below and in Table S2.2. Blockers have 30–32 bp 
of complementarity to the scaffold and 4 thymines to block non-specific blunt-end stacking 
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and prevent unwanted edge strand invasion from excess linker edge staples in solution. Linkers 
and blockers with only 30 bp instead of 32 bp of complementarity to the scaffold strand 
contained a deletion site in order to maintain 10.43 bp/turn helicity (see Section 2.2.1). This 
structural difference may also contribute to the measured differences in binding energy of each 




Figure S2.4: CanDo82 predictions of the 3-dimensional structure of the origami components 
(without hairpins) suggest that the edges of the origami are straight, but that there is global 
twist parallel with the helices. Hairpins in the structure of the origami could affect the global 




Figure S2.5: Four copies of the CanDo82 predictions of the origami monomers (without 
hairpins) as shown in Fig. S2.4 aligned respective to their orientation and binding interfaces. 
(A) Schematic of the tetramer complex showing the relative orientation of each monomer 
relative to tile 1 and the corresponding interfaces involved in binding between origami 
components. Tile 2 and Tile 4 are rotated 180° respective to Tile 1 and Tile 3. (B) The aligned 
predicted structures suggest that the local flexibility, and possibly symmetry of the local 
structure of the origami components could play roles in determining the binding energy 
between components. (C) Model of the target tetramer complex showing the possible overall 




Figure S2.6: Example AFM image showing the four origami components annealed into 
tetramer and intermediate complexes. Most of the components are either in monomer form 
or within tetramers. In particular, few trimers were observed. Additionally, no incidences of 
hairpin patterns interchanging between origami tiles were detected, demonstrating that the 
annealing protocol used in this work did not commonly produce exchanges in staple strands 




Figure S2.7: The sequence of the M13 scaffold strand not incorporated into the body of the 
origami structure was used as a site for fluorophore labeling. Eight docking strands (red) each 
with 25 bases of complementarity to the scaffold strand were hybridized to the scaffold during 
annealing. On fluorescently labeled origami, each docking strand consisted of this 25 base pair 
sequence with an additional 25 base pair sequence complementary to a fluorophore-
conjugated strand (blue) which was the same for all docking strands. On origami where no 
fluorescent label was desired, each docking strand consisted only of the 25 base sequence 
complementary to its respective scaffold region: by blocking the docking sites on the M13 
strand, excess fluorophore docking strands and the fluorescent strands in solution were 
prevented from mislabeling origami. 
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Figure S2.8: Fluorescent objects are easily detected above their local background intensity 
using the algorithm described in Section 2.5.3. (A) Plot of the object intensity versus each 
object’s local background intensity (average of 3 x 3 pixel area around object). The line on the 
plot indicates where the local background would be equal to the object intensity. The 
fluorescence intensity of each object is 1.2–3x its respective local background intensity. (B) 
Histogram plots for each fluorophore used in the experiments. Though all objects are above 
a global average background, they may be at or below the local background of other objects 
within the same fluorophore channel.  
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Figure S2.9: The effect of origami surface density on the simulated fraction of material in a 
dimer state for a two-component reaction mixture. An important potential source of error in 
our experiments is that fluorescent origami that are not bound to each other have a chance of 
landing so close to one another on the treated glass surface that they cannot be distinguished 
from an origami assembly. We used simulations, as described in Section 2.5.4, to determine 
how often such an event would occur as a function of origami surface density, assuming 
origami were randomly deposited on the glass surface and each component was in equal 
abundance. Left: Plots of apparent simulated fraction of material in dimer form (fDimer) for a 
two-component assembly reaction as a function of the number of components of each type 
per field of view (a 512 x 512 pixel grid). The actual expected yield (fexp) of four different 
reaction surface depositions are depicted by four dashed lines and color coded to match the 
fexp in the gray box. Dots with error bars show the mean and standard deviation of the fraction 
of material that would be measured using fluorescence co-localization as a function of 
component surface density on 10 simulated surfaces per dot. For high component densities, 
fluorescence co-localization overestimates the number of dimers because single components 
land near to one another on the surface even though they are not physically bound. Right: The 
difference between the measured (simulated) and actual fraction of material in a dimer state, 
i.e., the difference between the dots and the dashed lines in the left plot, as a function of 
component surface density. 
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Figure S2.10: Simulation of how the chance co-localization of monomers and/or complexes 
in 3-component reactions could affect the measured fraction of material in each assembly state 
using fluorescence co-localization. (A) Simulated experiment in which 3 types of components 
are deposited on a surface with no expected binding between components (methods described 
in Section 2.5.4). The dashed line shows the expected fraction of material in dimer or trimer 
form (fexp), which is 0 for all species. The dots (with error bars) show the average fraction of 
material that would be observed for each of the four species types as a function of the number 
of components of each type present in a single field of view. The right graph shows the error 
in these predictions as in Figure S2.8. (B) A simulated experiment in which 3 types of origami 
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are allowed to react with the expected fractions of material in each of the 4 species indicated 
by the dashed lines and matching colored values in the gray box on the left plot. Each color 
corresponds to the assembly species shown in the legend (e.g., T124). Left, the fraction of 
material that in simulation appeared to be in dimer or trimer form (dots with error bars) is 
plotted as a function of the number of components of each type in a field of view (i.e., 
component surface density). The right plot shows the error for the fraction of material in each 




Figure S2.11: To test whether multi-color fluorescence micrographs could be used to 
quantitatively determine the fraction of origami components in different assembly 
configurations, we measured the fraction of material in each species (fi) for a dimerization 
reaction between T1 and T2 using AFM (blue, no fluorophore labeling) and fluorescent 
microscopy (red, ATTO647N-Cy3 labeling) as a function of reaction temperature. The 
origami in both assays contained hairpins. Similar amounts of material in a dimer state was 
found in both assays at each temperature. The fraction of dimers does not reach 0 in the 
microscopy experiments because origami that attach to the surface randomly near to one 
another cannot be distinguished from assembled components (Section 2.5.4).  
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Table S2.1: Tabular comparison between methods of measuring the fraction of reaction 
material in a dimerized state for a reaction between T1 and T2. The total number of objects 
of a given species (ni) is the sum across all images: 2–3 3 x 3 µm
2 or 4 x 4 µm2 images for AFM 
and 6–10 87 x 87 µm2 images for fluorescence microscopy measurements. Fractions of 
material (fi) are shown as the average across all images with 95% confidence intervals 
determined as described in Section 2.5.5. 
 AFM Fluorescence Microscopy 
Temp. nT1 nT2 nT12 fT12 nT1 nT2 nT12 fT12 
50 °C 269 249 3 0.01±0.01 10571 13657 1171 0.09±0.01 
45 °C 370 360 8 0.02±0.01 10438 11736 1189 0.10±0.01 
40 °C 326 296 60 0.16±0.02 6658 9784 852 0.09±0.01 
35 °C 278 232 102 0.29±0.03 3819 4166 1518 0.28±0.01 
30 °C 179 153 132 0.44±0.04 4817 4694 3746 0.44±0.01 




Figure S2.12: Minimal binding between origami was observed in the absence of linkers. 
Measured fraction of complexes (fi) in reactions involving T1+T2 and T1+T3 components 
(measured after annealing to 25 °C). Many of the complexes observed are likely to be unbound 




Figure S2.13: Minimal interactions were found between origami with non-complementary 
linking interfaces at all measured temperatures. The small number of observed assemblies is 
consistent with most such structures being unbound assemblies that landed near to one 
another by chance (Section 2.5.4). For the T2+T3 reaction at 35 °C, measurements were 




Figure S2.14: The fraction of material (fi) of dimer species was measured for the reactions 
forming three different dimer products- T12, T34 and T24. The equilibrium constants for 




Figure S2.15: Bootstrapping algorithm for determining mean fractions of material in each 
assembly species. The 95% confidence intervals of the mean for the fractions of material in 
each assembly species were calculated using the equation shown as described in Section 2.5.5. 
The example shown is for the assembly of T124-RGB measured at 25 °C.  
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Table S2.2: The interaction energies between each pair of sticky-end linkers was calculated 
using the nearest-neighbor model.173 The 5 bases for each sticky-end, plus one base on each 
side of a fully hybridized linker with its complement (underlined), were included in the 
calculation. Each linker interaction was designed to have an energy of around -8.5 kcal/mole, 
so the sum of the linkers at each interface was similar for each interface (around -33 
kcal/mole). The binding energies of each interface pair cannot be assumed to be the sum of 
each sticky-end’s hybridization energy as predicted by the nearest-neighbor model. Factors not 
included in the nearest-neighbor model, such as origami interface strain, linker strain and the 
effect of multiple linker cooperativity on binding energy, lead to differences in energy levels 
between the nearest-neighbor model (~ -33 kcal/mole) and the experimentally determined 
binding energies (~ -11 kcal/mole). 
Most importantly, slight differences between interfaces with the nearest-neighbor model do 
not align with experimentally measured differences in the energy of origami–origami binding. 
The difference in binding energies between the interfaces, as measured from colocalization 
microscopy, is therefore unlikely to be due to differences in DNA sequence between the 
different reactions.  
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Name Sequence Name Sequence 
ΔG° 
(kcal/mole) 
tile_1_1_1_5l ATGGAC tile_2_23_5l_beta TCCATC -8.23 
tile_1_1_5_3l GTCCAT tile_2_0_24_3l GATGGA -8.23 
tile_1_1_9_3l CGGTAT tile_2_0_28_3l CATACC -8 
tile_1_23_5l_beta CCTGTG tile_2_0_32_5l ACAGGG -8.89 
Total T1-T2 (Sequences) -33.35 
Total T1-T2 (B - B Interface Binding) -11.51 
tile_1_26_5l_beta AAGTCG tile_3_1_5l_beta GACTTG -8.54 
tile_1_28_3l_beta GAGAGT tile_3_3_3l_beta GACTCT -8.13 
tile_1_1_27_5l AGAGTC tile_3_5_5l_beta ACTCTC -8.13 
tile_1_1_31_3l CGTTGA tile_3_7_3l_beta CTCAAC -8.54 
Total T1-T3 (Sequences) -33.34 
Total T1-T3 (A - D Interface Binding) -10.95 
tile_2_7_3l_beta GCAGTA tile_4_0_2_3l GTACTG -8.28 
tile_2_1_23_5l CTAACG tile_4_0_6_5l GTTAGG -8.07 
tile_2_1_27_5l CTGAGA tile_4_0_10_5l CTCAGA -8.08 
tile_2_1_31_3l CTTGTC tile_4_26_3l_beta CGACAA -8.54 
Total T2-T4 (Sequences) -32.97 
Total T2-T4 (A - D Interface Binding) -10.69 
tile_3_17_5l_beta TTACCC tile_4_23_5l_beta GGTAAC -8.02 
tile_3_19_3l_beta CCCTGT tile_4_21_3l_beta CACAGG -8.89 
tile_3_21_3l_beta ACTGAG tile_4_0_28_3l ACTCAG -8.02 
tile_3_23_5l_beta AACTGG tile_4_0_32_5l CAGTTG -8.14 
Total T3-T4 (Sequences) -33.07 




Figure S2.16: To investigate whether the equilibrium state of a reaction was affected by the 
presence of secondary reactions involving other reaction sites on the origami components, we 
compared the equilibrium constants for dimerization reactions in a two-component mixture 
to the equilibrium constants of the same reactions in a three-component mixture where all 
three components could assemble into a complex. Equilibrium constants for the possible 
reactions between T1-T2-T4 (left) and for the possible reactions between T2-T3-T4 (right) 
both suggested that binding of an origami at an interface was largely independent of binding 
at other interfaces on the same origami. Lines are color coded by the types of origami 
interfaces involved in a given assembly reaction. Solid lines: dimerization reaction in 2-
component mixture; Dotted lines: dimerization reaction in a 3-component mixture; Dashed 
lines: trimerization reaction in a 3-component mixture.  
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Figure S2.17: Equilibrium constants as a function of temperature, reaction, and number of 
components in a reaction mixture (components in each reaction solution are shown in 
parentheses for each reaction, D = 2 component mixture, T = 3 component mixture). At 
temperatures at or below 35 °C (magenta arrow), the equilibrium constants diverged into two 
groups depending on the pair of reacting interfaces, independent of the presence of non-
reacting species. Reactions involving two “B” interfaces (red and black lines) have higher 
equilibrium constants than reactions involving one “A” and one “D” interface (blue and green 
lines). Solid lines: dimerization reaction in 2-component mixture; Dotted lines: dimerization 




Table S2.3: Three fluorescence labeling schemes for the four component origami tiles and 
the sets of potential assemblies and intermediates corresponding to each possible color 
combination in those schemes. Data from experiments using these labeling schemes were 
combined such that the fraction of the material of each species in each reaction could be 
calculated. Each fluorescent object (e.g., R, R+B) represented a subset of the possible 
complexes. Dye Labeling: R=ATTO647N, G=Cy3, B=ATTO488, N=unlabeled. 
Labeling Fluorescent Object Combinations 
T1 T2 T3 T4 R G B R+G R+B G+B R+G+B 
R G N B 1; 13 2; 23 4; 34 12; 123 14; 134 24; 234 124; 1234 
R N G B 1; 12 3; 23 4; 24 13; 123 14; 124 34; 234 134; 1234 











Figure S2.18: Fitting the fraction of material (fi) of each possible intermediate using two 
different sets of fluorescent experiments with the fitting method described in Section 2.5.7 
(where only mass balance equations were used to calculate fractions of material). Plotted are 
the predicted fractions of material as a function of temperature for two sets of experiments 
with different sets of fluorescent labeling schemes. Because the fluorescent labels should not 
affect component binding, we would expect the results of the two sets of experiments to be 
the same for each component type and temperature. Results from a set of experiments using 
RNGB/RGNB/RGGB labels are shown by solid lines and results from a set of experiments 
using NRBG/GRBN/GRBG labels are shown by dashed lines. The two sets of experiments 
predict significantly different fractions of assemblies for T124 (right, blue) and T123 (right, 





Figure S2.19: The fraction of material (fi) in an assembly species in two sets of experiments 
using RNGB/RGNB/RGGB labels for components (solid lines) and NRBG/GRBN/GRBG 
labels for components (dashed lines) was calculated by expanding the system of equations to 
include the equilibrium constants of the dimerization and trimerization reactions (Section 
2.5.8). The resulting fits to the data from the two sets of experiments predict very similar 




Figure S2.20: Kinetic simulations using the measured equilibrium constants, as described in 
Section 2.5.9, resulted in simulated equilibrium fractions of material (fi) in each assembly 




Figure S2.21: The production rate of assembly complexes as a function of time (up to 15 
minutes) for assembly at 25 °C predicted using kinetic simulations (Section 2.5.9).  
 
Figure S2.22: The total amount of material through each reaction during the assembly process 
for different temperatures as predicted by kinetic simulations of the assembly process (Section 
2.5.9). These plots suggest that the dominant reaction pathways for the tetramer assembly 
change with temperature.  
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Figure S2.23: The annealing schedule for origami assembly permits at or near equilibrium 
analysis for the assembly of origami components. The fraction of reaction material in each 
assembly species (fi) was measured during cooling (solid lines) and again during re-heating 
(dashed lines) using a temperature change of 15 °C/min (Section 2.5.2) for a four-component 
reaction mixture using the RNGB/RGNB/RGGB labeling schemes. In between annealing 
and re-heating, the reaction solutions incubated at 25 °C overnight. The close match between 
annealing and re-heating for most temperatures indicate that the annealing schedule enables 
each reaction to be at or near equilibrium when measurements were taken. The equilibration 
of the reactions on the annealing schedule used are also compatible with recently measured 




Figure S2.24: Comparison of the fraction of material (fi) in each of the possible assembly 
configurations measured by AFM (blue bars) or fluorescent microscopy using two different 
component labeling schemes (red and green bars). To test whether the fraction of material for 
different species measured using fluorescence microscopy (analyzed as described in Section 
2.5.8) accurately represented the actual fractions of material of the different species, we 
measured the relative abundance of the components labeled using AFM of the T1234-RNGB 
labeling scheme after annealing to 25 °C. Seven 3 x 3 micron AFM images were acquired and 
the number of each assembly species was counted in each image (1670 total assembly species). 
Independent of the method used, the major dimer species observed were T12 and T34, the 
tetramer target complex had a relative abundance of 25–30% and very few trimer species were 
observed. While AFM alone could in principle be used to could be used to analyze these 
systems, the amount of time required to acquire a statistically significant number of 
objects/images, the time required to manually count origami components and the dependency 
on the consistency of imaging conditions (e.g., tip sharpness) to distinguish individual origami 




Table S2.4: Comparison of AFM and fluorescent microscopy for the determination of the 
fraction of reaction material in each assembly state for the formation of the tetramer complex 
measured at 25 °C. The average fractions of material of each species (fi) plus/minus their 95% 
confidence intervals are shown. Total species counts represent the sum of each complex or 
monomer (e.g., nT1+nT2+…) for AFM measurements. For fluorescence microscopy 
measurements, the total species count represents the total number of co-localized objects in 
all three labeling schemes (e.g., nRGB+nRG+nRB+… in T1234-RGGB, RGNB, and RNGB 
labeling schemes). 





Species fi ni fi fi 
T1 0.09±0.01 253 0.090±0.002 0.095±0.002 
T2 0.11±0.01 296 0.083±0.002 0.092±0.002 
T3 0.08±0.01 205 0.065±0.002 0.141±0.003 
T4 0.10±0.01 275 0.131±0.002 0.057±0.002 
T12 0.10±0.01 129 0.077±0.002 0.089±0.002 
T13 0.02±0.01 28 0.021±0.001 0.047±0.002 
T24 0.03±0.01 45 0.030±0.001 0.014±0.001 
T34 0.17±0.01 228 0.113±0.002 0.107±0.003 
T123 0.003±0.002 3 0.020±0.001 0.010±0.001 
T124 0.03±0.01 21 0.015±0.001 0.037±0.002 
T134 0.02±0.01 17 0.030±0.001 0.032±0.001 
T234 0.03±0.01 26 0.034±0.001 0.033±0.001 
T1234 0.22±0.02 144 0.291±0.003 0.247±0.004 
Total Species Count 1,670 28,689 17,794 
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Table S2.5: List of each assembly reaction studied (by target complex) with the corresponding 
number of replicate experiments performed.  











Figure S2.25: Comparison of replicate experiments for reaction mixtures with target 
structures T24, T124, T234 and T134. The variation between replicates appears to increase 
with the number of components. Error bars were calculated as described in Section 2.5.5. 
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Table S2.6: Filter cubes used for fluorescent imaging. 
































2.5.11 Sequences of DNA strands: 































2: Biotin anchor strands 
Biotin Anchor Strand: 
BioAnchorv1 5' (bio) /5Biosg/TAGGTCCAAG 
 
Added Strands: To All Tiles 
2[47]_0[48] AGT AAA TGC ATT TTC AGG GAT AGC CAC CGT AC 
BAnchs29_208_26_208 
GCT CCG CTT AAC GCT CAT GAA ATG GAT TAT TTA TCG CCA TTA 
AAA ATA GGT GAG G 
BAnchs31_192_29_207 
ACA GGA GGC CGA TTA AAG GGA TTA GTG TTT TTA TAA TCC 
AGG AAA TTG CGG AGC CTT GGA CCT A 
BAnchs3_208_0_208 
GTC GTC CTT ACC ACC CTC CGC CAG CAT TGA CAG GGG TCA GTG 
CCT TGC CTG CCT A 
BAnchs16_127_15_111 TGG CTC GTT CGC CAT ATT TAA TTG CTG AAT ATC GGA TGG 
BAnchs15_112_16_128 
CTT AGA GCT TAA CAA CGC CAA CAT TTG AGA ATT TCG AGC CAC 
TTG GAC CTA 
BAnchs25_32_28_32 
CTT CTG GTC GTT GTA AAA CGA CGG ACT CTA GAG GAT CCC CCA 
CTG CCC TTG ACC TGC CTT GGA CCT A 
BAnchs28_31_31_31 
GCA GGT CTT GCT TTC CAA TGA ATC GGC CAA CGC GGT GGT TCC 
GAA ATC GCC GAG ATA 
BAnchs2_31_5_31 
GCG TGG CTT GTA TGG GAG GAG TGA GAA TAG AAA AAC AAC 
CAT CGC CCA CTG CAG GGA 
BAnchs0_47_2_32 
TCA GGA GGT TTA GTA CCG CCA CCC TCA GAG CCA CCA CCC TAA 
TTT TCT TTG CCA CGC CTT GGA CCT A 
BAnchs6_207_3_207 
TTA CCA GCC GGA AAC GTC ACC AAG CGA CAG AAT CAA GCA 
GAG CCT TGG ACG ACC TTG GAC CTA 
 



















3: Structural staple strands 
Hairpin Sequence (see Rothemund, 2006):7 TC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT GT 
 
Non-Hairpin staples: 
23[160]_25[159] GGA GCG GAC TCG TAT TAA ATC CTT TGG CAA 
3[32]_5[31] AAT AGA AAA ACA ACC ATC GCC CAC TGC AGG GA 
29[192]_31[191] CAT TGC AAA GTG AGG CCA CCG AGT GGA GCT AA 
4[207]_2[208] AAT CAA GCA GAG CCA CCA CCC TCC GCC AGC 
10[207]_8[208] TGT TTA AAT AAG AGC AAG AAA CCT TTT TAA 
6[207]_4[208] TTA CCA GCC GGA AAC GTC ACC AAG CGA CAG 
19[160]_21[159] TTA ATT TTA TTT GAA TTA CCT TTA CAA TAA 
0[175]_1[159] TAT TAA GAG GCT GAG ACT CCT CAT ACA TGG 
31[160]_30[176] GCT TTC CTC GTT AGA ATC AGA GCG AAA AGA GT 
14[143]_12[144] GAG CAT GTA TCA TTC CAA GAA CGG GGG AGG TT 
14[175]_12[176] ACA AGA AAC CGC ACT CAT CGA GAA GCG AGG CG 
16[63]_18[64] ACG GTG TCC TGT TTA GCT ATA TAG CAA AAT 
15[192]_17[191] AAA AGG TAA GTA TCA TAT GCG TTA GAA ATA CC 
7[160]_9[159] AAA ATA CAA ACC GAG GAA ACG CAC GCT AAT 
0[41]_1[31] GGT TTA GTA CCG CCA CCC TCA GAG CC 
26[175]_24[176] CAC GCT GAT TGA AAG GAA TTG AGG ACA AAC AA 
13[192]_15[191] CCG TTT TTT TAT CAA CAA TAG ATA GTA CCG AC 
6[95]_8[96] AAG TTT CCT GTC GAA ATC CGC GAC GCA GAC GG 
15[32]_17[31] GGA AGC AAA TAT AAC AGT TGA TTC ACC ATT AG 
18[207]_16[208] GAG ACT AGA TAA ATA AGG CGT TAG AAA AAG 
13[160]_15[159] ACC AAG TAA ATA ATA TCC CAT CCC ATT TTC 
25[32]_27[31] CTT CTG GTC GTT GTA AAA CGA CGG ACT CTA GA 
6[175]_4[176] CAA CCG ATA ATC ACC AGT AGC ACC GAC TGT AG 
10[63]_12[64] TGC GAT TGA TTC ATC AGT TGA GCA GAC GAC 
14[207]_12[208] CGC CTG TAT TTT CAT CGT AGG AAT ATA GAA 
18[47]_16[48] CAG AGC ATC GCA AAT GGT CAA TAA CTG GAA GT 
29[160]_31[159] CTG GTA ATC ACG CAA ATT AAC CGA TAA CGT 
9[192]_11[191] GCC CAA TAC GTC AAA AAT GAA AAT AGA GCC TA 
20[63]_22[64] ACC GTT CAT CGA TGA ACG GTA AAA CGT TAA 
1[160]_3[159] CTT TTG ATA TAT TCA CAA ACA AAA CCG GAA 
9[160]_11[159] ATC AGA GAA GAA TAA CAT AAA AAG AAT CTT 
3[80]_1[79] TTG AAA ATA GCG TAA CGA TCT AAA CCA TGT AC 
4[63]_6[64] CCG ATA GGT CAC CCT CAG CAG CAC GTA ATG 
0[63]_2[64] GGT GTA TAA GCC CAA TAG GAA CGT TTT GTC 
23[80]_21[79] GCG AGT AAA AAT ATT TAA ATT GTA TCG TAA AA 
28[63]_30[64] ACT CAC ATG CGT ATT GGG CGC CTT TGC CCC 
13[32]_15[31] ATA GCG TCC CCG AAA GAC TTC AAA ACC AGA CC 
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26[95]_28[96] GGG ATG TGT GAA ATT GTT ATC CGC GCA TAA AG 
19[32]_21[31] GAA GCC TTG CCG GAG AGG GTA GCT TCA TTG CC 
5[32]_7[31] GTT AAA GGA ACG AAA GAG GCA AAA CAG CGA TT 
14[95]_16[96] CCT GAC TAT AAG AGG TCA TTT TTG AAT GCT GT 
2[47]_0[42] AGT AAA TGC ATT TTC AGG GAT AGC CAC CGT ACT CAG GA 
17[80]_15[79] GGG GCG CGA TGT TTT AAA TAT GCA TAA TTG CT 
30[207]_28[208] TAT AAT CCA GGA AAA ACG CTC ATG AAA TGG 
18[95]_20[96] ATC ATA CAA TGC AAT GCC TGA GTA AAG GCC GG 
18[175]_16[176] GGG TTA TAC TAA ATT TAA TGG TTT TAC AAA TT 
3[192]_5[191] GCC ACC CTT TTG CCT TTA GCG TCA ATT ACC AT 
20[95]_22[96] AGA CAG TCT CAA TCA TAT GTA CCC GGA AGA TT 
28[143]_26[144] CAG AGA TAT GGC ACA GAC AAT ATT GAA AAA TC 
4[143]_2[144] CCC TTA TTC GGA ACC AGA GCC ACC TAA ATC CT 
22[143]_20[144] TTT CAG GTT TTT ACA TCG GGA GAA TTT AAT GG 
24[207]_22[208] AGG ATT TGC AAT TCA TCA ATA TAT GGA AGG 
18[143]_16[144] AAA TCC AAA AAT ATA TTT TAG TTA CAA CAG TA 
8[47]_6[48] AAC GGT GTC GCG AAA CAA AGT ACA GAA GGC AC 
2[95]_4[96] TCA TAG TTC TCC AAA AAA AAG GCT TCA GCT TG 
26[47]_24[48] AGT CAC GAG CCG GAA ACC AGG CAA TGC CAG TT 
13[80]_11[79] CTC AAA TGC ATA ACC CTC GTT TAC ATT TAG GA 
0[207]_1[191] TTT CGG AAC CTA TTA TTC TGA AAG GTA ATA A 
14[63]_16[64] GCA TCA AAT TAG AGA GTA CCT TAC TAA AGT 
24[143]_22[144] ACG TTA TTG CGG AAC AAA GAA ACC GCG TAG AT 
4[175]_2[176] CGC GTT TTC TCA GAG CCG CCA CCC CAG ACG AT 
17[160]_19[159] CTT CTG ACT AAC TAT ATG TAA ATC TAT TAA 
4[47]_2[48] ACA ATG ACG GAA CAA CTA AAG GAA CAG ACG TT 
18[63]_20[64] TAA GCA ATA AAA ATT TTT AGA AGA TAT TCA 
12[143]_10[144] TTG AAG CCG CTA CAA TTT TAT CCT CAG GGA AG 
17[192]_19[191] GAC CGT GTC CTT TTT AAC CTC CGG AAA CAT AG 
26[63]_28[64] CGC CAG GTT CGT AAT CAT GGT CGT GAG CTA 
30[63]_31[81] AGC AGG CAA CAA GAG TCC ACT ATT AAA GAA CG 
11[80]_9[79] ATA CCA CAC TTT AAT CAT TGT GAA CAT TCA GT 
26[207]_24[208] CGG TCA GTC TTT AGG AGC ACT ATA CAT TTG 
12[175]_10[176] TTT TAG CGT AAC GAG CGT CTT TCC AGC AGC CT 
8[175]_6[176] CAG AAG GAT ACA TAA AGG TGG CAA GCG ACA TT 
29[80]_27[79] TTT TCT TTC TGG GGT GCC TAA TGA ATA GCT GT 
7[80]_5[79] ATA AAT TGA TTA AAC GGG TAA AAT GAA AGA CA 
25[160]_27[159] ATC AAC AGG AGC CAG CAG CAA ATT TTG AAT 
28[47]_26[48] GTT GCG CTG GGT ACC GAG CTC GAA GTT TTC CC 
21[160]_23[159] CGG ATT CGA GAA ATA AAG AAA TTA CCA GAA 
22[47]_20[48] CGC ATT AAT GGA GCA AAC AAG AGA TAG CTG AT 
19[192]_21[191] CGA TAG CTA GAA AAC AAA ATT AAT ACC AAG TT 
0[143]_0[112] ATT AGG ATT AGC GGG GTT TTG CTC AGT ACC AG 
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21[80]_19[79] CTA GCA TGA AAT CAC CAT CAA TAT CCC TCA TA 
16[47]_14[48] TTC ATT CCA CTC CAA CAG GTC AGG AAA GAT TA 
31[144]_28[144] 
GAG CAC GTT TGT AGC AAT ACT TCT AAG AAC TCA AAC TAT CCT 
GGC CAA 
24[175]_22[176] TTC GAC AAA TTA TCA TCA TAT TCC TAT TTG CA 
7[192]_9[191] AGA AAC GCA AGC AGA TAG CCG AAC TGA GTT AA 
8[63]_10[64] GAA AGA GCG TAA CAA AGC TGC TTT ACC TTA 
12[207]_10[208] GGC TTA TGT TAC AAA ATA AAC ACG ATT TTT 
27[32]_29[31] GGA TCC CCC ACT GCC CGC TTT CCA ATG AAT CG 
27[160]_29[159] GGC TAT TAA ATA AAA GGG ACA TTG GCC TTG 
31[192]_30[208] ACA GGA GGC CGA TTA AAG GGA TTA GTG TTT T 
11[192]_13[191] ATT TGC CAC CGG TAT TCT AAG AAC CAA GCA AG 
20[207]_18[208] AAC ATC ATA GAT TAA GAC GCT GAG GTC TGA 
24[47]_22[48] TGA GGG GAG GCC TTC CTG TAG CCA TTA AAA TT 
24[63]_26[64] GTG CAT CAG CGC CAT TCG CCA TTT GGG TAA 
14[47]_12[48] AGA GGA AGC AAT ACT GCG GAA TCG ACC AAA AT 
25[192]_27[191] CTA AAA TAT ATT AAC ACC GCC TGC CTG ATA GC 
25[128]_26[112] AAC CCT CAC ACC TTG CTG AAC CTC CTA TTA CG 
6[111]_5[127] GAC TTT TCT ACA GAG GCT TTG AAT TAT CAC 
15[128]_16[112] GCC AAC ATT TGA GAA TCG CCA TAT TTA ATT GC 
24[111]_23[127] ACC GTA ACC GTG GGA ACA AAC GGT AAC ATT 
13[128]_14[112] CTT TCC TTA GAA ACC AAT CAA TAA TAA ATC AA 
8[111]_7[127] ACG AGG CCT GCT CCA TGT TAC TAT TAA GAC 
9[128]_10[112] GAA CAA AGA CGG GAG AAT TAA CTG GTA AAT TG 
14[111]_13[127] AAA TCA GAA ACG AGA ATG ACC ATC GGC TGT 
12[111]_11[127] AGG CAT AAC ATA ACG CCA AAA GTG CTA TTT 
22[111]_21[127] AAA AAC ACG GTT GAT AAT CAG AAT ACA GTA 
16[111]_15[127] TGA ATA TCG GAT GGC TTA GAG CTT AAC AAC 
3[128]_4[112] AAA ATC ACA GCG TTT GCC ATC TTT AAT TGT AT 
23[128]_24[112] ATC ATT TTA ATT TTA AAA GTT TGA GCG GAT TG 
5[128]_6[112] CGT CAC CGT ATT CAT TAA AGG TGA GGA CTA AA 
2[111]_1[127] TTC CAC ATA CAA ACT ACA ACG CAG TCT CTG 
1[128]_2[112] AAT TTA CCC CAG AAT GGA AAG CGC CTG TAG CA 
26[111]_25[127] CCA GCT GGT GCG GGC CTC TTC GAA ATA TCA 
21[128]_22[112] ACA GTA CCT TAA CGT CAG ATG AAT AAA GCC CC 
10[111]_9[127] GGC TTG AAC ACC AGA ACG AGT AAA CAC CCT 
11[128]_12[112] TGC ACC CAT TAA ATC AAG ATT AGT GAA TTA CG 
4[111]_3[127] CGG TTT ACC AAA AGG AGC CTT TTC ATA ATC 
29[128]_30[112] CTG AGT AGT TGA TTA GTA ATA ACA CTT CAC CG 
30[111]_29[127] CCT GGC CCA ACA GCT GAT TGC CTC ACT TGC 
17[128]_18[112] ACT TTT TCT CGC AAG ACA AAG AAC GTA GTA GC 
18[111]_17[127] ATT AAC ATC AAT TCT ACT AAT AGC GAG AAA 
27[128]_28[112] AGA ATA CGG AAC CCT TCT GAC CTG ACA TAC GA 
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7[128]_8[112] TCC TTA TTC AAA AGA ACT GGC ATG TAG CCG GA 
20[111]_19[127] GGT GAG AAT GTG TAG GTA AAG ATG AGT GAA 
28[111]_27[127] GCC GGA ATC ACA ATT CCA CAC AAA AGC GTA 
19[128]_20[112] TAA CCT TGC ATA AAT CAA TAT ATG TTC AAA AG 
24[95]_26[96] GTC ACG TTT TGG GAA GGG CGA TCG GCG AAA GG 
7[32]_9[31] ATA CCA AGA CAG ACC AGG CGC ATA GAC AAG AA 
12[63]_14[64] GAT AAA ATC ATA AAT ATT CAT TAG CGG ATT 
30[47]_28[48] TGT TTG ATG CGG GGA GAG GCG GTT TTA ATT GC 
21[192]_23[191] ACA AAA TCC CTA CCA TAT CAA AAT TGA TTA TC 
0[111]_2[96] 
GCG GAT AAG TGC CGT CGA GAG GGT GAG TTT CGT CAC CAG 
GAC AGC CC 
10[95]_12[96] AAT TTC AAT TCA ACT AAT GCA GAT GTA AGA GC 
5[80]_3[79] GCA TCG GAG TGA ATT TCT TAA ACA TTT TCA CG 
2[175]_0[176] TGG CCT TGG ATA CAG GAG TGT ACT CAT GAA AG 
9[32]_11[31] CCG GAT ATT ATA CCA GTC AGG ACG AAC TAA CG 
16[143]_14[144] GGG CTT AAG TAA TTT AGG CAG AGG TAA TTT AC 
5[160]_7[159] GCC AGC AAT GAG GGA GGG AAG GTA ACG TAG 
4[95]_6[96] CTT TCG AGA CGA GGG TAG CAA CGG TCA TGA GG 
22[175]_20[176] CGT AAA ACC CTG ATT GCT TTG AAT TAC ATT TA 
2[207]_0[208] ATT GAC AGG GGT CAG TGC CTT GCC TGC CTA 
29[32]_31[31] GCC AAC GCG GTG GTT CCG AAA TCG CCG AGA TA 
10[47]_8[48] TGG CTC ATT CAT TAC CCA AAT CAA GAC AGA TG 
27[192]_29[191] CCT AAA ACA CAT TGG CAG ATT CAC CCG CCA GC 
23[192]_25[191] AGA TGA TGA GAA GTA TTA GAC TTT AAG GTT AT 
22[63]_24[64] TAT TTT GGC TTT CAT CAA CAT TTC GTA ACC 
2[143]_0[144] CAT TAA AGG TTC CAG TAA GCG TCA AGA GAA GG 
11[160]_13[159] ACC AAC GCA ACC TCC CGA CTT GCG TAT TAA 
1[80]_0[64] CGT AAC ACT TGA TAT AAG TAT AGC CCG GAA TA 
1[32]_3[31] ACC ACC CTA ATT TTC TGT ATG GGA GGA GTG AG 
12[47]_10[48] AGC GAG AGT TAT TAC AGG TAG AAA TTA AGA AC 
16[207]_14[208] CCT GTT TAA GTA ATT CTG TCC AGC AGA ACG 
8[143]_6[144] GGA ATA CCA CGC AGT ATG TTA GCA AAA TAT TG 
1[192]_3[191] GTT TTA ACG GAG GTT GAG GCA GGT TCA GAA CC 
8[95]_10[96] TCA ATC ATC TTG CCC TGA CGA GAA GAT GGT TT 
27[80]_25[79] TTC CTG TGC TGC AAG GCG ATT AAG TCA GGC TG 
12[95]_14[96] AAC ACT ATC TTT AAA CAG TTC AGA GTC TTT AC 
2[63]_4[64] GTC TTT CTT GCG AAT AAT AAT TGC TTG ATA 
28[175]_26[176] CGA CCA GTG TCT TTA ATG CGC GAA AAC AGT GC 
23[32]_25[31] TCG CGT CTC GAC GAC AGT ATC GGC CGG CAC CG 
16[175]_14[176] CTT ACC AGA ATA AGA GAA TAT AAA AGT CCT GA 
22[207]_20[208] GTT AGA AGC GCA GAG GCG AAT TAT GAA ACA 
20[47]_18[48] AAA TTA ATT ATT TCA ACG CAA GGA TAA AGC CT 
28[95]_30[96] TGT AAA GCT CAC CAG TGA GAC GGG CTG AGA GA 
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22[95]_24[96] GTA TAA GCC AAC CCG TCG GAT TCT TGG GAT AG 
6[143]_4[144] ACG GAA ATA CTT GAG CCA TTT GGG TCA TAG CC 
31[82]_29[79] TGG ACT AAG CGG TCC ACG CTG GAG GGT GGT 
21[32]_23[31] TGA GAG TCA TTT TTG TTA AAT CAG AAA ATA AT 
17[32]_19[31] ATA CAT TTA AAG CTA AAT CGG TTG TTG CGG GA 
16[95]_18[96] AGC TCA ACA GCT GAA AAG GTG GCA TCC AAT AA 
26[143]_24[144] TAA AGC ATA TCA ATA TCT GGT CAG TTG CCC GA 
15[160]_17[159] GAG CCA GTT ATA AAG CCA ACG CTA TTT CAT 
19[80]_17[79] TAT TTT AAG GCA AGG CAA AGA ATT TTT CAT TT 
15[80]_13[79] CCT TTT GAT TAT AGT CAG AAG CAA GAA TCC CC 
3[160]_5[159] CCG CCT CCC ATC GGC ATT TTC GGA ATT AGA 
31[112]_31[143] GTC TAT CAG GCG CGT ACT ATG GTT GCT TTG AC 
6[47]_4[48] CAA CCT AAC CGC TTT TGC GGG ATC TTG CGC CG 
30[175]_28[176] CTG TCC ATA TCC AGA ACA ATA TTA CAG TCA CA 
28[207]_26[208] ATT ATT TAT CGC CAT TAA AAA TAG GTG AGG 
20[143]_18[144] AAA CAG TAC TTC TGT AAA TCG TCG GCT GAT GC 
9[80]_7[79] GAA TAA GGA AGG GAA CCG AAC TGA ATC GCC TG 
6[63]_8[64] CCA CTA CAC GGA GAT TTG TAT CCC AAC TTT 
20[175]_18[176] ACA ATT TCC CCT TAG AAT CCT TGA CTT AGG TT 
11[32]_13[31] GAA CAA CAG CTT TTG CAA AAG AAG TAG ACT GG 
25[80]_23[79] CGC AAC TGG GTG TAG ATG GGC GCA AAA TGT GA 
5[192]_7[191] TAG CAA GGC GCC AAA GAC AAA AGG CAT ATA AA 
10[143]_8[144] CGC ATT AGT CAG AGG GTA ATT GAG ATA ATA AC 
30[95]_31[111] GTT GCA GCC CAA CGT CAA AGG GCG AAA AAC C 
8[207]_6[208] GAA AAG TAA AGA CAC CAC GGA ACA TAT GGT 
31[32]_30[48] GGG TTG AGT GTT GTT CCA GTT TGG GAA AAT CC 




GGA GCG GAC TCG TAT TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA AAT CCT TTG GCA A 
3[32]_5[31] 
AAT AGA AAA ACA ACC ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTT CGC CCA CTG CAG GGA 
29[192]_31[191] 
CAT TGC AAA GTG AGG CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC ACC GAG TGG AGC TAA 
4[207]_2[208] 
AAT CAA GCA GAG CCT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
ACC ACC CTC CGC CAG C 
10[207]_8[208] 
TGT TTA AAT AAG AGT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
CAA GAA ACC TTT TTA A 
6[207]_4[208] 
TTA CCA GCC GGA AAT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
CGT CAC CAA GCG ACA G 
19[160]_21[159] 
TTA ATT TTA TTT GAA TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTT ACC TTT ACA ATA A 
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0[175]_1[159] 
TAT TAA GAG GCT GAG ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC TCC TCA TAC ATG G 
31[160]_30[176] 
GCT TTC CTC GTT AGA ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTT CAG AGC GAA AAG AGT 
14[143]_12[144] 
GAG CAT GTA TCA TTC CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA AGA ACG GGG GAG GTT 
14[175]_12[176] 
ACA AGA AAC CGC ACT CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA TCG AGA AGC GAG GCG 
16[63]_18[64] 
ACG GTG TCC TGT TTT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
AGC TAT ATA GCA AAA T 
15[192]_17[191] 
AAA AGG TAA GTA TCA TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA TGC GTT AGA AAT ACC 
7[160]_9[159] 
AAA ATA CAA ACC GAG GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA AAC GCA CGC TAA T 
0[41]_1[31] 
GGT TTA GTA CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT GTC GCC 
ACC CTC AGA GCC 
26[175]_24[176] 
CAC GCT GAT TGA AAG GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA ATT GAG GAC AAA CAA 
13[192]_15[191] 
CCG TTT TTT TAT CAA CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA ATA GAT AGT ACC GAC 
6[95]_8[96] 
AAG TTT CCT GTC GAA ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTT CCG CGA CGC AGA CGG 
15[32]_17[31] 
GGA AGC AAA TAT AAC ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTG TTG ATT CAC CAT TAG 
18[207]_16[208] 
GAG ACT AGA TAA ATT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
AAG GCG TTA GAA AAA G 
13[160]_15[159] 
ACC AAG TAA ATA ATA TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC CCA TCC CAT TTT C 
25[32]_27[31] 
CTT CTG GTC GTT GTA ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA ACG ACG GAC TCT AGA 
6[175]_4[176] 
CAA CCG ATA ATC ACC ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTG TAG CAC CGA CTG TAG 
10[63]_12[64] 
TGC GAT TGA TTC ATT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
CAG TTG AGC AGA CGA C 
14[207]_12[208] 
CGC CTG TAT TTT CAT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
TCG TAG GAA TAT AGA A 
18[47]_16[48] 
CAG AGC ATC GCA AAT GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTG TCA ATA ACT GGA AGT 
29[160]_31[159] 
CTG GTA ATC ACG CAA ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTT TAA CCG ATA ACG T 
9[192]_11[191] 
GCC CAA TAC GTC AAA ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA TGA AAA TAG AGC CTA 
20[63]_22[64] 
ACC GTT CAT CGA TGT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
AAC GGT AAA ACG TTA A 
1[160]_3[159] 
CTT TTG ATA TAT TCA CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA AAC AAA ACC GGA A 
9[160]_11[159] 
ATC AGA GAA GAA TAA CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA TAA AAA GAA TCT T 
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3[80]_1[79] 
TTG AAA ATA GCG TAA CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTG ATC TAA ACC ATG TAC 
4[63]_6[64] 
CCG ATA GGT CAC CCT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
TCA GCA GCA CGT AAT G 
0[63]_2[64] 
GGT GTA TAA GCC CAT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
ATA GGA ACG TTT TGT C 
23[80]_21[79] 
GCG AGT AAA AAT ATT TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA AAT TGT ATC GTA AAA 
28[63]_30[64] 
ACT CAC ATG CGT ATT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
TGG GCG CCT TTG CCC C 
13[32]_15[31] 
ATA GCG TCC CCG AAA GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA CTT CAA AAC CAG ACC 
26[95]_28[96] 
GGG ATG TGT GAA ATT GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTT TAT CCG CGC ATA AAG 
19[32]_21[31] 
GAA GCC TTG CCG GAG ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTG GGT AGC TTC ATT GCC 
5[32]_7[31] 
GTT AAA GGA ACG AAA GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA GGC AAA ACA GCG ATT 
14[95]_16[96] 
CCT GAC TAT AAG AGG TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC ATT TTT GAA TGC TGT 
2[47]_0[42] 
AGT AAA TGC ATT TTC ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTG GGA TAG CCA CCG TAC TCA GGA 
17[80]_15[79] 
GGG GCG CGA TGT TTT ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA ATA TGC ATA ATT GCT 
30[207]_28[208] 
TAT AAT CCA GGA AAT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
AAC GCT CAT GAA ATG G 
18[95]_20[96] 
ATC ATA CAA TGC AAT GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC CTG AGT AAA GGC CGG 
18[175]_16[176] 
GGG TTA TAC TAA ATT TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA ATG GTT TTA CAA ATT 
3[192]_5[191] 
GCC ACC CTT TTG CCT TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTT AGC GTC AAT TAC CAT 
20[95]_22[96] 
AGA CAG TCT CAA TCA TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA TGT ACC CGG AAG ATT 
28[143]_26[144] 
CAG AGA TAT GGC ACA GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA CAA TAT TGA AAA ATC 
4[143]_2[144] 
CCC TTA TTC GGA ACC ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTG AGC CAC CTA AAT CCT 
22[143]_20[144] 
TTT CAG GTT TTT ACA TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC GGG AGA ATT TAA TGG 
24[207]_22[208] 
AGG ATT TGC AAT TCT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
ATC AAT ATA TGG AAG G 
18[143]_16[144] 
AAA TCC AAA AAT ATA TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTT TTA GTT ACA ACA GTA 
8[47]_6[48] 
AAC GGT GTC GCG AAA CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA AAG TAC AGA AGG CAC 
2[95]_4[96] 
TCA TAG TTC TCC AAA ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA AAA GGC TTC AGC TTG 
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26[47]_24[48] 
AGT CAC GAG CCG GAA ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC CAG GCA ATG CCA GTT 
13[80]_11[79] 
CTC AAA TGC ATA ACC CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTT CGT TTA CAT TTA GGA 
0[207]_1[191] 
TTT CGG AAC CTA TTA TCC TCT TTT GAG GAA CAA GTT TTC TTG 
TTT CTG AAA GGT AAT AA 
14[63]_16[64] 
GCA TCA AAT TAG AGT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
AGT ACC TTA CTA AAG T 
24[143]_22[144] 
ACG TTA TTG CGG AAC ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA AGA AAC CGC GTA GAT 
4[175]_2[176] 
CGC GTT TTC TCA GAG CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC GCC ACC CCA GAC GAT 
17[160]_19[159] 
CTT CTG ACT AAC TAT ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTT GTA AAT CTA TTA A 
4[47]_2[48] 
ACA ATG ACG GAA CAA CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTT AAA GGA ACA GAC GTT 
18[63]_20[64] 
TAA GCA ATA AAA ATT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
TTT TAG AAG ATA TTC A 
12[143]_10[144] 
TTG AAG CCG CTA CAA TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTT TTA TCC TCA GGG AAG 
17[192]_19[191] 
GAC CGT GTC CTT TTT ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA CCT CCG GAA ACA TAG 
26[63]_28[64] 
CGC CAG GTT CGT AAT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
TCA TGG TCG TGA GCT A 
30[63]_31[81] 
AGC AGG CAA CAA GAT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
GTC CAC TAT TAA AGA ACG 
11[80]_9[79] 
ATA CCA CAC TTT AAT CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA TTG TGA ACA TTC AGT 
26[207]_24[208] 
CGG TCA GTC TTT AGT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
GAG CAC TAT ACA TTT G 
12[175]_10[176] 
TTT TAG CGT AAC GAG CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTG TCT TTC CAG CAG CCT 
8[175]_6[176] 
CAG AAG GAT ACA TAA ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTG GTG GCA AGC GAC ATT 
29[80]_27[79] 
TTT TCT TTC TGG GGT GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC CTA ATG AAT AGC TGT 
7[80]_5[79] 
ATA AAT TGA TTA AAC GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTG GTA AAA TGA AAG ACA 
25[160]_27[159] 
ATC AAC AGG AGC CAG CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA GCA AAT TTT GAA T 
28[47]_26[48] 
GTT GCG CTG GGT ACC GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA GCT CGA AGT TTT CCC 
21[160]_23[159] 
CGG ATT CGA GAA ATA ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA GAA ATT ACC AGA A 
22[47]_20[48] 
CGC ATT AAT GGA GCA ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA CAA GAG ATA GCT GAT 
19[192]_21[191] 
CGA TAG CTA GAA AAC ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA AAT TAA TAC CAA GTT 
95 
0[143]_0[112] 
ATT AGG ATT AGC GGG GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTT TTT GCT CAG TAC CAG 
21[80]_19[79] 
CTA GCA TGA AAT CAC CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA TCA ATA TCC CTC ATA 
16[47]_14[48] 
TTC ATT CCA CTC CAA CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA GGT CAG GAA AGA TTA 
31[144]_28[144] 
GAG CAC GTT TGT AGC AAT ACT TCT AAG AAC TCT CCT CTT TTG 
AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT AAA CTA TCC TGG CCA A 
24[175]_22[176] 
TTC GAC AAA TTA TCA TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC ATA TTC CTA TTT GCA 
7[192]_9[191] 
AGA AAC GCA AGC AGA TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA GCC GAA CTG AGT TAA 
8[63]_10[64] 
GAA AGA GCG TAA CAT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
AAG CTG CTT TAC CTT A 
12[207]_10[208] 
GGC TTA TGT TAC AAT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
AAT AAA CAC GAT TTT T 
27[32]_29[31] 
GGA TCC CCC ACT GCC CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTG CTT TCC AAT GAA TCG 
27[160]_29[159] 
GGC TAT TAA ATA AAA GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTG GAC ATT GGC CTT G 
31[192]_30[208] 
ACA GGA GGC CGA TTA TCC TCT TTT GAG GAA CAA GTT TTC TTG 
TAA GGG ATT AGT GTT TT 
11[192]_13[191] 
ATT TGC CAC CGG TAT TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC TAA GAA CCA AGC AAG 
20[207]_18[208] 
AAC ATC ATA GAT TAT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
AGA CGC TGA GGT CTG A 
24[47]_22[48] 
TGA GGG GAG GCC TTC CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTT GTA GCC ATT AAA ATT 
24[63]_26[64] 
GTG CAT CAG CGC CAT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
TTC GCC ATT TGG GTA A 
14[47]_12[48] 
AGA GGA AGC AAT ACT GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC GGA ATC GAC CAA AAT 
25[192]_27[191] 
CTA AAA TAT ATT AAC ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC CGC CTG CCT GAT AGC 
25[128]_26[112] 
AAC CCT CAC ACC TTG CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTT GAA CCT CCT ATT ACG 
6[111]_5[127] 
GAC TTT TCT ACA GAT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
GGC TTT GAA TTA TCA C 
15[128]_16[112] 
GCC AAC ATT TGA GAA TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC GCC ATA TTT AAT TGC 
24[111]_23[127] 
ACC GTA ACC GTG GGT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
AAC AAA CGG TAA CAT T 
13[128]_14[112] 
CTT TCC TTA GAA ACC ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA TCA ATA ATA AAT CAA 
8[111]_7[127] 
ACG AGG CCT GCT CCT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
ATG TTA CTA TTA AGA C 
9[128]_10[112] 
GAA CAA AGA CGG GAG ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA TTA ACT GGT AAA TTG 
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14[111]_13[127] 
AAA TCA GAA ACG AGT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
AAT GAC CAT CGG CTG T 
12[111]_11[127] 
AGG CAT AAC ATA ACT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
GCC AAA AGT GCT ATT T 
22[111]_21[127] 
AAA AAC ACG GTT GAT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
TAA TCA GAA TAC AGT A 
16[111]_15[127] 
TGA ATA TCG GAT GGT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
CTT AGA GCT TAA CAA C 
3[128]_4[112] 
AAA ATC ACA GCG TTT GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC CAT CTT TAA TTG TAT 
23[128]_24[112] 
ATC ATT TTA ATT TTA ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA AGT TTG AGC GGA TTG 
5[128]_6[112] 
CGT CAC CGT ATT CAT TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA AAG GTG AGG ACT AAA 
2[111]_1[127] 
TTC CAC ATA CAA ACT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
TAC AAC GCA GTC TCT G 
1[128]_2[112] 
AAT TTA CCC CAG AAT GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTG AAA GCG CCT GTA GCA 
26[111]_25[127] 
CCA GCT GGT GCG GGT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
CCT CTT CGA AAT ATC A 
21[128]_22[112] 
ACA GTA CCT TAA CGT CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA GAT GAA TAA AGC CCC 
10[111]_9[127] 
GGC TTG AAC ACC AGT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
AAC GAG TAA ACA CCC T 
11[128]_12[112] 
TGC ACC CAT TAA ATC ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA GAT TAG TGA ATT ACG 
4[111]_3[127] 
CGG TTT ACC AAA AGT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
GAG CCT TTT CAT AAT C 
29[128]_30[112] 
CTG AGT AGT TGA TTA GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTT AAT AAC ACT TCA CCG 
30[111]_29[127] 
CCT GGC CCA ACA GCT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
TGA TTG CCT CAC TTG C 
17[128]_18[112] 
ACT TTT TCT CGC AAG ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC AAA GAA CGT AGT AGC 
18[111]_17[127] 
ATT AAC ATC AAT TCT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
TAC TAA TAG CGA GAA A 
27[128]_28[112] 
AGA ATA CGG AAC CCT TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC TGA CCT GAC ATA CGA 
7[128]_8[112] 
TCC TTA TTC AAA AGA ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC TGG CAT GTA GCC GGA 
20[111]_19[127] 
GGT GAG AAT GTG TAT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
GGT AAA GAT GAG TGA A 
28[111]_27[127] 
GCC GGA ATC ACA ATT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
TCC ACA CAA AAG CGT A 
19[128]_20[112] 
TAA CCT TGC ATA AAT CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA ATA TAT GTT CAA AAG 
24[95]_26[96] 
GTC ACG TTT TGG GAA GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTG GCG ATC GGC GAA AGG 
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7[32]_9[31] 
ATA CCA AGA CAG ACC ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTG GCG CAT AGA CAA GAA 
12[63]_14[64] 
GAT AAA ATC ATA AAT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
TAT TCA TTA GCG GAT T 
30[47]_28[48] 
TGT TTG ATG CGG GGA GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA GGC GGT TTT AAT TGC 
21[192]_23[191] 
ACA AAA TCC CTA CCA TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA TCA AAA TTG ATT ATC 
0[111]_2[96] 
GCG GAT AAG TGC CGT CGA GAG GGT GAG TTT CTC CTC TTT TGA 
GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT GTG TCA CCA GGA CAG CCC 
10[95]_12[96] 
AAT TTC AAT TCA ACT ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA TGC AGA TGT AAG AGC 
5[80]_3[79] 
GCA TCG GAG TGA ATT TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC TTA AAC ATT TTC ACG 
2[175]_0[176] 
TGG CCT TGG ATA CAG GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA GTG TAC TCA TGA AAG 
9[32]_11[31] 
CCG GAT ATT ATA CCA GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTT CAG GAC GAA CTA ACG 
16[143]_14[144] 
GGG CTT AAG TAA TTT ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTG GCA GAG GTA ATT TAC 
5[160]_7[159] 
GCC AGC AAT GAG GGA GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTG GAA GGT AAC GTA G 
4[95]_6[96] 
CTT TCG AGA CGA GGG TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA GCA ACG GTC ATG AGG 
22[175]_20[176] 
CGT AAA ACC CTG ATT GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC TTT GAA TTA CAT TTA 
2[207]_0[208] 
ATT GAC AGG GGT CAT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
GTG CCT TGC CTG CCT A 
29[32]_31[31] 
GCC AAC GCG GTG GTT CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC GAA ATC GCC GAG ATA 
10[47]_8[48] 
TGG CTC ATT CAT TAC CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC AAA TCA AGA CAG ATG 
27[192]_29[191] 
CCT AAA ACA CAT TGG CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA GAT TCA CCC GCC AGC 
23[192]_25[191] 
AGA TGA TGA GAA GTA TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTT AGA CTT TAA GGT TAT 
22[63]_24[64] 
TAT TTT GGC TTT CAT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
TCA ACA TTT CGT AAC C 
2[143]_0[144] 
CAT TAA AGG TTC CAG TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA AGC GTC AAG AGA AGG 
11[160]_13[159] 
ACC AAC GCA ACC TCC CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTG ACT TGC GTA TTA A 
1[80]_0[64] 
CGT AAC ACT TGA TAT ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA GTA TAG CCC GGA ATA 
1[32]_3[31] 
ACC ACC CTA ATT TTC TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTG TAT GGG AGG AGT GAG 
12[47]_10[48] 
AGC GAG AGT TAT TAC ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTG GTA GAA ATT AAG AAC 
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16[207]_14[208] 
CCT GTT TAA GTA ATT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
TCT GTC CAG CAG AAC G 
8[143]_6[144] 
GGA ATA CCA CGC AGT ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTT GTT AGC AAA ATA TTG 
1[192]_3[191] 
GTT TTA ACG GAG GTT GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA GGC AGG TTC AGA ACC 
8[95]_10[96] 
TCA ATC ATC TTG CCC TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTG ACG AGA AGA TGG TTT 
27[80]_25[79] 
TTC CTG TGC TGC AAG GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC GAT TAA GTC AGG CTG 
12[95]_14[96] 
AAC ACT ATC TTT AAA CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA GTT CAG AGT CTT TAC 
2[63]_4[64] 
GTC TTT CTT GCG AAT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
TAA TAA TTG CTT GAT A 
28[175]_26[176] 
CGA CCA GTG TCT TTA ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTT GCG CGA AAA CAG TGC 
23[32]_25[31] 
TCG CGT CTC GAC GAC ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTG TAT CGG CCG GCA CCG 
16[175]_14[176] 
CTT ACC AGA ATA AGA GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA ATA TAA AAG TCC TGA 
22[207]_20[208] 
GTT AGA AGC GCA GAT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
GGC GAA TTA TGA AAC A 
20[47]_18[48] 
AAA TTA ATT ATT TCA ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC GCA AGG ATA AAG CCT 
28[95]_30[96] 
TGT AAA GCT CAC CAG TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTG AGA CGG GCT GAG AGA 
22[95]_24[96] 
GTA TAA GCC AAC CCG TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC GGA TTC TTG GGA TAG 
6[143]_4[144] 
ACG GAA ATA CTT GAG CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC ATT TGG GTC ATA GCC 
31[82]_29[79] 
TGG ACT AAG CGG TCT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
CAC GCT GGA GGG TGG T 
21[32]_23[31] 
TGA GAG TCA TTT TTG TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTT AAA TCA GAA AAT AAT 
17[32]_19[31] 
ATA CAT TTA AAG CTA ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA TCG GTT GTT GCG GGA 
16[95]_18[96] 
AGC TCA ACA GCT GAA ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA GGT GGC ATC CAA TAA 
26[143]_24[144] 
TAA AGC ATA TCA ATA TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC TGG TCA GTT GCC CGA 
15[160]_17[159] 
GAG CCA GTT ATA AAG CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC AAC GCT ATT TCA T 
19[80]_17[79] 
TAT TTT AAG GCA AGG CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA AAG AAT TTT TCA TTT 
15[80]_13[79] 
CCT TTT GAT TAT AGT CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA GAA GCA AGA ATC CCC 
3[160]_5[159] 
CCG CCT CCC ATC GGC ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTT TTT CGG AAT TAG A 
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31[112]_31[143] 
GTC TAT CAG GCG CGT ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC TAT GGT TGC TTT GAC 
6[47]_4[48] 
CAA CCT AAC CGC TTT TTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTG CGG GAT CTT GCG CCG 
30[175]_28[176] 
CTG TCC ATA TCC AGA ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC AAT ATT ACA GTC ACA 
28[207]_26[208] 
ATT ATT TAT CGC CAT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
TTA AAA ATA GGT GAG G 
20[143]_18[144] 
AAA CAG TAC TTC TGT ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA ATC GTC GGC TGA TGC 
9[80]_7[79] 
GAA TAA GGA AGG GAA CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC GAA CTG AAT CGC CTG 
6[63]_8[64] 
CCA CTA CAC GGA GAT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
TTT GTA TCC CAA CTT T 
20[175]_18[176] 
ACA ATT TCC CCT TAG ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA TCC TTG ACT TAG GTT 
11[32]_13[31] 
GAA CAA CAG CTT TTG CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA AAA GAA GTA GAC TGG 
25[80]_23[79] 
CGC AAC TGG GTG TAG ATC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTT GGG CGC AAA ATG TGA 
5[192]_7[191] 
TAG CAA GGC GCC AAA GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA CAA AAG GCA TAT AAA 
10[143]_8[144] 
CGC ATT AGT CAG AGG GTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTT AAT TGA GAT AAT AAC 
30[95]_31[111] 
GTT GCA GCC CAA CGT CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA AAG GGC GAA AAA CC 
8[207]_6[208] 
GAA AAG TAA AGA CAT CCT CTT TTG AGG AAC AAG TTT TCT TGT 
CCA CGG AAC ATA TGG T 
31[32]_30[48] 
GGG TTG AGT GTT GTT CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTC AGT TTG GGA AAA TCC 
10[175]_8[176] 
TTA CAG AGG ATA ACC CTC CTC TTT TGA GGA ACA AGT TTT CTT 
GTA CAA GAA TAA AGT TAC 
 















































































































































5: Blocker edge staple strands 



































Exchange these blockers for Linker Edge Staples: 
Tile 1: [T2 binding] 17, 19, 21, 23; [T3 Binding] 26, 28, 30, 32 
Tile 2: [T1 binding] 17, 19, 21, 23; [T4 Binding] 1, 3, 5, 7 
Tile 3: [T1 binding] 1, 3, 5, 7; [T4 Binding] 17, 19, 21, 23 
Tile 4: [T2 binding] 26, 28, 30, 32; [T3 Binding] 17, 19, 21, 23 
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Chemical circuits can coordinate elaborate sequences of events in cells and tissues, from the 
self-assembly of biological complexes to the sequence of embryonic development. However, 
autonomously directing the timing of events in synthetic systems using chemical signals 
remains challenging. Here we demonstrate that a simple synthetic DNA strand-displacement 
circuit can release target sequences of DNA into solution at a constant rate after a tunable 
delay that can range from hours to days. The rates of DNA release can be tuned to the order 
of 1−100 nM per day. Multiple timer circuits can release different DNA strands at different 
rates and times in the same solution. This circuit can thus facilitate precise coordination of 




While gene networks in cells can orchestrate intricate processes by modulating gene 
expression to release a series of target molecules at specified times,178,179 synthetic in vitro 
biochemical protocols commonly involve manual steps performed by an experimenter, in 
which reagents are added, filtered, heated or otherwise altered. Artificial mechanisms to 
automate the temporal release of trigger molecules would make it possible to direct sequential 
events without the need for external stimulation. Further, the timed release of molecules using 
such a process could act as a trigger to control acellular self-assembly processes,91,180,181 
multistep reaction cascades,25 or to time the release of signaling molecules or other reagents in 
cell culture.182–184 
In this paper, we build a chemical timer circuit that releases a target sequence of DNA at a 
constant rate from DNA complexes after a tunable delay period. In contrast to previously 
designed synthetic in vitro transcriptional timer circuits,185 our timer is controlled solely by 
DNA strand-displacement processes, which have previously been used to perform diverse 
information processing tasks including Boolean logic,87,107,108,186,187 signal amplification,109–111,188 
neural network computation97 and oscillatory signal generation.189 The timer circuit is designed 
such that the strand that is released can be coupled to many of these systems in their present 
form, suggesting that timer circuits will make it possible to activate elaborate information 
processing tasks at specified times. Furthermore, a design based on strand displacement 
reactions alone should allow the circuit to operate in a variety of buffers and at a variety of 
temperatures without redesign.109 
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3.2 Results and Discussion 
The timer circuit works by suppressing the release of a single-stranded DNA molecule for 
a delay period, after which the molecule is allowed to increase in concentration at a constant 
rate. We show how to design a timer circuit within an abstract chemical reaction network, and 
then describe an implementation of the abstract network using a simple set of DNA molecules 
that interact through strand-displacement reactions. Next, we investigate the range of delay 
periods and release rates that are possible using our circuit, and finally demonstrate that 
multiple timer circuits can operate within the same solution. 
The timer circuit consists of two simultaneous abstract chemical processes: production (Eqn. 




Figure 3.1: Schematic for the operation of a timer circuit. The output species (blue) is 
constantly produced at rate kprod, but is rapidly consumed by the delay species (yellow). This 
rapid consumption prevents the accumulation of output until time tdelay, when the delay species 
is depleted. 
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In the production process, the output O is released by a zero-order reaction at a constant 
rate kprod. In the delay reaction, O is rapidly converted into inert waste when it reacts with a 
delay species D. If kdelay[O][D]>>kprod, O cannot accumulate until all of D has been depleted 
(Fig. 3.1). 
We call the time during which O cannot accumulate the delay time, tdelay, which is the time 





This time can be easily tuned by changing the initial concentration of D. 
During the delay period, [O] remains very small because any molecules of O that are 
produced are rapidly removed. After D is depleted, however, [O] increases linearly with time. 




≈ 0, if t < tdelay
𝑘prod(t − tdelay), otherwise
(3.4) 
where [O] and [D] are functions of time.  
To construct a timer circuit that controls the release of a DNA strand, we built a set of 
DNA strand-displacement reactions that emulate the abstract reactions in Equations 3.1 and 
3.2 (Fig. 3.2).190,191 The domain level structure of our complexes follows a DNA architecture 
previously used for Boolean logic circuit evaluation.108 Within this implementation, strand O 
is initially partially bound within a complex. The production process frees O from this 
complex, making O available in its full single-stranded form (Fig. 3.2a). The delay process 
likewise sequesters O in a waste complex in which the toehold domain of O is covered (Fig. 
3.2b). Because an exposed toehold domain is generally required to initiate downstream strand-
displacement reactions, the delay circuit will control when O is available in a functional form. 
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Figure 3.2: Strand-displacement reactions for a timer circuit. (a) PRODUCTION: Output is 
slowly released from source in the presence of initiator. (b) DELAY: Output is rapidly 
consumed by the delay complex. (c) REPORTING: Free output binds reversibly to a reporter 
complex, separating quencher and fluorophore modifiers. FAM and TexasRed paired with 
appropriate quenchers were used to report on two different output sequences (Section 3.4.0). 
Production 
The production reaction releases an output molecule O when a source complex S and an 
initiator strand I react (Fig. 3.2a). This strand-displacement process is facilitated by the 
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spontaneous pairing and unpairing of the bases on the ends of the source complex, i.e., fraying. 
During the short time periods when these bases are frayed, I can bind and compete with O 
until one or the other is displaced. 
Reactions initiated by fraying alone have an exceptionally small reaction rate constant, on 
the order of 0.5 M-1s-1, which we denote by k0bp.
96,98 On the order of days, very little S and I 
react, allowing us to assume [S] and [I] remain effectively constant when considering shorter 
time scales. To release an appreciable concentration of O, we use a large amount of S and I in 
a reaction. The rate at which O is released into solution can therefore be approximated as a 
constant we term kprod: 
d[𝐎]
dt
= 𝑘0bp[𝐒][𝐈] ≈ 𝑘prod (3.5) 
Equation 3.5 shows that kprod can be easily tuned by changing the initial concentrations of 
S and I. For simplicity, and to maximize the time during which the approximation of constant 
concentrations is reasonable, we keep their initial concentrations equal, i.e., [S]0=[I]0. At longer 
time scales, the approximation of a constant kprod is violated and [O] increases according to 
second order reaction kinetics. 
Delay 
To keep [O] low while the delay species is present, the delay reaction must sequester O at 
a rate much faster than kprod. The delay complex D (Fig. 3.2b), which has a 7 base pair (7 bp) 
single-stranded toehold domain that binds to O and colocalizes it with D, acts as a 
concentration thresholding device.87 Reactions mediated by 7 bp toeholds proceed at 
approximately 6 orders of magnitude faster than reactions without a mediating toehold.96,98 A 
2 bp clamp (green in Fig. 3.2b) inhibits some undesired interactions between S and D while 
ensuring that the reaction between O and D remains strongly forward-biased. Clamps with 
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only 1 bp may not reliably prevent interactions at that end and clamps with greater numbers 
of bases (e.g., 5 bp) are expected to strongly decrease the sequestering ability of the 
thresholding device due to reaction reversibility.107,109 
To monitor the reaction’s progress, we also include a reporter complex modified with a 
fluorophore and an associated quencher to track the concentration of free O over time. This 
complex reacts reversibly with the output strand on a time scale much faster than the 
production reaction, but slower than the delay process, and produces fluorescence as a 
function of [O] at a given time (Fig. 3.2c). The concentration of O is related to the fluorescence 
levels using a calibration curve (Section 3.4.1).192,193 To build a timer circuit, the source complex 
S and the delay complex D are initially combined and the timer is triggered upon the addition 
of the initiator strand I. 
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Figure 3.3: Production, Delay and Timer circuit reactions. (a) Production kinetics in the 
absence of D. Release rate is dependent upon initial [S] and [I]. (b) [O] decreases proportionally 
to added [D]. (c) Delay time was tuned by changing the initial concentration of the delay species 
D. [S]0=[I]0=1 μM. (d) Plot of delay time vs. initial concentration of D, showing an 
approximately linear relationship after an initial offset. 
To demonstrate that the individual reactions performed as desired and determine how the 
production rate varied with initial concentrations of S and I, we tested each reaction in 
isolation at 25 C (Fig. 3.3a–b, Section 3.4.2). To test the production reaction, we varied 
[S]0=[I]0 from 0.25 M to 2 M (Fig. 3.3a) and determined the average k0bp to be 0.49 0.13 
M-1s-1 (Table S3.2) which is in good agreement with previous estimates.96,98 We calculated, using 
[S]0 and [I]0, that kprod varied from 0.15 to 4 nM/hour over the range of concentrations tested 
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(Table S3.2). When the delay reaction was tested in isolation, the delay complex sequestered 
free O, resulting in a sudden decrease in output detected by the reporter (Fig. S3.7). The 
decrease in [O] matched the concentration of D added to the reaction solution (Fig. 3.3b). 
To characterize the delay time before S begins accumulating as a function of [D]0 (Eqns. 
3.3 and 3.4), we varied [D]0 while keeping the production rate (determined by [S]0 and [I]0) 
constant. O remained low for a delay period that increased with [D]0 (Fig. 3.3c). For each trial, 
we used linear least-squares fitting to identify the portion of the production regime with the 
steepest slope (Section 3.4.3) and used the slope and y-intercept of this fit to calculate the delay 
time. This method allowed us to measure the delay time without being affected by the ramp 
up in release that occurs because small amounts of D are still present when release noticeably 
begins. We observed that the delay time varied linearly with respect to the initial concentration 
of D (Fig. 3.3d). We also tested two other timer circuits with lower initial concentrations of S, 
I and D, and obtained systems with similar delay times but slower rates of output release 
(Section 3.4.3). 
Because the delay circuit is based on DNA strand-displacement events involving a 
particular DNA sequence, it is possible to create multiple circuits that use different sequences 
and can trigger the delayed release of two different DNA strands (Fig. 3.4). To characterize 
the operation of two timer circuits in a single solution, we prepared a second timer circuit and 
reporter complex with different sequences and fluorophore/quencher than our original 
system. The second system had the same qualitative behavior, and it was possible to 
programmatically tune both delay times and release rates. Differences in rates and delay times 
were observed between the two systems, possibly due to differences in toehold sequence that 
affect reaction rates (Section 3.4.4–3.4.5). The two systems were able to operate together in 
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the same solution with virtually identical kinetics to those observed when the systems were 
operated apart (Fig. 3.4). 
 
Figure 3.4: Multiplexed timers. (a) Schematic of multiple timer circuits operating within the 
same solution, releasing independent output strands at different times. (b) Two timers release 
output with the same rate but at different times (9 and 17 hours). Here, [S]0=[I]0=0.5 M and 
{[D]Sys1, [D]Sys2}={46 nM, 63 nM}. Dashed lines indicate the same reactions except with each 
system in isolation. 
The timer circuit developed here successfully releases target strands of DNA into solution 
at a constant rate after a delay period. The sequence, delay time and production rate were easily 
tuned without needing to redesign the release system. We demonstrated delay times on the 
order of hours to days and production rates from a few nM/day to a hundred nM/day, which 
for volumes of 100 μL are approximately 0.1–10 nmol/day. 
While the release of O observed (Fig. 3.3, Figures S3.8–S3.10) qualitatively followed our 
simple model described in Equations 3.1–3.5, there were differences between experiments and 
reaction curves predicted by the model. Notably we found that the release rate of O decreased 
faster and to a greater degree than the predicted reaction curves, suggesting the existence of 
uncharacterized reactions (i.e., leak reactions) between S and D or the reporter. On the basis 
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of the experiments, we hypothesize that DNA synthesis errors (e.g., base-mismatches, 
truncations, additions or deletions) in the bottom strand of the S complex led to leak reactions 
and pathways that explained most of the deviation from the simple model. By accounting for 
these and other more minor leak reactions, a model was developed that provided a close fit 
with the experimental observations (Section 3.4.6), indicating that models can be used to 
program the rate and timing of output release. 
3.3 Conclusion 
By designing a circuit in which the output DNA sequence is an aptamer,180,194–i.e., 
sequences of DNA that bind specifically to non-DNA species such as proteins195 and other 
small molecules,196 the circuit described here could also be used to control the dynamics of a 
wide range of other chemical systems beyond DNA strand-displacement. 
Timer devices that can be programmed to release a particular species with a prespecified 
delay could be important for designing cascades for therapeutics or for self-assembly90,91 in 
which different species are activated at different times. The constant low-rate of production 
we have shown could be used to design therapeutic hydrogels with novel, linear release profiles 
or within a reliable pulsed delivery system by combining it with a threshold amplifier system 
such as those used for signal restoration in molecular logic circuits.87,114 
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3.4 Supplemental Information 
3.4.0: Materials and methods 
The timer circuit was designed following previously outlined principles.87 Sequences for 
each domain were drawn from Table S1 of the Supporting Online Material for Qian and 
Winfree, 2011, and are listed here in Table S1. Domains S6 and S5 listed below correspond to 
Domains 1 and 2 depicted in Figure 3.2 and Figure S3.0. The toehold (t) domain of System 2 
was designed to have minimal non-specific interactions with the sequences of both systems 
using NUPACK.116 Domain Names and Sequences are listed 5’ to 3’. Additional schematics 
of the DNA complexes and the reactions are shown in SI 2. 
Table S3.1: Sequence Data 
Strand Names Domain Names Sequences 
Source 1 Top S6 t S5 
CA TAACACAATCA CA TCT CA CCACCAAACTT 
CA 
Source 1 Bottom t' S6' TG AGA TG TGATTGTGTTA TG 
Initiator 1 S6 t CA TAACACAATCA CA TCT CA 
Delay 1 Top S5 CA CCACCAAACTT CA CT 
Delay 1 Bottom S5' t' S6' (2nt) AG TG AAGTTTGGTGG TG AGA TG TG 
Reporter 1 Top S5 t Quencher CA CCACCAAACTT CA TCT CA/3IABkFQ/ 
Reporter 1 Bottom FAM t' S5' t' 
/56-FAM/TG AGA TG AAGTTTGGTGG TG 
AGA TG 
Reporter 1 Full 
Complement 
t S5 t CA TCT CA CCACCAAACTT CA TCT CA 
   
Source 2 Top S27 t S28 
AC AACACTCTATT AC AAT AC TCTACAATTCA 
AC 
Source 2 Bottom t' S27' GT ATT GT AATAGAGTGTT GT 
Initiator 2 S27 t AC AACACTCTATT AC AAT AC 
Delay 2 Top S28 AC TCTACAATTCA AC CA 
Delay 2 Bottom S28' t' S27' (2nt) TG GT TGAATTGTAGA GT ATT GT AA 
Reporter 2 Top S28 t Quencher AC TCTACAATTCA AC AAT AC/3IABRQSp/ 
Reporter 2 Bottom TexasRed t' S28' t' 
/5TexRd-XN/GT ATT GT TGAATTGTAGA GT 
ATT GT 
Reporter 2 Full 
Complement 




Figure S3.0: Schematic of reaction species with their sequences as listed in Table S3.1. 
Reactions between species for the timer circuit are shown in Figures S3.3 and S3.6. 
Sequences were ordered as lyophilized powder from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT). 
The Reporter Top and Reporter Bottom strands were ordered purified by high-performance 
liquid chromatography (HPLC) and all other strands were ordered impure with standard 
desalting. Strands were suspended in Millipore purified water to a concentration of ~1 mM 
and stored at -20 °C. Empirical oligonucleotide stock concentrations were determined by 
assaying the absorbance (OD260) of 1000x diluted samples of each stock solution at 260 nm. 
The extinction coefficient provided by IDT was used to calculate stock concentrations using 
the Beer-Lambert law. 
Source, Delay and Reporter complexes were prepared at a concentration of 100 μM in 
Tris-acetate-EDTA buffer with 12.5 mM Mg2+ (1x TAE/Mg2+). Each complex was annealed 
in an Eppendorf Mastercycler PCR by holding the solutions at 90 °C for 5 minutes followed 
by cooling at -1 °C per minute down to 20 °C. After annealing, the Source complexes were 
incubated with 100 μM of their complementary Initiator strand overnight at room temperature 
to react with any poorly formed Source complexes. The Source complex was not incubated 
with any other strands or complexes due to the increased complexity of gel purification. 
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After annealing each complex and incubating the Source complexes overnight, all 
complexes were purified by polyacrylamide gel electrophoreses (PAGE). Ten percent 
polyacrylamide gels were cast by mixing 3.25 mL of 19:1 40% acrylamide/bis solution (Bio-
Rad) with 1.3 mL 10x TAE/Mg2+ and 8.45 mL Millipore-purified H2O. This solution was 
polymerized by the addition of 78 µL 10% ammonium persulfate (APS) and 5.4 µL 
tetramethylenediamine (TEMED) in a gel cassette with a large single well comb at the top of 
each gel. Fifteen percent polyacrylamide gels were prepared in a similar fashion except with a 
corresponding higher fractional volume of 40% acrylamide/bis stock solution. Two hundred 
microliters of annealed DNA complexes were mixed with 6x loading dye (New England 
Biolabs, product #B7021S) and loaded into the wells of the gels in a Scie Plas TV100K cooled 
vertical electrophoresis chamber. The gels were run at 150V and 4 °C for 1.5 or 3 hours for 
10% and 15% polyacrylamide gels. Reporter and Delay complexes were purified using 10% 
gels and the Source complex was purified using 15% gels. After running for the appropriate 
time, the bands were cut out using UV-shadowing at 254 nm for visualization. Bands were 
diced into ~1 mm3 pieces, mixed with 500 µL of 1x TAE/Mg2+ buffer and were shaken on a 
vortexer overnight at room temperature. The DNA solutions were then transferred by pipet 
to a fresh tube leaving behind the gel pieces. The solutions were centrifuged for 5 minutes at 
3000xg to precipitate any remaining gel pieces. The DNA solutions were transferred to a new 
tube and stored at 4 °C until use. The concentrations of these purified complexes were then 
measured with an Eppendorf Biophotometer with a dilution factor of 30x using the 
approximate extinction coefficient (ε): 
εFinal  =  ε𝑇𝑜𝑝−𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 + ε𝐵𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚−𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 − 3200𝑁𝐴𝑇 − 2000𝑁𝐺𝐶   
where N indicates the number of hybridized A-T or G-C pairs in each complex.197 
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Reaction kinetics were measured on quantitative PCR (qPCR) machines (Agilent 
Stratagene Mx3000 and Mx3005 series) at 25 °C. Reactions were prepared in 96-well plates 
using 150 µL/well volumes. Each well contained 1x TAE/Mg2+ and 2 µM PolyT20 strands to 
help displace reactant species from the pipet tips used to add species and potentially from the 
well walls. In a typical experiment, Millipore-purified H2O, TAE/Mg
2+ and PolyT20 strands 
were first mixed together. Reporter complexes were then added at 100 nM for System 1 or 
200 nM for System 2. Baseline fluorescent measurements of the Reporter complex alone was 
conducted for each experiment for 0.5 to 1 hour with measurements every 1 to 10 minutes. 
This baseline was taken to be where the [Output] is equal to zero as detected by the Reporter 
and was subtracted from all subsequent data. After measuring this baseline, DNA strands or 
complexes were added to each well, depending on the experiment (see Sections 3.4.1–4). 
Fluorescence measurements were taken every 1–5 minutes for Delay characterization or every 
5–10 minutes for Production characterization and Timer experiments. 
3.4.1 Reporter calibration 
The Reporter complex (Figure 3.2c) was used to indirectly measure the concentration of 
the single-stranded Output strands in solution as a function of time. A Reporter that reacts 
reversibly with the Output species was used as an irreversible reporter could compete with the 
Delay species. The reporter follows the reaction: 




 Fluorophore + Quencher (S3. 1)
where the quencher-modified top strand of the Reporter complex is displaced by an invading 
strand causing in increase of fluorescence. The forward reaction rate constant, kf, is expected 
to be around 5x104 M-1s-1.96 Two calibrations were conducted to translate measured 
fluorescence intensities to levels of free Output concentration for each experiment. It was 
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assumed that the measured fluorescence was proportional to the concentration of unquenched 
fluorophore, [Fluoro.] (e.g., Fluorophore in equation S3.1), through a proportionality constant α. 
To determine α, we measured the fluorescence of the Reporter complex with known 
concentrations of the full complement (FC) to the bottom strand of the Reporter (see Table 
S3.1) and measured the change in fluorescence before and after addition of the complementary 
strand (Figure S3.1). In general, we used the equation 
[𝐹𝐶] =  𝛼 ∗ 𝛥𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 𝛽 (𝑆3. 2)
for [FC] equal to 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100 nM. In the ideal case, β is equal to zero. Alpha was 
determined by calculating the slope after fitting a line to [FC] vs. ΔFluorescence (Figure S3.1). 
This calibration enables the normalization of all fluorescence data into [Fluoro.]. Additionally, 
Figure S3.1 shows that photobleaching of the fluorophores are not a significant factor in 




Figure S3.1: Example calibration plots for the Reporter complex with its full complement to 
convert raw intensity values into [Fluoro.]. FC was added to 100 nM Reporter at 
concentrations ranging from 0–100 nM as noted in the legend. 
To convert the [Fluoro.] into [Output], the Keq for the reporter reaction shown in equation 
S3.1 was calculated by mixing the Reporter complex with known concentrations of Output 
strand and using the equation: 
where [O]0 is the concentration of Output (e.g., 25, 50, 75 or 100 nM) added to the Reporter 
solution and [R]0 is the initial Reporter complex concentration (e.g., 100 nM). In general, we 
found that the intensities measured with this calibration method decreased over the duration 
of the experiment (Fig. S3.2a), possibly due to Reporter complexes becoming stuck in the 
“off” state. Due to this decrease, the Keq was calculated as a function of time. The data was 
segmented into 75 bins (~1.3 hours each), with each bin having a Keq calculated as the average 
Keq over the [Output] tested (Fig. S3.2b,c).  
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Figure S3.2: Example calibration plots for the Reporter complex with Output to convert 
[Fluoro.] values into [Output]. (a) Output was added to 100 nM Reporter at concentrations 
ranging from 0–100 nM as noted in the legend. (b) For each time segment, the Keq was 
calculated as the average value over the [Output]’s tested. Little variance was seen between the 
Keq’s calculated at each [O] within a given time segment. The initial segment is shown (t = 1 
hr). (c) The Keq decreases as a function of time. Each segment usually contained 1.3–1.5 hours 
of data. 
The concentration of Fluoro. was then converted into [Output] through the equation 
where [Fluoro.], [O] and Keq are functions of time. This equation reports the total concentration 
of Output as the sum of free O in solution and O that is transiently bound to the Reporter 
complex. 
3.4.2 Production and delay reaction characterization 
To understand the timer system, we initially characterized the production reaction 
(between the Source and Initiator molecules) without a concurrent delay reaction. Multiple 
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production reactions using various concentrations of Initiator and Source were conducted to 
calculate the forward and reverse reaction rate constants for the set of reactions shown in 
Figure S3.3. Two sets of reactions were conducted: [S]=[I] and [S]x[I]=1. In the first case, the 
production rate (kprod) varies because the product of the initial concentrations of Initiator and 
Source is changing. In the second case, the production rate is theoretically constant between 
experiments on “short” time scales. 
 
Figure S3.3: Schematic for the Production circuit. The Initiator reacts with the Source 
complex through a fraying mechanism at the ends of the double-stranded regions to produce 
Output and waste1. The forward and reverse reaction rate constant depend on DNA sequence 
and the point of strand-displacement initialization and thus could be different values, but for 
simplicity a single rate constant, k0bp, was chosen. 
The Source and Reporter were incubated for about 6 hours until the measured intensity 
reached a steady state prior to the addition of I. This steady state intensity is thought to be a 
small population of free Output left over from the purification process, although interactions 
between the Source and Reporter complexes may exist. The concentration of detected Output 
by the Reporter corresponded to 0.01-0.02x[Source] used in each experiment (Figure S3.4).  
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Figure S3.4: Characterization of the effect of [Source] and [Initiator] on the observed release 
of Output. The Source is mixed with the Reporter after 1.5 hours and incubated for about 6 
hours, when the Initiator is added (denoted by black dashed lines). For the curves shown, [S] 
is equal to [I] and is shown in the legend. The concentration of initial Output detected prior 
to initiation scales with the amount of [S] added. Data is identical to that shown in Figure 
S3.5a and Figure 3.3a. 
The post-initiation reaction curves were fit using MATLAB to initially calculate k0bp for 
this set of reactions using the second-order reaction kinetics equation:  
 
The Reporter reaction was not included in the fitting procedure because its equilibration 
kinetics were assumed to be much faster (~105x faster reaction rate constant) than that of the 
Production reaction. However, the reaction rate constants calculated from this model did not 
capture the dynamics seen in Fig S3.5a–b–i.e., a quick release of O followed by a slower, more 
linear region. We hypothesized that this was due to a small concentration of Source that 
reacted quickly and irreversibly with the Initiator present in the reaction volumes, perhaps 
because of errors in sequence produced during solid state DNA synthesis. We call this small 
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population [SLeak] which reacts with reaction rate constant kLeak. To account for this possibility, 
we used the following equation to generate a better fit to the experimental data: 
𝑑[𝑂]
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘0𝑏𝑝[𝐼][𝑆] − 𝑘0𝑏𝑝[𝑂][𝑤𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒1] + 𝑘𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑘[𝑆𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑘][𝐼] (𝑆3. 6) 
and to calculate the model parameters k0bp, kLeak and [SLeak]. Additional information regarding 
SLeak can be found in Section 3.4.6. An example of such a fit is shown in Figure S3.5c and the 
fit parameters are compiled in Table 2. The average k0bp was 0.49±0.13 1/M-sec which is in 




Figure S3.5: Characterization of Production reactions. Production reactions were measured 
for [Source] = [Initiator] in the range of 0.25–2 μM (a) and for [S] x [I] = 1 (b). The legend in 
(b) shows the concentration of Source in the reaction mixture. (c) Example comparison 
between experimental measurements and the model resulting from the fit of reaction rate 
constants for [S]=[I]=1 μM. Reaction curves were fit using a bimolecular reaction kinetics 
model to calculate a second-order reaction rate constant. Reaction rate constants for each 
curve are listed below in Table S3.2. 
As shown in Figure S3.5a, the production rate varied with the concentrations of Source 
and Initiator. From equation 3.5, the production rate is expected to follow a power law 
( ) when initial concentrations of S and I are equal. The experimentally determined 
production rate increased to the exponential of 1.6 with increasing S and I instead of 2. There 
was also a small variation in the production rate for the case [S]x[I]=1, where the initial kprod 
was expected to be constant among the reaction conditions tested (see Table S3.2). The 
deviation from the expected result in both cases could be due to other undesired reactions 
present in between reaction species. 
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Table S3.2: Reaction rate constants for the Production reactions shown in Figure S3.5. The 
production rate constant (kprod) was calculated using equation 3.5 using the initial 
concentrations of Source and Initiator. Values listed are result of fit with 95% confidence 
interval bounds. Overall values are the average and standard deviation of all rows (k0bp) or 
rows in the [S]x[I]=1 set of experiments (kprod). 
Experiment 
Type 
[S] (µM) [I] (µM) k0bp (1/M-sec) kprod (nM/hr) kLeak (1/M-sec) [SLeak] (nM) 
[S]=[I] 
0.25 0.25 0.676±0.008 0.152±0.002 336±20 1.3±0.1 
0.5 0.5 0.645±0.006 0.58±0.005 129±7 4.6±0.2 
0.75 0.75 0.647±0.004 1.311±0.009 91±4 8.8±0.2 
1 1 0.501±0.004 1.803±0.014 53±2 12.7±0.4 
1.25 1.25 0.439±0.004 2.47±0.021 43±2 19.0±0.6 
2 2 0.279±0.005 4.016±0.066 20±1 53.8±2.0 
[S]x[I]=1 
0.25 4 0.32±0.01 1.14±0.02 8±1 11.7±0.8 
0.5 2 0.46±0.01 1.67±0.02 27±2 13.2±0.6 
0.67 1.5 0.46±0.01 1.65±0.02 35±3 12.6±0.6 
1 1 0.39±0.01 1.41±0.03 52±4 14.1±0.7 
1.5 0.67 0.53±0.01 1.91±0.03 96±6 18.2±0.8 
2 0.5 0.55±0.01 1.97±0.02 129±7 15.9±0.6 
Overall 0.5±0.1 1.6±0.3  
 
The Delay circuit module was characterized by the degree to which the Delay complex 
was able to sequester free Output. The kinetics of the reaction between Delay and Output was 
too fast to capture using the concentration ranges tested in order to fit reaction rate constants 
for the set of reactions show in Figure S3.6. The Delay reaction is slightly reversible due to 2 
extra bases on the Delay complex that are not complementary to the Output (shown in green). 
These bases are important for decreasing undesired reactions between the Source and Delay 
complexes, whose reaction rate constant is on the same order as the Production circuit 
(initialized via fraying). However, this reaction set is expected to be very forward reaction 
dominated since kforward ~2x10




Figure S3.6: Schematic for the Delay circuit. The Output reacts with the Delay complex 
through a 7 base-pair toehold to produce two waste species. Two extra bases on the Delay 
complex (shown in green) inhibit a leak reaction between Source and Delay complexes. 
Two sets of experiments were run to investigate whether the Delay complex efficiently 
sequestered Output in a reaction solution. The first set was run by adding D at various 
concentrations to the Reporter followed by the addition of O. As shown in Fig. S3.7a, the 
concentration of O detected closely matched the expected result: [O] = [O]0-[D]. The second 
set of experiments was run by first adding O to the Reporter followed by the addition of D, 
leading to a sudden decrease in fluorescence intensity and detected free O (Fig. S3.7b). Again, 
the remaining [O] matched the expected concentrations determined by the amount of D 
added. The concentration of O remaining when the D exceeded the initial concentration of 
O added did not fully decrease to zero due to the reversibility of the Delay reaction (Fig. S3.6). 
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Figure S3.7: Characterization of the Delay circuit. (a) O is added to R and D leading to a rise 
in detected O by the Reporter. Black dashed lines indicate the times D or O is added to the 
Reporter solution. The concentration of O and D added to each reaction mixture is annotated 
above each trace. [O]f is the average [O] over the last 30 data points. (b) D is added to Reporter 
and O leading to a decrease in fluorescence as O is being sequestered by D. The data in Fig. 
3.3b is calculated from the data shown here in (a) and (b). 
3.4.3 Timer experiments with system 1 
Timer experiments were conducted similar to Production experiments, except both Source 
and Delay were mixed with the Reporter after the initial baseline was measured (~1 hour). 
Initiator was mixed into the wells after the intensity reached a steady-state, at about 22–24 
hours. Both S and I were kept equal in these experiments. From Table S3.2, [S]=[I]=1 μM 
produces Output at ~1.8 nM/hr, [S]=[I]=0.5 μM at ~0.6 nM/hr and [S]=[I]=0.25 μM at 
~0.15 nM/hr (Fig. 3.3c-d and Figs. S3.8–10). 
The delay time (tDelay) was determined by calculating a moving linear fit of each curve post-
Initiator addition. The span of each fit included 100 or 60 data points, depending on the 
reaction conditions. The step size was ½ of the span in each case (50 and 30 points). The x-
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intercept from the fit with the largest slope was chosen as the delay time. Other algorithms 
(e.g., the time [O] or d[O]/dt surpasses a specified value) gave similar time delays, but were 
more sensitive to noise/bias. 
 
Figure S3.8: [Output] vs. time and tdelay vs. [Delay] for reactions using [S]=[I]=1 μM production 
conditions for System 1. Dashed lines in the left plot are guides showing the calculated time 
delay. Dashed line in the right plot shows a linear fit for points with tDelay greater than zero. 




Figure S3.9: [Output] vs. time and tdelay vs. [Delay] for reactions using [S]=[I]=0.5 μM 
production conditions for System 1. Dashed lines in the left plot are guides showing the 
calculated time delay. Dashed line in the right plot shows a linear fit for points with tDelay greater 
than zero. 
 
Figure S3.10: [Output] vs. time and tdelay vs. [Delay] for reactions using [S]=[I]=0.25 μM 
production conditions for System 1. Dashed lines in the left plot are guides showing the 
calculated time delay. Dashed line in the right plot shows a linear fit for points with tDelay greater 
than zero. 
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The rate of production (d[O]/dt) was calculated for each reaction condition. The slope of 
each curve was calculated as the average over the last 90 data points (15 hours). We found that 
the production rate at that time point decreased slightly as a function of [Delay], possibly due 
to the uncharacterized reactions mentioned elsewhere. Despite the Delay dependent effects 
observed, an appropriate [Delay] can be chosen from a desired production rate and time delay 
using Table S3.2 and Figure S3.11.  
 
Figure S3.11: Production rate vs. [Delay] and tdelay vs. [Delay] for System 1. Production rate was 
calculated as the average over the last 90 data points (15 hours). Production rate decreases 
with [Delay] due to possible undesired reactions between circuit components. 
3.4.4 Timer experiments with system 2 
Experiments for System 2 were conducted the same as with System 1 except with a 
[Reporter] of 200 nM. Output production from System 2 was found to be slower than with 
System 1 (Figures S3.12–14). This could be due to DNA sequence differences between the 
systems; notably the toehold domain of System 2 is expected to have weaker binding than that 
of System 1 because it has less G-C base content. The 7 bp toehold of the Delay complex is 
weaker as well. Additionally, if there are significant interactions between the Source or Delay 
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and the Reporter complex, the increased Reporter concentration could be an attributing factor. 
Finally, while System 1 had a decrease in production rate with increasing [Delay], System 2 
showed an increase in production rate (Figure S3.15). 
 
Figure S3.12: [Output] vs. time and tdelay vs. [Delay] for reactions using [S]=[I]=1 μM 
production conditions for System 2. Dashed lines in the left plot are guides showing the 





Figure S3.13: [Output] vs. time and tdelay vs. [Delay] for reactions using [S]=[I]=0.5 μM 
production conditions for System 2. Dashed lines in the left plot are guides showing the 
calculated time delay. Dashed line in the right plot shows a linear fit for points with tDelay greater 
than zero. 
 
Figure S3.14: [Output] vs. time and tdelay vs. [Delay] for reactions using [S]=[I]=0.25 μM 
production conditions for System 2. Dashed lines in the left plot are guides showing the 




Figure S3.15: Production rate vs. [Delay] and tdelay vs. [Delay] for System 2. Production rate 
was calculated as the average over the last 250 or 100 data points (about 40 or 16 hours). 
Production rate increases with [Delay] due to possible undesired reactions between circuit 
components. 
3.4.5 Multiplex timer experiments (systems 1 and 2) 
Multiplexing experiments were conducted the same as the experiments described in 
Sections 3.4.3–4. Briefly, the Reporters of each system were mixed and a baseline was taken 
followed by the addition of Delay and Source complexes. Initiator was added after 22–24 
hours. For experiments comparing data of each system in isolation vs. together, the reaction 
solution contained Reporters from both systems, but only the D, S and I from the system 
being studied (dashed lines in Fig. S3.16). System 1 was tracked using FAM and System 2 with 
TexasRed fluorophores using two different filters on the qPCR. Fluorescence from one 
fluorophore was not observed when measuring the fluorescence of the other fluorophore.  
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Figure S3.16: Additional examples of multiplexing two timer circuits. In each case, dashed 
lines indicate a reaction with the system in isolation. (a) Reaction mixture conditions were 
chosen such that both systems would release their respective O at the same time (19 hours) 
and rate. [S]0=[I]0=1 μM; {[D]Sys1, [D]Sys2}={130 nM, 165 nM}. (b) The release rate of each 
system can be independently controlled while keeping the delay time constant (9 hours). 
[S]0=[I]0=1 μM for Sys1 and 0.5 μM for Sys2; {[D]Sys1, [D]Sys2}={100 nM, 50 nM}. (c) The 
time of release (9 and 19 hours) of each system can be independently controlled while keeping 
the release rate constant. [S]0=[I]0=1 μM; {[D]Sys1, [D]Sys2}={100 nM, 165 nM}. 
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3.4.6 Timer circuit simulations and characterization of leak reactions 
Since the DNA strand-displacement circuit can be represented by a series of mathematical 
equations (equations S3.1 and S3.5 and Figure S3.6), a model that matches the experimental 
behavior of the system could be built to further tune the circuit for future applications. 
However, we found that a simple model derived from those equations failed to quantitatively 
capture the delay times observed in experiments (Figure S3.17). Based on that mismatch and 
the observation of an increase in fluorescence (or detected O) by the Reporter when S is added 
in the absence of I or D (Figure S3.4), we postulated that a series of interactions might exist 
between S, D, I and Reporter beyond what is predicted by the simple model.  
 
Figure S3.17: Comparison of data (left) and a model considering only abstract reactions 
described in eqn. S3.5 and Fig. S3.6 (right) for System 1 using 1 μM S and I. Delay 
concentrations for both plots are shown in the legend. Parameters for the model were as 
described in Section 3.4.2 (Figs. S3.3, S3.6) and in Zhang and Winfree.96 Note the decrease in 
overall production and increase in time delay of the model prediction compared to 
experimental results. 
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In control experiments, we found that mixing the Reporter and Source quickly produced 
an observable fluorescence signal in the absence of Initiator (Fig. S3.4), suggesting that the 
Source complex and the Reporter interacted in an undesired or “leak” reaction (Fig. S3.18a). 
While by design, these species could interact through a 4-way 0 bp pair branch migration 
interaction, such a pathway would not explain the fast rate of reaction we observed. We 
therefore postulated that this reaction could be due to truncations or base mismatches within 
the toehold region of the bottom strand of some S complexes. We designated S complexes 
with these variations as the subspecies SLeak. These complexes would not have been separated 
from pure S complex during the purification process because their electrophoretic mobility is 
very similar to that of S.  
We also observed that some leftover O remained after the gel purification process due to 
the proximity of the bands in the gel. Purifying S using a 15% polyacrylamide gel instead of a 
10% gel significantly reduced the level of pre-initiation O detected, but some may still remain 
in the purified S complex solution. The leftover O and SLeak complex are also expected to 
interact with the Delay complex for timer circuit reactions. We also considered a leak reaction 
between the Initiator and the Delay complex since there are 7 complementary nucleotides for 
a transient hybridization. The schematic shown in Figures S3.18–20 shows the possible leak 
reactions considered here. Unless specified in the figure captions, reaction rate constants for 
these reactions were taken from Zhang and Winfree (2009) or fit using the bimolecular rate 
equation shown in Section 3.4.2 and Figure S3.5. This approach of choosing reaction rate 
constants supports a physical representation of the postulated reactions and provides 
consistency with studies of other DNA strand-displacement reactions. 
While the reactions described above may account for the unintended reactions that 
occurred within the timer system, including these reactions in a model still predicted 
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significantly different time delay values than what were observed experimentally. To account 
for the decreased time delay observed in experiments, we added a small leak reaction between 
pure Source complexes and Delay complexes. While such a reaction would be expected to 
occur with a rate constant smaller than k0bp, a reaction rate constant of k1bp was needed to 
account for the large decrease in delay time. As noted in Section 3.4.2, we found that a reaction 
between SLeak and I produced a better fit to the production dynamics. However, we would not 
expect this reaction to occur since S and I are incubated prior to PAGE purification of the S 
complex, any S species that would quickly react with I would be removed. Figure S3.19 shows 
an example comparison between experimental data (System 1, [S]=[I]=1 µM) and the resulting 
model prediction. While these reactions are only a possible description of the interactions 
between the DNA species, they show that an understanding of the reaction behavior is 
possible through the incorporation of leak pathways. We found that incorporation of each of 
these leak pathways into our model, using previously published rates and the fitted parameters 
of [SLeak], kS,Leak and k0bp as described in Section 3.4.2 (no additional fitting parameters were 
required) produced quantitative agreement between our model and the experimental results 
that we observed (Fig. S3.21). Thus, we expect that this model can be used to tune the system’s 




Figure S3.18: Reactions between a Source complex with mismatches or base truncations in 
the toehold region and the Reporter complex lead to the detection of a fluorescent signal prior 
to the addition of the Initiator. (a) SLeak complex interacts reversibly with the Reporter to 
produce a fluorescent complex that reacts irreversibly with the Initiator (b). kr,rep was calculated 
from k5bp96 and the experimentally measured Keq of the Reporter-Output reaction (Fig. S3.2). 
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Figure S3.19: Reactions between the Delay complex and other reaction species. (a) Delay and 
SLeak react reversibly with a forward rate constant estimated to be kSD,Leak ~250 1/M-sec. (b) 
Initiator hybridizes and de-hybridizes with the toehold of the Delay complex. From Zhang 
and Winfree,96 kon ~ 3.5x106 1/M-sec and koff ~ 0.08 1/sec. (c) Leak reaction between pure 
Source complex and the Delay complex. 
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Figure S3.20: Leak reactions with Initiator. (a) Reaction between I and SLeak. (b) Reaction 
between I and the complex produced from SLeak+D. 
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Figure S3.21: Comparison of data and the model prediction for System 1 using 1 μM S and 
I. Delay concentrations are listed in the legend. Reporter-only baseline was initially measured 
followed by Source and Delay complex addition at 1 hour. Initiator was added after 30 hours. 
Parameters and reactions included in the model were as described above in Figs. S3.18–20 and 
in Zhang and Winfree.96 
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CHAPTER 4: DESIGN AND CHARACTERIZATION OF DNA 
STRAND-DISPLACEMENT CIRCUITS IN SERUM-








The functional stability and lifetimes of synthetic molecular circuits in biological environments 
are important for long-term, stable sensors or controllers of cell or tissue behavior. DNA-
based molecular circuits, in particular DNA strand-displacement circuits, provide simple and 
effective biocompatible control mechanisms and sensors, but are vulnerable to digestion by 
nucleases present in living tissues and serum-supplemented cell culture. The stability of 
double-stranded and single-stranded DNA circuit components in serum-supplemented cell 
medium and the corresponding effect of nuclease-mediated degradation on circuit 
performance were characterized to determine the major routes of degradation and DNA 
strand-displacement circuit failure. Simple circuit design choices, such as the use of 5’ toeholds 
within the DNA complexes used as reactants in the strand-displacement reactions and the 
termination of single-stranded components with DNA hairpin domains at the 3’ termini, 
significantly increase the functional lifetime of the circuit components in the presence of 
nucleases. Simulations of multi-reaction circuits, guided by the experimentally measured 
operation of single-reaction circuits, enable predictive realization of multi-layer and 
competitive-reaction circuit behavior. Together, these results provide a basic route to 




Tasks across biotechnology, including drug targeting and release, in vitro cell culture, 
diagnostics, and tissue engineering could benefit from the ability to use the concentration in 
time and space of several different biomarkers to make decisions such as directing release or 
collection processes. Ideally, such decision-making processes could be performed 
autonomously by molecular agents or circuits as they are accomplished in living systems. 
Developing such methods requires augmenting molecular detection techniques with molecular 
circuits that can reliably operate under physiological conditions. 
One potential pathway to building these systems is through the use of DNA strand-
displacement reactions. Circuits that are capable of signal amplification,109 timing control,101 
complex logic functions,87,107 and directing the release of molecules198 or other material control 
processes144 have shown promising applications in cell culture146 or with cells,194,199 or for 
protein200,201 and RNA137 detection due to the robust nature of DNA sequence specificity and 
innately high biocompatibility. However, current DNA-based technologies have limited 
applications and lifetimes in blood serum and serum-supplemented cell cultures due to the 
presence of nucleases that degrade the DNA components.29,138,139,202,203 Current approaches to 
using or protecting DNA complexes in serum204–206 or inside cells,136,137,207,208 are generally of 
limited success because they require molecular components that are difficult or expensive to 
synthesize, or require medium additives that can damage cells or prevent their growth. New 
approaches to enable strand-displacement circuits to operate in serum are therefore still 
needed. 
In this chapter, we investigate the usage of simple and inexpensive design principles of 
DNA strand-displacement circuits to enable these circuits to detect concentrations, operate 
signal cascades, and control timing in cell culture environments over as long as 70 hours. The 
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lifetimes of double-stranded fluorophore- and quencher-modified DNA complexes that 
perform these functions were measured for both 3’ and 5’ single-stranded overhangs 
(toeholds). Compared to 3’ toeholds, complexes with 5’ toeholds showed an increase in 
functional operation in the serum we tested. Additionally, single-stranded DNA species were 
shown to have an increased lifetime when a hairpin domain was added to the 3’ termini. DNA 
strand-displacement circuits designed with 5’ toeholds and 3’ hairpin domains were shown to 
have reaction rate constants dependent on toehold length in serum-supplemented cell media 
with the same rate of reaction rate constant slow down with decreasing toehold length as in 
standard TAE/Mg2+ buffer. To investigate the operation of larger, more complex DNA 
circuits in the presence of nucleases, we developed a model using standard enzyme reaction 
dynamics and DNA strand-displacement molecular reactions. The model was able to 
qualitatively predict the behavior of a multistage strand-displacement cascade and a timer 
circuit. While single-layer circuits can reliably operate for at least 12 hours, more complex 
circuits are affected by nuclease degradation to a greater extent, and responses were most 
different when the concentration of inputs is low. 
4.2 Materials and Methods 
4.2.1 Reagents 
Fetal bovine serum (FBS, cat. no. 10437010) and penicillin/streptomycin (P/S, cat. no. 
15140148) were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific. Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s 
medium (DMEM, cat. no. D6429) and single-stranded DNA from salmon testes (STssDNA, 
cat. no. D7656) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Chicken gizzard muscle actin protein 
(cat. no. AS99) was purchased from Cytoskeleton, Inc. Standard cell culture medium was 
prepared as DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% P/S and stored up to one month. 
All DNA for strand-displacement circuits was purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies, 
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Inc., with standard desalting purification except for quencher-modified strands, which were 
ordered HPLC purified. Sequences of all DNA strands used here are listed in Table S4.10. 
4.2.2 Preparation of DNA complexes 
Source, Delay, and Reporter complexes were annealed in 1x TAE buffer supplemented 
with 12.5 mM Magnesium Acetate (TAE/Mg2+) from 90 to 20 °C using an Eppendorf PCR 
at 1 °C/minute. Zero base pair toehold Source complexes were incubated 1:1 with their 
Initiator strand without a hairpin domain for ~16 hours prior to PAGE purification to remove 
some poorly formed or synthesized DNA complexes. After annealing, Source and Delay 
complexes were PAGE purified at 150 V for 3 or 1.5 hours using 15% or 10% polyacrylamide 
gels. The complexes were eluted from the excised gel band using TAE/Mg2+and overnight 
incubation. Reporter complexes were not PAGE purified. 
4.2.3 qPCR measurements of DNA strand-displacement reactions in cell medium 
Agilent Stratagene Mx3000 or Mx3005 qPCRs were used to test the stability and lifetime 
of DNA strands and complexes in serum-supplemented DMEM at 37 °C. The final volume 
of liquid in each well was fixed at 150 µL. Of this volume, 120 – 140 µL was serum-
supplemented DMEM and the remaining volume consisted of nuclease-screening 
components and DNA complexes and strands. Additional components were added to the 
media to screen the nucleases for increased protection of DNA strand-displacement circuit 
components. Actin protein (200 nM), 12 µM poly(T)20 single-stranded DNA, 0.1 mg/mL 
STssDNA, and 10 µM of a double-stranded DNA complex with two 3’ single-stranded DNA 
tails (mimic DNA) were mixed with the serum-supplemented DMEM immediately prior to 
the addition of circuit components. This mixture is referred to as nuclease-screened medium 
(NS medium) in the text. The fluorescence intensity of Reporter complexes alone (prior to 
nuclease degradation) was subtracted from all measurements (Section 4.5.4). For Release, 
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cascade, and timer experiments, the Reporter was initially added at 200 nM, followed by the 
Source and/or Delay complexes. Initiator strands were added after about 1 – 4 hours post-
Source addition. 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 Inhibition of nucleases using competitor molecules 
In order to protect the DNA strand-displacement circuit components from potential 
nuclease-mediated degradation, we first investigated the use of additional biocompatible 
medium supplements that may act as competitive inhibitors to screen the nucleases from 
circuit components. In a DNA strand-displacement reaction, an invading strand binds a 
substrate complex and displaces an incumbent strand. The invading strand binds to a single-
stranded “toehold” region of the substrate complex and undergoes branch migration with the 
incumbent strand of the substrate until the incumbent strand is fully displaced (Figure 4.1A). 
In our studies, a double-stranded DNA complex modified with a fluorophore and quencher 
on complementary strands, called a Reporter, was used as a basis for measuring the functional 
stability of the circuit components in the presence of nucleases. A 5 base pair (bp) toehold on 
the 5’ end enabled strand-displacement to occur upon the addition of the invading strand, 
termed the Output, which in a more complex circuit would be the released species whose 
concentration would be measured by interaction with the Reporter complex (Figure 4.1A). 
When the Output interacts with a Reporter complex, the fluorescence increases due to the 
Output displacing the quencher-modified strand. Upon degradation of the Reporter complex 
by nucleases, the two strands of the Reporter complex may dehybridize, also causing an 
increase in fluorescence (Figure 4.1B). Thus, a change in the measured fluorescence of a 
sample containing nucleases can be due to either the reaction of the Reporter complex with 
an Output strand or digestion of the Reporter complex by nucleases. In DMEM with 10% 
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fetal bovine serum, nuclease induced degradation of the Reporter complexes causes complex 
dehybridization (Figure 4.1C). 
 
Figure 4.1: Comparison of nuclease screening supplements to protect double-stranded 
Reporter complexes. (A) Reporter complexes with either a 3’ or a 5’ toehold and their 
respective complementary Output strands. The top strand of each Reporter complex is 
modified with a quencher and the bottom strand with a FAM fluorophore. Blue domains are 
13 base pairs and green toehold domains are 5 nucleotides. Domains and their complements 
are denoted by a shared number or letter, with the complementary domain accented with a 
prime (e.g., 1 and 1’). See Table S4.10 for sequences. (B) Reporter complexes can be degraded 
by exonucleases or endonucleases. Exonucleases remove all or part of the single-stranded 
toehold domain, preventing Output strand hybridization at the toehold that initiates strand-
displacement. Endonucleases nick the interior domain potentially causing denaturation of the 
complex, separation of the fluorophore-quencher, and an increase in fluorescence. (C) Output 
strands (200 nM) were added to 100 nM 5’ toehold Reporter complexes incubated for 18 hours 
(arrow) in serum-supplemented medium with varying competitors for nuclease-DNA complex 
interactions (nuclease screening molecules). Actin was added at 200 nM, and mimic DNA, a 
13 base pair double-stranded DNA complex with 5 nucleotide 3’ single-stranded overhangs 
(inset schematic), was added at 10 μM. Full screening solution consisted of actin, mimic DNA, 
12 μM Poly(T)20 single-stranded DNA, and 0.1 mg/mL single-stranded DNA from salmon 
testes. 
Actin has previously been shown to inhibit the activity of DNases.209–211 When actin was 
added to a final concentration of 200 nM to serum-supplemented DMEM, the increase in 
fluorescence over 18 hours from 100 nM Reporter complexes was reduced by half (Figure 
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4.1C). To further reduce the degradation of Reporter complexes, a second DNA complex 
designed to act as a competitive inhibitor for nucleases was added to the medium at 10 µM. 
This mimic DNA contained a double-stranded region of the same length as the region in the 
Reporter complex and 5 bp-long single-stranded overhangs on the 3’ end of each of the 
sequences (see Table S4.10 for sequences). The inclusion of both this mimic and actin in the 
serum-supplemented DMEM further reduced the rate of degradation of the Reporter complex 
(Figure 4.1C). Finally, 12 µM poly(T)20 single-stranded DNA and 0.1 mg/mL single-stranded 
DNA from salmon testes were added to act as competitors for nucleases that bind single-
stranded DNA. Together, the inclusion of these four additives in serum-supplemented 
medium reduced the rate of fluorescence increase of the Reporter complex in the absence of 
Output (which is presumably due to nuclease degradation) by about an order of magnitude. 
Unless otherwise specified, all DNA strand-displacement reactions in the experiments that 
follow were performed in serum-supplemented DMEM containing actin, poly(T)20, mimic 
DNA, and single-stranded DNA from salmon testes at the concentrations given above, which 
we term nuclease-screened medium or NS medium. 
4.3.2 Design of DNA circuit components with increased nuclease resistance 
In order to build DNA strand-displacement circuits that can reliably process signals using 
reaction cascades in serum-supplemented medium, we next investigated how changes to the 
complexes themselves could reduce the rate of nuclease digestion without eliminating the 
ability to use the complexes to design molecular circuits with controlled rates. The Reporter 
complex was again chosen as a model for the investigation of DNA circuit component design. 
In addition to the degradation of double-stranded domains by endonucleases (Figure 4.1C), 
exonucleases can digest any single-stranded region (Figure 4.1B). Since Reporter toeholds are 
generally placed at either the 5’ or 3’ termini of complexes (Figure 4.1A), the toehold is 
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susceptible to degradation from exonucleases, leading to the loss of the toehold domain and 
reactivity to Output strand input over time (Figure 4.1B). For each base removed from the 
toehold, the reaction rate constant between the Reporter and Output species is expected to 
decrease by an order of magnitude, based on measurements in standard buffers.96 
To characterize the functional operation of Reporter complexes, the maximum 
fluorescence of the mixtures was measured after Output strands were added to 5’ or 3’ toehold 
Reporter complexes incubated for different periods of time at 37 °C in NS medium (Figure 
4.2). Reporters with 3’ toeholds showed a marked decrease in the change in fluorescence upon 
Output addition for Reporter incubation times as short as 6 hours, indicating that the 
incubation of the Reporter significantly reduced its ability to interact with the Output. In 
contrast, Reporters with 5’ toeholds showed only a 25% drop in fluorescence when the 
Reporter complexes were incubated in NS medium for 70 hours prior to addition of the 
Output strands. Further, the time to reach reaction equilibrium upon the addition of the 
Output strand was much slower for the Reporter with the 3’ toehold as compared to the 
Reporter with a 5’ toehold, suggesting that the kinetics of strand-displacement was affected 
more by incubation for the Reporter with the 3’ toehold (Figure S4.1). The difference between 
the responses of the two types of complexes that was observed is consistent with a significantly 




Figure 4.2 Comparison of the functional stability of Reporter complexes with either 3’ or 5’ 
toeholds in nuclease-screened serum-supplemented DMEM. Output strands (250 nM) were 
added to 200 nM Reporter complexes at 0.5, 2, 6, 24, 32, 48, 56, 66 and 72 hours post Reporter 
addition to medium at 37 °C. Reporter complexes with a 3’ toehold showed a marked decrease 
in fluorescence intensity change when the Output was added at subsequent time points 
compared to the sustained reactivity of the Reporter with a 5’ toehold. Both complexes show 
an increase in fluorescence in the absence of Output over time due to the presence of 
nucleases, potentially leading to the decrease in 5’ Reporter reactivity that was observed (Figure 
S4.1). Points are relative to the intensity change upon Output addition at 0.5 hours of 
incubation (Section 4.5.2) and are the average value of 2 – 3 replicates. Error bars are one 
standard deviation of replicate results. 
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For strand-displacement circuits to operate reliably in serum, DNA complexes and strands 
that interact with or are released by the complexes (e.g., Output strands) must remain intact 
when they are in single-stranded form rather than being degraded by nucleases. Two possible 
DNA modifications, phosphorothioate backbones136,213,214 and an inverted thymine modified 
base212 placed at strand termini (Figure S4.2A), have previously been shown to increase the 
stability of single-stranded DNA molecules against nuclease digestion. To test whether strands 
containing phosphorothioate bonds (PS bonds) or an inverted dT (Inv-dT) modification 
would remain capable of participating in strand-displacement reactions in medium for longer 
periods of time than unmodified strands, we designed a series of Output strands with these 
modifications at different sites and measured the fraction of the strands that were able to react 
with the Reporter to produce a change in fluorescence as a function of its initial incubation 
time in NS medium. Output strands containing 7 nucleotides with PS bonds at both termini 
and strands terminated with an Inv-dT at the 3’ end showed about a 25% decrease in the 
concentration of strands capable of strand-displacement reactions over 7 hours of incubation 
in NS medium (Figure S4.2). The concentration of reactive unmodified Output strands 
decreased 85% in the same amount of time. Additionally, DNA strands with PS-bonds 
demonstrated a significant decrease in reaction rate compared to unmodified or Inv-dT 
modified DNA, indicating a decrease in strand invasion capabilities for DNA with PS-
bonds.136 This was further demonstrated using DNA strands fully composed of PS-bonds 
(Figure S4.2). Thus, the use of modified DNA backbones designed to resist nuclease 
degradation did not sufficiently increase the Output strand’s lifetime over 7 hours of 
incubation in nuclease-screened medium while maintaining high reactivity with the Reporter 
complex. 
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Since the majority of exonucleases attack single-stranded DNA at their 3’ termini,131,212 
DNA strands containing inert, double-stranded DNA regions on the 3’ ends of the resulting 
complex/strand would be expected to have longer lifetimes in exonuclease-containing serum-
supplemented DMEM than unmodified strands.215,216 We thus designed a modified Output 
strand with a hairpin added to its 3’ end (Figure 4.3), providing a terminal double-stranded 
region to inhibit exonuclease interactions. When we used Output strands with this additional 
domain at the 3’ end, the stability of the Output in NS medium was greatly improved over 7 
hours of incubation (Figure 4.3, Figure S4.3). However, degradation did occur at longer times, 
with very little of the Output being able to react with the Reporter complex after 55 hours. In 
contrast, 85% of the unmodified strands were no longer able to react with the Reporter after 
just 7 hours. This modification therefore enables single-stranded species to operate over 
extended time periods without chemical modification. Thus, modifying 3’ termini with 
hairpins, the use of nuclease-screened medium, and the use of 5’ toehold Reporter complexes 
together suggested a way by which we could design strand-displacement circuits that can 
operate in cell medium. 
To further demonstrate the versatility of using 3’ terminal hairpins to protect 3’ termini 
from exonuclease attack, we redesigned the Reporter with 3’ toeholds to include a 3’ hairpin 
adjacent to the toehold region (Figure S4.4). We measured the Output strand activity in 
experiments analogous to those shown in Figure 4.2 for this modified Reporter. The addition 
of the 3’ hairpin increased the functional lifetime of the 3’ toehold Reporter to slightly less 
than a 5’ toehold Reporter over 32 hours. Thus, DNA strand-displacement architectures that 
depend on free 3’ termini for toehold domains and reversible reactions87,107,109,191 could operate 
as reliably as those with only 5’ toeholds if a hairpin motif is included at the 3’ end. 
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Figure 4.3: Design and characterization of a 3’ exonuclease-inhibiting domain for single-
stranded DNA species in nuclease-screened medium. (A) To increase stability against 
nucleases, Output strands were modified with a hairpin domain providing a double-stranded 
region at the degradation-susceptible 3’ termini. The ability of the Output strand to participate 
in a strand-displacement process after incubation in serum was tested using the Reporter 
complex shown. (B) The relative concentration of 100 nM Output strands, with or without 
the hairpin, were measured using a 5’ toehold Reporter (200 nM) that was added after different 
periods of Output incubation in NS medium. Output strands with the hairpin domain showed 
sustained stability over 7 hours of incubation. Without the hairpin domain, Output strands 
were largely degraded within 7 hours. Degradation is measured as the relative intensity change 
upon Reporter addition as compared to the intensity change after 0.5 hours of incubation 
(Section 4.5.2) and is the average value of 2 – 3 replicates. Error bars are the standard deviation 
of replicate results. Inset: Measurement of Normalized Intensity showing the same 
measurement of relative Output concentration over 55 hours of incubation. 
4.3.3 Operation of simple DNA strand-displacement circuits 
To investigate how well the NS medium and 3’ hairpin modifications work together to 
protect the DNA components of strand-displacement circuits from nuclease-mediated 
degradation, we developed a simple DNA strand-displacement circuit, termed a Release 
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module, that is designed to release an Output strand at a programmed rate upon the addition 
of an Initiator strand (Figure 4.4). In buffers such as 1x TAE/12.5 mM Mg2+ (i.e., TAE/Mg2+ 
buffer), similar strand-displacement systems have served as the building blocks of multistage, 
programmable cascades for logic87,107 and timing operations.101 A Reporter complex captures 
the Output strand, and the cascade is designed so that the level of fluorescence reflects the 
concentration of Output at a given time. In TAE/Mg2+ buffer at room temperature, the rate 
at which Output strands are released is primarily controlled by the number of free single-
stranded nucleotides in the toehold on the Source complex when the toehold ranges in size 
from 0 to 7 bases.96 This ability to control reaction rates using this design principle is critical 





Figure 4.4: Schematics for a DNA strand-displacement reaction that releases an Output 
strand from a sequestered state and a reaction that produces a fluorescence output to report 
on the rate of release. The Output is produced when a Source and Initiator react. This reaction 
is initiated by a toehold (“t” domain, salmon color) of either 0, 2, or 5 bases in length presented 
at the 5’ end. Green colored toeholds (t) are 5 base pairs, and numbered domains are 13 base 
pairs. The 1 domain is split into a and b parts where b’ serves as a “clamp”, or energy barrier 
that reduces the rate of undesired strand-displacement reactions. The black hairpin domains 
on the Output and Initiator strands decrease the propensity for exonuclease-mediated 
degradation at the 3’ ends of single-stranded DNA regions without significantly affecting the 
rates of hybridization or strand-displacement. 
To verify that the kinetics of strand-displacement reactions could also be controlled by 
varying the length of the toehold when the reactions occurred in NS medium at 37 °C, we 
measured the kinetics of Output release using Source complexes with toeholds of length 0, 2, 
and 5 bases. Each Source complex was combined with Initiator, and the Output strand 
concentration was measured as a function of time by measuring the fluorescence produced by 
its reaction with a 5’ toehold Reporter (Section 4.5.4, Figure S4.5). The kinetics were measured 
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using a Source concentration of 200 nM for toehold lengths of 2 and 5 bases with Initiator 
concentrations ranging from 0 to 300 nM. Since the kinetics were slower for 0 nucleotide 
toeholds, higher reactant concentrations were used. The Source and Initiator concentrations 
were kept equal and ranged from 0.5 to 1.5 µM. In each case, the Reporter concentration was 
at 200 nM. In all cases, some increase in fluorescence was observed when Reporter and Source 
complexes were mixed together before Initiator was added (Figure 4.5). This initial increase 
was higher than when the Reporter was incubated alone in NS medium (Figure S4.5). One 
possible reason for the increase is the degradation of Source complexes by nucleases into 
partially degraded, but still “active”, Output strands. Since a strand-displacement reaction is 
expected to occur between an Output and Reporter complex so long as the Output has a 
toehold and a free 1 domain (Figure 4.4), some excision fragments of the Source after nuclease 
digestion could lead to the release of partial Output strands that are “active” because they have 
a contiguous toehold and 1 domain. While this reaction occurs, it is generally not the dominant 
pathway for Output release. For each reaction studied, the rate of Output released from 
strand-displacement reactions was faster than the rate of release without Initiator present, i.e., 
through nuclease-mediated release alone. 
To test whether 3’ hairpins and 5’ toehold design choices alone enable reliable operation 
of strand-displacement circuits in cell medium without the addition of the actin and DNA that 
functioned as a screen for nucleases, we conducted the same Release reactions using Source 
complexes with 5 bp or with 2 bp toeholds without nuclease-screening components (Figure 
S4.6). We found that, without the nuclease-screening components, the rate of digestion of 
Reporter and Source complexes in the absence of Initiator increased 2-fold over 40 hours of 
incubation. Additionally, for Source complexes with a 2bp toehold, only a minimal difference 




Figure 4.5: Measured kinetics of the toehold-mediated strand-displacement cascade shown in 
Figure 4.4 for Source complexes with different toehold lengths as shown. Release reactions 
initiated by 5 base pair (A), 2 base pair (B), and 0 base pair (C) toeholds on the Source 
demonstrate the range of kinetics available by varying toehold length under nuclease-screened, 
serum-supplemented conditions (right) and in TAE/Mg2+ buffer (left). (A, B) Source complexes 
with 5 bp or 2 bp toeholds at 200 nM were mixed with varying concentrations of Initiator as 
listed with each plot. The concentration of Disassembled Reporter increases over time either 
because the top strand of the Reporter is displaced by an Output strand or, in NS medium, 
because of digestion of the Reporter and Source complexes by nucleases (Figure 4.1). (C) 
Source complexes with 0 bp toeholds were reacted at equimolar concentrations with Initiator 
strands (0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25 and 1.5 µM). In all reactions tested, the Output strand was released 
faster when the Initiator was present than when release was caused by the degradation of the 
Source complex alone (Figures S4.11 and S4.12). In all cases, the Reporter concentration was 
200 nM. 
4.3.4 Modeling DNA strand-displacement circuits under nuclease-degrading 
conditions 
To design strand-displacement systems with reliable kinetics and dose-response behavior 
in serum, we will need to be able to predict the kinetics of both strand-displacement and 
degradation-mediated release of oligonucleotides. To work toward such a capacity for 
prediction, we developed a model of circuit kinetics (Section 4.5.5) that incorporates both 
standard strand-displacement reactions87,107 and reactions for nuclease-substrate binding.210,217 
Our goal was to build the simplest possible model that is capable of predicting the kinetics we 
expected to observe, so our model does not necessarily completely capture the many potential 
degradation pathways and interactions between intermediates in the system. 
The model uses mass action kinetics and makes the standard assumption that enzymes 
initially reversibly bind to their substrate to form an intermediate. An irreversible reaction 
involving the enzyme-substrate complex produces a product species and a newly freed 
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enzyme. To reduce the number of species and potential reactions, actin and the other 
screening components were grouped into a general class of molecules termed “Inhibitors”, 








→    𝐸 +𝑊𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 (4.1) 
 
where E represents the combined pool of endonuclease and exonuclease enzymes, Inh are 
inhibitors, and E:Inh is an enzyme-inhibitor complex. While we assume in equation 4.1 that 
actin is degraded by nucleases for simplicity, this has not been shown to be the case thus far 
experimentally. 
DNA complexes that were strand-displacement circuit components were assumed to 
interact with and be degraded by nucleases via a similar set of composite reactions. Each DNA 
complex was assumed to first be degraded by nucleases into a partial complex, with partial 
complexes then being degraded into waste/product molecules. This model produces the 
delayed degradation dynamics observed in experiments involving Reporter alone or with 
Source but no Initiator molecule (Figures S4.7 and S4.9 – S4.12). To model the increase in 
fluorescence that is caused by the separation of the FAM fluorophore and quencher molecule 








→    𝐸 + 𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙  (4.2) 






→    𝐸 + 𝐹𝐴𝑀 + 𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑟 (4.3) 
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where Rep and RepPartial represent the complete and partially degraded Reporter complex, and 
FAM is a species containing a FAM fluorophore, which, because of the extent of degradation, 
now does not react significantly with other species. The degradation of other double-stranded 
DNA molecules, such as the Source complex, is modeled in the same manner as the 
degradation of the Reporter, except that the degradation products were either an “active” 








→      𝐸 + 𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙  (4.4) 






→    𝐸 +𝑊𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 (4.5) 






→    𝐸 + 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 (4.6) 
 
An “active” Output strand contains at least part of the toehold domain and is capable of 
conducting toehold-mediated strand-displacement reactions with downstream complexes (e.g., 
a Reporter) to completion. These equations account for the observed fluorescence intensity 
increase of the Source and Reporter mixtures in the absence of Initiator strands over that of 
Reporter complexes alone (Figure 4.5). 
To model the degradation of the single-stranded DNA components of strand-
displacement circuits (e.g., Initiator and Output strands), we used a similar model, except that 
only one round of degradation was assumed to be sufficient for complete inactivation of the 
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→        𝐸 +𝑊𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 (4.7) 
 
where ssDNA is a single-stranded DNA component (e.g., Initiator or Output). 
Finally, the DNA strand-displacement reactions were modeled as bimolecular reactions 
following earlier methods.87,107 Both intact and partially degraded complexes (e.g., SourcePartial 




→      𝐹𝐴𝑀 + 𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑟 (4.8) 
𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 + 𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙
𝑘𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟
→      𝐹𝐴𝑀 + 𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑟 (4.9) 
𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 + 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝑘𝑆𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡
→   𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 +𝑊𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 (4.10) 
𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 + 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝑘𝑆𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡
→       𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 +𝑊𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 (4.11) 
 
Using the described model as a foundation, we next sought to fit the rate constants for 
each reaction by constraining the model using the experimental data presented in Figures 4.2, 
4.3, 4.5, and Section 4.5.5. We used the experiments for the reaction involving the Reporter 
and Output alone (Figure 4.2, Figure S4.7) to fit reaction rate constants for equations 4.1 – 
4.3, 4.8, and 4.9. We were able to find rate constants for nuclease-directed degradation and 
strand-displacement reactions that together closely recapitulated the reaction kinetics observed 
in Figure 4.3. In NS medium at 37 °C, we fitted a reaction rate constant of 8.5(±0.2)x103 1/M-
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sec for the strand-displacement reaction involving the Reporter and the Output, slightly less 
than tenfold slower than the rate measured in TAE/Mg2+ at 25 °C, 5x104 1/M-sec.96 A slower 
reaction rate constant in NS medium could be due to transient binding between Reporter 
complexes and nucleases and the lower concentration of divalent cations, but higher 
concentration of monovalent cations, in DMEM (1.8 mM Ca2+, 0.8 mM Mg2+, 5.4 mM K+, 
154.5 mM Na+) compared to the 12.5 mM Mg2+ present in TAE/Mg2+.109,218,219 
To avoid fitting a large number of parameters simultaneously, we used the fitted reaction 
rate constants for the Reporter reaction to next fit a model involving Release reactions. We 
used data from Figure 4.5 to fit reaction rate constants for reactions between nucleases and 
Source complexes with 0, 2, and 5 base pair toeholds and found that the model was sufficient 
to capture most of the kinetics that were observed in experiments. In contrast to the fitted 
reaction rate constant between the Output and Reporter complexes, the fits to the rate 
constants between the Source and Output were comparable to the rate constants for the same 
reactions in TAE/Mg2+at 25 °C (Section 4.5.5.3).96 In general, the model and parameter fits 
demonstrate that interactions with nucleases in serum-supplemented medium are the primary 
contributors to deviations from established behavior of these circuits in TAE/Mg2+, as 
compared to changes in temperature (e.g., 25 vs. 37 °C) or ion concentrations. 
Due to the assumptions in our model, the reaction rate parameters for nuclease-dependent 
reactions should be considered qualitative in nature. The unknown concentrations and relative 
activities of the individual nuclease subtypes and their respective interactions with each 
inhibitor molecule mean that the model will have to be recalibrated for different serum 
concentrations or formulations. 
Additionally, because the measurements of changes in fluorescence due to Reporter 
complex digestion or interaction with the Output only indirectly capture the kinetics of 
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nuclease-driven digestion, and the rates of these processes vary widely, the confidence intervals 
for some fits to reaction rates were very wide. Despite these limitations, the accuracy with 
which this simple model is able to capture the dynamics of most of the reactions occurring in 
NS medium across a large variation in strand-displacement reaction rate constants 
demonstrates the potential for this or similar models to be used as predictors of DNA strand-
displacement circuit behavior in serum. 
4.3.5 Predicting and verifying the operation of complex DNA strand-displacement 
circuits in medium 
To understand how well the methods for reducing the effect of nucleases on DNA strand-
displacement circuits scaled with complexity of DNA circuit systems, we used the model 
described in equations 4.1 – 4.11 to design and build two additional circuit systems, a 
multistage cascade and a timer, and investigate their function. These reactions were chosen 
because they illustrate the use of two design principles for scaling: the multistage cascade uses 
multiple reactions in series, while the timer circuit uses multiple reactions that occur in parallel. 
In the multistage cascade, an Initiator signal interacts with a first complex to release a 
second signal, which then interacts with a second complex to release another signal, and so 
on, until within the final layer the signal reacts with a final complex to release an output. We 
designed and characterized the kinetics of a two-layer cascade, where an Initiator interacts with 
a Source at the second layer to release a strand that is the Initiator for the first layer. This 
Initiator then interacts with another Source to release the Output (Figure 4.6A). The kinetics 
of this process can then be measured by recording the change in fluorescence of a Reporter 
complex that the Output strand can react with. 
Before experimentally characterizing the kinetics of the 2-layer cascade reactions, we used 
our model of strand-displacement and nuclease degradation and the fitted reaction rate 
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constants to predict the kinetics of the cascade (Figure 4.6B). In the absence of nuclease-driven 
degradation, the concentration of disassembled Reporter would be expected to converge to 
the initial concentration of the Initiator, provided that the concentration of Source is at least 
as high at each step in the cascade. We observed that, in the 1-layer cascade in NS medium, 
the Disassembled Reporter concentration was generally higher than this value, and this trend 
was enhanced in the 2-layer cascade circuits. Because the concentration of disassembled 
Reporter is also limited by the total concentration of Reporter, the 2-layer cascade circuits had 
reduced sensitivity in its output fluorescence to different concentrations of input Initiator 
concentration compared to the single layer circuit. This is expected in the 2-layer cascade 
because there are two sets of Source complexes that can be degraded to trigger an output in 
the absence of inputs (Section 4.5.6.1). Cascades with slower kinetics of strand displacement, 
i.e., those with a lower number of nucleotides in the toehold domain, had a narrow range of 
Disassembled Reporter concentrations in response to the range of tested input concentrations, 
presumably because there was more time for nuclease-mediated degradation to occur before 
the strand-displacement cascade could reach its final state. The simulations therefore predict 
that for circuits with slow release of Output strand over time, better schemes for preventing 
DNA degradation will be necessary to ensure that the dynamics of the circuit are not 




Figure 4.6: Operation of multilayer cascade circuits in cell media. (A) Schematic of the DNA 
complexes used in a two-layer cascade reaction. Initiator2 reacts with a Source2 complex to 
produce Initiator1. Initiator1 then reacts with Source1 complexes to release an Output. Reporter 
complexes (Figure 4.4) are used to detect the rate of Output release over time. (B) Simulation 
of a 2-layer cascade with 5 bp toeholds using the fitted parameters as described in the text. [I]0 
is the concentration of Initiator2. (C) Experimental operation of the 2-layer cascade circuit. 
Both Source complexes were at 200 nM and contained 5 bp toeholds in both the simulation 
and experiments. Reporter complexes are at 200 nM. 
To verify the simulation’s predictions, we experimentally implemented a two-layer cascade 
reaction (along with a reporter reaction) using 5 bp toeholds as initiation domains (Figure 
4.6C). Overall, the model predicted the trend of Output release, but there were quantitative 
differences between the model predictions and the experimental measurements. While the 
model predicted that there would be significantly different rates of Reporter disassembly 
depending on whether 0 or 50 nM Initiator2 was provided as input, there was no difference in 
these rates in experiments. This discrepancy suggests that the model underestimated the rate 
of degradation of Initiator strands, Output strands, or Source complexes. 
We also developed a model for the behavior of a timer circuit that controls the delay before 
the release of an output begins and its rate of release (Section 4.5.6.2).101 The circuit consists 
of a 0 bp Release reaction (Figure 4.4) and a delay reaction (Figure S4.17). The Release reaction 
slowly releases Output, which is quickly re-sequestered by Delay complexes until all Delay 
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complexes have been reacted.101 We used our model to predict the release kinetics of the 
Output for a timer circuit as a function of the concentration of the Delay complexes, which 
should control the length of the delay before the Output begins to be released. The simulations 
predicted that increasing the Delay concentration decreased the rate of Output release in the 
absence of Initiator, because “active” Output released from degraded Source complexes can 
become re-sequestered by Delay complexes. Further, we observed that changing the initial 
Delay concentration appeared to have only a minor effect on the timing of Output release 
from the circuit in the presence of Initiator. Experimental measurements of the timer circuit 
(Figures S4.19 and S4.20) showed that the model overpredicted the rate of Source and Delay 
complex degradation. Ultimately, both the experiments and model agreed that the timer circuit 
did not function well in serum because the Delay complex is incapable of efficiently re-
sequestering Output strands after they are released from the Source complex. While, in buffers 
without serum, the Output is captured by Delay complexes until they are fully depleted at a 
reliable rate, the increased rate of release from the Source complexes, which are very abundant, 
and the degradation of some Delay complexes due to interactions with nucleases mean that 
the rate at which these parallel reactions occur is very difficult to control in serum. 
4.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter, we developed methods to allow DNA strand-displacement circuits to 
operate in cell medium supplemented with 10% FBS serum, with the goal of designing 
molecular systems that can detect and respond to specific concentrations and combinations 
of molecules by releasing different concentrations of output species. Nucleases present in the 
serum degraded single-stranded DNA via their 3’ ends and double-stranded DNA complexes 
via endonuclease activity. By inhibiting nuclease activity using actin protein, and by modifying 
DNA complexes with hairpin extensions on the 3’ ends of DNA strands, the half-life of DNA 
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strands increased 10-fold. Using these modifications to the system, we were able to build a 
circuit that releases a desired Output strand with kinetics controlled by the length of the 
toehold domain. Fits to a model of the system showed that reaction rate constants between 
Initiator and Source complexes were comparable to reactions conducted in TAE/Mg2+ at 25 
°C despite the additional DNA-binding enzymes in serum that could reduce the effective 
reaction rate constant and the difference in temperature. By including interactions between 
nucleases and DNA circuit components, the model was able to predict the dynamic behavior 
of Output strand release in one- and two-layer circuits. The use of models lays the groundwork 
for the design of more complex circuits going forward. 
While we demonstrate the predictability of the DNA strand-displacement circuits using 
the presented model, the behavior of the circuits is still far from ideal for quantitative 
applications due to the strong interactions with nucleases that causes a significant loss of circuit 
material over time. One potential solution to enable applicability in in vitro cell culture 
experiments is to use serum-free medium, or KnockOut Serum Replacement or heat-
inactivated serum as a medium supplement. However, the feasibility of both those methods 
largely depends on the cell type of interest and the deviation of cell behavior due to variation 
from the more commonly used FBS-supplemented conditions. Nucleases are expected to be 
present in both in vitro and in vivo settings due to nucleases secreted from dying cells or those 
present in blood serum, supporting greater relevancy of testing DNA strand-displacement 
circuits under nuclease-present conditions. It is important to note, however, that the strategy 
developed here of using a nuclease-screened medium is not applicable for in vivo devices. 
Implementing strand-displacement processes in whole organisms or within cells requires 
mechanisms for robust protection of the components of the cascade. Potential routes to such 
protection included the coupling to nanoparticles212 or larger DNA nanostructures29,137–139,203,211 
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that can act as steric inhibitors to nuclease interactions prior to interaction with tissues and 
the desired target. These limitations suggest that further methods of reducing the rate of 
degradation of strand-displacement circuit components due to interactions with active 
nucleases will still be of interest. 
One limitation of this study is that we did not characterize the behavior of circuits in the 
presence of the CO2 that would be required for in vitro cell culture. While it will be useful to 
verify that the circuits still function under these conditions in future studies, CO2 is not 
expected have a significant impact on the operability of the DNA circuits in the absence of 
cells because the pH does not significantly change over the timespan of the experiments. 
However, circuit behavior is expected to be influenced by the presence of cells in future 
experiments since the cells will take up some portion of the circuit components. It will 
therefore be of interest to consider how the circuits we have designed behave in the presence 
of living cells. The ability to operate DNA strand-displacement circuits in a quantitative, 
predictable, and reliable manner in cell medium enables the further extension of DNA-based 
circuits to biological regimes yet to be studied. 
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4.5 Supplemental Information 
4.5.1 Measuring the degradation of double-stranded DNA circuit components 
Figure S4.1: Reporter complexes (200 nM), with either a 5’ (left) or a 3’ (right) toehold domain, 
were incubated in nuclease-screened media. Output strand, with a final concentration of 250 
nM, was added after 0.4, 1.8, 6.1, 22.8, 31.2, 46, 57.2, and 70.6 hours. The max intensity 
changes shown here are reported in Figure 4.2. Curves are the average of two – three repeats 
of the same experiment performed in separate qPCR wells using the same batches of materials. 
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4.5.2 Calculating normalized fluorescence intensity change 
In order to compare the different changes in fluorescence intensity observed by reactions 
with 5’ and 3’ toehold Reporter complexes, and to compare the changes in fluorescence 
intensity when the different types of Output strands (e.g., 5’ toehold, 3’ toehold, backbone-
modified) are added, the change in fluorescence intensity observed when Output and Reporter 
were mixed together was normalized as a function of time. 
This normalized intensity, used in Figures 4.2, 4.3 and Figure S4.2, was calculated using 
the equations: 
 
𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
∆𝐼(𝑖)
∆𝐼(𝑖 = 0.5 ℎ𝑟𝑠)
 
 
∆𝐼(𝑖) = 𝐼𝑛𝑡( 𝐼𝑛𝑣. 𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛) − 𝐼𝑛𝑡(𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒) 
 
where i represents the time point of Reporter or Output addition to incubating Output or 
Reporter, respectively (e.g., the times listed in Figures S4.1 and S4.2). The Baseline is the 
fluorescence intensity produced from Reporter-containing solution in the absence of invading 
Output strand. For experiments where Reporter is incubated in NS medium, the Baseline is the 
average intensity of the measurements 20 minutes prior to adding Output strand up to the 
time point of Output addition. For experiments where Output was added prior to the 
Reporter, the Baseline is the average intensity of NS medium containing only Reporter over a 
30 minute span immediately after Reporter was added to cell medium. The Inv. Region is the 
average intensity over the time 30 – 50 minutes after Reporter and Output are mixed together 
at each time point. This range was chosen as it gives enough time for Reporter and Output to 
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4.5.3 Measuring the degradation of single-stranded DNA circuit components 
Figure S4.2: Interaction of Reporter and Output strands with and without backbone or base 
modifications after different periods of Output strand incubation in nuclease-screened serum. 
(A) Schematic of unmodified, inverted thymine (Inv-dT)-modified, or phosphothiorate-
modified Output strands. An Output strand was modified with an inverted dT base at the 3’ 
end (orange text). Phosphothiorate bonds were added along the backbone of 14 nucleotides 
(7 each side, blue shaded regions) or along the full length of the strand (20 nucleotides, green 
shaded regions). A thymine base (unmodified backbone) was added to the 3’ end of each 
phosphothiorate-modified strand due to synthesis restrictions from IDT. (B) Unmodified 
Output strands were incubated at 200 nM for 0.5, 1, 2, 4, or 6 hours, after which 100 nM 
Reporter complex was added. The major decrease in fluorescence change in samples that had 
been incubated for a long time as compared to shorter times implies Output strands were 
mostly degraded after 6 hours of incubation. (C) The experiment in (B) was repeated with the 
inverted dT-modified Output with the same durations of incubation, except a 17 hour 
timepoint was exchanged for the 6 hour timepoint. By comparison, there is just a 25% loss of 
response to the Reporter after 18 hours of Output incubation in serum. (D) The experiment 
in (B) was repeated with the Output with 14 phosphorothioate-modified nucleotides. The 
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response to the Reporter was 40% smaller after a 6 hour incubation in serum, suggesting that 
about 40% of the strands were significantly degraded by that time. (E) The experiment in (B) 
was repeated with the Output with only phosphorothioate-modified nucleotides. Though the 
absolute magnitude of the response to the Reporter complex was largely unchanged after 
incubation in serum, the kinetics of the reaction appeared to be significantly slower than 
unmodified DNA, suggesting that these modifications would not allow effective strand-
displacement in serum. (F) Comparison of the relative amount of degradation observed for 
each modified or unmodified Output species as a function of incubation time in serum, as 
measured by the decrease in response to the Reporter complex. The inverted dT modification 
and phosphorothioate backbone modifications both significantly reduce the rate of 
degradation, but the phosphorothioate modifications reduce the rate of strand-displacement 
kinetics as well. The calculation of normalized intensity is described in Section 4.5.2. 
Figure S4.3: Reporter complexes at 200 nM were added at various times to 100 nM Output 
strands, either with (left) or without (right) a 3’ hairpin domain (Figure 4.3A), incubated in 
nuclease-screened medium. The intensity changes seen here are normalized and reported in 
Figure 4.3. The dashed black line indicates the fluorescence intensity of 200 nM Reporter 
alone. Curves are the average of three repeats of the experiment. 
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Figure S4.4: The functional stability of Reporter complexes with a 3’ toehold and hairpin in 
nuclease-screened serum-supplemented DMEM. (A) Diagram of the 3’ toehold Reporter 
modified with a 3’ hairpin and unmodified 3’ and 5’ toehold Reporters. (B) The change in 
fluorescence over time of 200 nM of the modified Reporter complexes in nuclease-screened 
serum-supplemented DMEM. Output strands (250 nM) were added to the Reporter 
complexes at 0.5, 2, 6, 24, and 32 hours of incubation. Each curve is the average of either two 
or three repeats of the same experiment performed in separate qPCR wells using the same 
batches of materials. (C) The change in fluorescence upon the addition of Output plotted as 
a function of the Reporter’s incubation time. Data for the 5’ and 3’ toehold Reporters in 
analogous experiments is copied from Figure 4.2 for comparison purposes. 
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4.5.4 Calibration of [Disassembled Reporter] 
The fluorescence intensity change due to the dehybridization of the Reporter complex 
with 5’ toeholds caused either by invasion by the Output strand or by nuclease digestion was 
converted into the concentration of Disassembled Reporter using a calibration curve that 
related known changes in hybridized Reporter complex to measured changes in fluorescence 
(Figure S4.5). To build this calibration curve, Output was added to a final concentration of 50, 
100, 150, 200, or 250 nM to 200 nM Reporter complexes incubated in nuclease-screened 
medium for 30 minutes. The change in fluorescence intensity for each sample was then 
calculated by subtracting the average fluorescence intensity of the sample over a 10 minute 
period immediately prior to Output addition from the average fluorescence intensity over a 2 
hour period well after the reaction between the Output and the Reporter complex had reached 
completion (Figure S4.5), i.e.: 
 
∆𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑡 = 1.7 − 3.7 ℎ𝑟𝑠) − 𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑡 = 20 − 30 𝑚𝑖𝑛) 
 
Based on the observed lifetime of Reporter complexes in NS medium (Figures 4.1 and 
4.2), we assumed that the change in fluorescence intensity observed in these experiments was 
due primarily to reactions between Output strands with Reporter molecules, rather than 
digestion of the Reporter by nucleases. We plotted the change of fluorescence as a function 
of the concentration of Output that was added and used the slope of a linear fit to this plot to 
determine the relationship between the amount of Output added and the change in 
fluorescence to determine the concentration of Disassembled Reporter in our reactions using 
the change in fluorescence intensity. 
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In an ideal strand-displacement reaction, the fluorescence would reach a maximum once 
the concentration of Output that was added equaled the concentration of the Reporter. 
However, we observed that the fluorescence intensity when 250 nM of Output was mixed 
with 200 nM Reporter complexes was larger than the fluorescence intensity when 200 nM of 
Output was mixed with 200 nM of Reporter in NS medium. One potential reason for this lack 
of saturation could be that nucleases may bind to some reactants and make them inaccessible 
and thus unable to react quickly, even if they are not degraded. If more Output undergoes this 
process than Reporter, then we would observe that more Output than Reporter would be 
needed to achieve a maximum signal. Alternatively, when the concentration of Output is close 
to or exceeds the concentration of Reporter, virtually all Reporter must react in order to reach 
the expected equilibrium state. The approach to the equilibrium state may thus be limited by 
partially digested Reporters with shorter toeholds. 
Figure S4.5: Converting the change in fluorescence intensity into [Disassembled Reporter]. 
The change in fluorescence in the right plot was calculated by subtracting the average intensity 
of the solution prior to Output invader addition from the average intensity of each curve in 
the Calibration region (left). The Reporter concentration is 200 nM. 
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Figure S4.6: Release reactions conducted in serum-supplemented medium without nuclease-
screening components (left) compared with the same experiments performed in NS medium 
(right). The Reporter and Source concentrations are 200 nM. The data shown for NS medium 
is the same as in Figure 4.5. 
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4.5.5 Modeling DNA strand-displacement in serum 
In order to understand and predict the dynamics of the strand-displacement reactions in 
the presence of interfering and digesting enzymes (e.g., nucleases), we generated a model that 
incorporates both the strand-displacement reactions and the reactions between the nucleases 
and the added DNA circuit components. The model also includes reactions between the 
nucleases and the inhibitor and screening molecules in the nuclease-screened medium that we 
developed. 
In general, the conversion of a substrate to product using an enzyme catalyst was modeled 
using the standard enzyme reaction model: 
 
𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 ⇌ 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒: 𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 → 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 + 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 (𝑆4.1) 
 
where the Substrate is either a nuclease inhibitor (i.e., actin or competitor DNA) or DNA circuit 
component, and Enzyme:Substrate indicates an enzyme-bound substrate intermediate complex. 
Here, we layout the reactions and data that was fit to obtain the figures in the main text and 
the estimated reaction rate constants and component concentrations. 
All fitting and simulations were conducted using MATLAB’s built-in functions lsqnonlin, 
nlpredci, and nlparci: standard tools for non-linear regression. Confidence intervals on fitted 
parameters were calculated using nlparci, and nlpredci was used to calculate 95% confidence 
intervals on the model predictions. For all reactions involving enzymes, the initial guess of the 
reaction rate constant was 0.5 1/M-sec for bimolecular reactions or 0.5 1/sec for unimolecular 
reactions. 
As seen in Tables S4.1 – S4.6, the initial concentration of some reaction components used 
in fitting the reaction rate constants, Inhibitor concentrations, and nuclease concentrations 
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were adjusted in order to obtain more sensible parameter fits. The changes that were made 
presumably reflected experimental variation in pipetting. Additionally, the fluorescence of the 
reaction mixtures usually increased beyond the expected limit that should be observed from 
200 nM Output reacting with 200 nM of Reporter, and there was no way for the model to 
account for this discrepancy through a choice of reaction rates (Section 4.5.4). We therefore 
accounted for this phenomenon in the simulations by adjusting the effective Reporter 
concentration of each reaction mixture. Due to this adjustment and the fact that the effective 
concentrations of Inhibitors and Enzymes are unknown, the reaction rate constants for all 
reactions involving enzymes should be viewed as predictive estimates relative to the assumed 
concentrations in each experiment below. 
4.5.5.1 Reporting reaction 
We began to develop the model using a simple system containing only the Output and the 
Reporter complex. We used this process to fit the reactions between Output strands and the 
Reporter complex, the interactions between each component, and nucleases and between the 
nuclease inhibitors and nucleases in the nuclease-screened medium. We used a system in which 
the Output binds to the Reporter via a 5 base-pair toehold that initiates the strand-
displacement process (Figure 4.1A). Since there is only a 0 bp toehold on the other side of the 
complex, this reaction is assumed to be irreversible due to the ~105-fold higher forward 




→      𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑒 + 𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑟 (𝑆4.2) 
 
To account for the reactions between the Reporter and the nucleases present in serum-
supplemented medium, we built a model in which nucleases bind to the Reporter complex 
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and produce a degraded product that is a semi-stable, partial Reporter complex. Partial 
Reporter complexes can be further digested to a fully disassembled state. We developed this 
model based on observations of changes in fluorescence of Reporter complexes when the 
Reporter is added to serum-supplemented medium. An increase in fluorescence, which in the 
absence of invading Output would be driven by irreversible separation of the FAM and the 
quencher on the complementary strand, was not immediate and constant. Instead, 
fluorescence increase occurred with sigmoidal-like dynamics. The delayed onset of 
fluorescence increase could be caused by a need for multiple rounds of degradation of the 
Reporter complex to occur before the FAM molecules and the quencher on its complement 
are no longer co-localized by hybridization. This is sensible because degradation would have 
to occur close to the FAM-modified termini for the remaining DNA strand to melt off the 
complex, resulting in a free and active FAM molecule. This multi-step process of degradation 




→  𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟: 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 (𝑆4.3) 
𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟: 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒
𝑘𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑣
→    𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟 + 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 (𝑆4.4) 
𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟: 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒
𝑘𝐸𝑅𝐷𝑒𝑔




→  𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙: 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 (𝑆4.6) 
𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙: 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒
𝑘𝐸𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑣
→    𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 + 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 (𝑆4.7) 
𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙: 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒
𝑘𝐸𝑅𝐷𝑒𝑔
→    𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 + 𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑒 + 𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑟 (𝑆4.8) 
𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 + 𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙
𝑘𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟
→      𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑒 + 𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑟 (𝑆4.9) 
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where RepPartial is a partially degraded Reporter complex with the fluorophore in a quenched 
state. Because the reactions in equations S4.6 – S4.8 are based upon the same general reaction 
progression as in equations S4.3 – S4.5, and to reduce the total number of fitted reaction rate 
constants, the reactions in equations S4.6 – S4.8 were assumed to have the same reaction rate 
constant as their corresponding reaction in equations S4.3 – S4.5 (e.g., equation S4.3 and S4.6 
have the same reaction rate constant). Equation S4.9 represents the capability of Output 
strands to bind to partially degraded Reporter complexes and was assumed to have the same 
reaction rate constant as non-degraded Reporter (equation S4.2). We neglected interactions 
between Output strands and nucleases in cases where Output strands are added to incubated 
Reporters because the timescale of single-stranded degradation in nuclease-screened medium 
appeared significantly slower than the timescale for the Reporter-Output reaction to reach 
completion (i.e., all Output strands bind and react with Reporter complexes). This reaction 
runs to completion in practice in 2 – 3 hours (Figure S4.5), whereas Outputs with 3’ hairpins 
are resistant to degradation over 6 hours (Figure 4.3B, Figure S4.3). 
To account for the effects of nuclease inhibitors in the nuclease-screened medium, we 




→  𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒: 𝐼𝑛ℎ𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟 (𝑆4.10) 
𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒: 𝐼𝑛ℎ𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝑘𝐸𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑣
→    𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 + 𝐼𝑛ℎ𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟 (𝑆4.11) 
𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒: 𝐼𝑛ℎ𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝑘𝐸𝐼𝐷𝑒𝑔
→     𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 +𝑊𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 (𝑆4.12) 
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Here, all inhibitors were lumped into a class of composite reactions for simplicity because 
the exact, combined effects of the actin protein and the inert DNA strands on nuclease activity 
in nuclease-screened serum-supplemented medium are unknown. While reaction rate 
constants for some of these reactions involving specific nucleases (e.g., DNaseI) have 
previously been measured for models implementing the Michaelis-Menten 
approximation,131,210,217 it was assumed that the varying and unknown types, and 
concentrations, of nuclease subtypes within fetal bovine serum, and the complexity of 
inhibitor types used, precluded the use of such an approximation and corresponding 
parameters. 
The reaction rate constants for the above reactions (equations S4.2 – S4.12) and the 
concentrations of the Inhibitors and Enzymes were fit using the measured kinetics of the 
Reporter and Output strands in nuclease-screened medium (Figure S4.5, fits shown in Figure 
S4.7). The fitted rate constants and concentrations are listed in Table S4.1. These reaction rate 
constants and Enzyme/Inhibitor concentrations were assumed in fitting further experiments 




Figure S4.7: Experimental characterization of the change in fluorescence when Reporter (5 
nucleotides, 5’ toehold) complexes and Output strands are combined in nuclease-screened 
medium (same data as in Figure S4.5) and fitted using the model described in Section 4.5.5.1 
with parameters as given in Table S4.1. Output concentrations listed are the simulated 
concentrations. Shaded red regions show the range of values predicted with 95% confidence. 
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Table S4.1: List of parameters used for fitting the model for the irreversible reporter in 
nuclease-screened medium and the calculated fitted parameters. Parameters are listed as the 
fitted value +/- their 95% confidence interval in parentheses. Some constants have large error 
values. This large range of valid parameters may be caused by the fact that varying these rates 
does not vary the outcome significantly. For example, the model appears to fit the data for a 
wide range of values of kERrev, so long as it is smaller than the rate of degradation, i.e., most 
substrate that binds to a nuclease is degraded. We observed that the model did not work well 






Conc. (nM) Rate Constant Fitted Parameter 
Reporter 200 250 kReporter (1/M-sec) 8.5(0.2)x103 
Output 0, 50, 100, 150, 200 
0, 50, 100, 
160, 200 kERf (1/M-sec) 7(3)x10
3 
Enzyme  31.3 kERrev (1/sec) 4(2x109)x10-14 
Inhibitor  620 kERDeg (1/sec) 8.6(0.8)x10-5 
   kEIf (1/M-sec) 3(1.5)x102 
   kEIrev (1/sec) 5(1000)x10-7 
   kEIDeg (1/sec) 2(1x107)x10-11 
 
4.5.5.2 Single-stranded DNA degradation 
In addition to DNA complexes, the single-stranded DNA components are also susceptible 
to degradation by nucleases. This effect is observed in Figure S4.2 and was one of the primary 
influencers in the choice of strand design, especially the hairpin domain added to the 3’ termini 
of all circuit strands expected to be in a single-stranded form (i.e., Output and Initiator strands). 
To attempt to quantify the rate and degree of degradation of Output strands with 3’ hairpin 
domains due to nucleases for these DNA strand-displacement circuits, we used the data shown 
in Figure S4.3, the reactions in equations S4.2 – S4.12 and the parameters and concentrations 





→      𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡: 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 (𝑆4.13) 
𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡: 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒
𝑘𝐸𝑠𝑠𝐷𝑁𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑣
→        𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 + 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 (𝑆4.14) 
𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡: 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒
𝑘𝐸𝑠𝑠𝐷𝑁𝐴𝐷𝑒𝑔
→         𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 +𝑊𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 (𝑆4.15) 
 
The parameters that were fit are show in Table S4.2 and the use of these fits to model the 
process is shown in Figure S4.8. Although the confidence intervals for the fit parameters are 
quite small, the overall fit to the experimental data shows significant deviation between 
experiment and model for long Output strand incubation times, especially at 45 and 55 hours. 
Re-fitting the Reporter-Enzyme reactions concurrently with the Output-Enzyme reactions did 
not provide an improved fit to the data at long times. The lack of agreement between the 
model and the data here indicate that there are further interactions occurring in the experiment 
that we have not accounted for with the model. 
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Figure S4.8: The predictions of our model for how Output strands respond to the Reporter 
complex after the Output is incubated in nuclease-screened medium for different times. 
Reporter complexes at 200 nM were added at various times to 100 nM Output strands that 
contained a 3’ hairpin domain. The fitted model has parameters determined as described in 
Sections 4.5.5.1 – 4.5.5.2. Confidence intervals (95%) for the fit are too small to be observed. 
Fitted reaction rate constants and modeled concentrations are listed in Table S4.2. One 
limitation of our model is that there is only one rate at which the Output and Reporter can 
react, even if the Reporter or Output are partially degraded. The model is therefore unable to 
fit cases where the concentration of disassembled Reporter slowly rises due to a slow reaction 
rate between partial Output and Reporters. 
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Table S4.2: List of fit values for the parameters for the model for the degradation of single-
stranded DNA components in serum-supplemented medium as described in Section 4.5.5.2 
using the data shown in Figure S4.8. Parameters are listed as the fitted value +/- their 95% 










Reporter 200 200 kEssDNAf (1/M-sec) 1.69(0.07)x107 
Output 100 100 kEssDNArev (1/sec) 9.0(0.8)x10-3 
Enzyme  31.3 kEssDNADeg (1/sec) 1.64(0.02)x10-5 
Inhibitor  620   
 
4.5.5.3 Release reactions 
We used the model developed in Sections 4.5.5.1 – 4.5.5.2 as a basis for predicting and 
fitting more complex strand-displacement systems for use in serum and the nuclease-screened 
medium we developed. In standard buffers, such as TAE supplemented with Mg2+, the rate 
constants for toehold mediated strand-displacement processes, such as the Release reaction 
(Figure 4.4) are determined primarily by the length of the toehold domain of the Source 
complex.96 In TAE/Mg2+, the reaction rate constant increases by a factor of 10 for each base 
added to the toehold for toehold lengths less than 7 bases. To determine whether this rule-of-
thumb applies to DNA strand-displacement reactions conducted in serum-supplemented 
medium and at 37 °C, we fit rate constants for strand-displacement processes between a 
Source complex and Initiator strand (Figure 4.4) involving toeholds of 0, 2, and 5 base pairs 
on the Source complex. The release of Output strand was monitored using the fluorescence 
of an irreversible reporter (Figure 4.4). The degradation of the Source complex was modeled 
in a fashion similar to the degradation of the Reporter complex – degradation was assumed to 
occur in multiple stages. For simplicity, we assumed that the reaction rate constants governing 
the nuclease-driven degradation of the Source and partial Source complexes were the same, 
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so that reaction rate constants for equations S4.17 – S4.18 and S4.21 – S4.22 were the same. 
Degradation of the single-stranded Initiator was likewise assumed to be governed by equations 
S4.25 – S4.27, which are analogous to equations S4.13 – S4.15 and were assumed to have the 
same rate constants fit for equations S4.13 and S4.15 in Section 4.5.5.2. 
𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 + 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝑘𝑆𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡




→  𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒: 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 (𝑆4.17) 
𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒: 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒
𝑘𝐸𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑣
→    𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 + 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 (𝑆4.18) 
𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒: 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒
𝑘𝐸𝑆𝐷𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡








→  𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙: 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 (𝑆4.21) 
𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙: 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒
𝑘𝐸𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑣
→    𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 + 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 (𝑆4.22) 
𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙: 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒
𝑘𝐸𝑆𝐷𝑒𝑔
→    𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 + 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 (𝑆4.23) 
𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙: 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒
𝑘𝐸𝑆𝐷𝑒𝑔




→      𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟: 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 (𝑆4.25) 
𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟: 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒
𝑘𝐸𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑣
→       𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 + 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 (𝑆4.26) 
𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟: 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒
𝑘𝐸𝑠𝑠𝐷𝑁𝐴𝐷𝑒𝑔
→         𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 +𝑊𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 (𝑆4.27) 
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Finally, the degradation of the Source complex (rather than reaction with the Initiator) 
could release the Output which could then react with a Reporter complex. Equations S4.23 
and S4.24 determine how much active Output strand is produced from degraded Source 
complexes. An active Output strand contains a contiguous to mostly contiguous toehold and 
domain (complementary to the Reporter) and is able to conduct strand-displacement reactions 
with the Reporter complex. Based upon the observation that Source complexes (mixed with 
Reporter) in the absence of Initiator strand showed a delayed increase in fluorescence (Figures 
S4.9 – S4.12), we modeled the degradation of Source complexes as a two-step process. 
Equations S4.2 – S4.15 were also included in the model, but were not fit, and the reaction rate 
constants for those reactions were set to their previously fit values (Tables S4.1 and S4.2). The 
degradation of Initiator strands was assumed to occur with the same model and reaction rate 
constants as Output strands (equations S4.25 – S4.27), except the Enzyme-Initiator unbinding 
reaction, which was fit individually for each Source complex. 
Poorly synthesized or assembled Source complexes with 0 bp toeholds could in principle 
interact directly with the Reporter complex at rates comparable to their reaction with the 
Initiator, as observed in similar reactions in nuclease-free buffers.101 Thus, our model of 0 bp 
strand-displacement between the Source and Initiator also included two additional reactions 




→     𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑒 + 𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑟 (𝑆4.28) 
𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑘 + 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝑘𝑆𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑘𝐼
→     𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 +𝑊𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 (𝑆4.29) 
 
where SourceLeak represents Source complexes that are partially formed or have mismatches, 
due to synthesis or annealing errors, that enable it to react with Reporter complexes in the 
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absence of Initiator strands. The reaction rate constants kSLeakR and kSLeakI were assumed to 
be 5.5x103 1/M-sec and 5 1/M-sec which represent ~4 bp and 1 bp toeholds, respectively.101 
The concentration of SourceLeak was assumed to be 4% of the total initial Source concentration, 
Equation S4.28 only influences the level of fluorescence/Output detected by the Reporter 
prior to the addition of Initiator or prior to nucleases beginning to significantly degrade Source 
complexes (e.g., within 6 hours of Source addition to the reaction mixture). Equation S4.29 
directs the initial slope of the curves immediately after Initiator is added because Initiator 
presumably reacts with SourceLeak 10-fold faster than with Source complexes. The reactions 
between SourceLeak complexes and nucleases were not included in our model because the 
SourceLeak complexes were assumed to be depleted via the reactions shown in equations S4.28 
and S4.29 before significant degradation of SourceLeak complexes occurs. 
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Figure S4.9: Model predictions and experimental data for a system in which the Source 
complex can react with an Initiator strand using a 5 base pair toehold to release an Output 
strand. The Output strand can displace the quencher-containing strand from the Reporter 
complex to increase the measured fluorescence. The process and resulting parameters, 
including those that govern the speed of 5 base pair toehold-mediated strand-displacement in 
nuclease-screened medium, are given in Section 4.5.5.3 and Table S4.3. The model kinetics are 
predicted [Disassembled Reporter] values. Confidence intervals (95%) for the fit are too small 
to be observed. 
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Table S4.3: List of fit values for the parameters for our model of strand-displacement of a 
Source complex by an Initiator given a 5 base pair toehold (see Section 4.5.5.3). Data used for 
fitting and results are shown in Figure S4.9. Parameters are listed as the fitted value +/- their 














kSInit (1/M-sec) 7(1)x104 
Initiator 
0, 50, 100, 
150, 200, 300 
0, 50, 125, 
220, 250, 
275 
kSpartInit (1/M-sec) 4(2)x104 
Source (5bp) 200 275 kESf (1/M-sec) 4(2)x104 
Enzyme  31.3 kESrev (1/sec) 2.2(0.3)x10-1 
Inhibitor  620 kESDeg (1/sec) 4(3)x10-2 




Figure S4.10: Model predictions and experimental data for a system in which the Source 
complex can react with an Initiator strand using a 2 base pair toehold to release an Output 
strand. The Output strand can displace the quencher-containing strand from the Reporter 
complex to increase the measured fluorescence. The fitting process and resulting parameters, 
including those that govern the speed of 2 base pair toehold-mediated strand-displacement in 
nuclease-screened medium, are given in Section 4.5.5.3 and Table S4.4. The model kinetics are 
predicted [Disassembled Reporter] values. Confidence intervals (95%) for the fit are too small 
to be observed. 
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Table S4.4: List of fit values for the parameters for our model of strand-displacement of a 
Source complex by an Initiator given a 2 base pair toehold (see Section 4.5.5.3). Data used for 
fitting and results are shown in Figure S4.10. Parameters are listed as the fitted value +/- their 










Reporter 200 225 kSInit (1/M-sec) 6.5(0.3)x101 
Initiator 
0, 50, 100, 
150, 200, 
300 
0, 50, 100, 
150, 200, 300 
kSpartInit (1/M-sec) 1.5(0.5)x102 
Source (2bp) 200 220 kESf (1/M-sec) 1.5(1.2)x104 
Enzyme  31.3 kESrev (1/sec) 2.1(1.5)x10-2 
Inhibitor  620 kESDeg (1/sec) 2.6(4.8)x10-2 




Figure S4.11: Model predictions and experimental data for a system in which the 0 bp toehold 
Source complex can be digested by nucleases in the absence of Initiator to release an Output 
strand. The Output strand can displace the quencher-containing strand from the Reporter 
complex to change the fluorescence. The process and resulting parameters, including those 
that govern the speed of 0 base pair toehold-mediated strand-displacement in nuclease-
screened media, are given in Section 4.5.5.3 and Table S4.5. The model kinetics are predicted 




Table S4.5: List of fit values for the parameters for our model of nuclease-0 bp toehold Source 
complex reactions in the absence of Initiator (see Section 4.5.5.3). Reaction components with 
multiple modeling concentrations are listed in order in regards to the other components (e.g., 
[Reporter]=270 nM and [Source]=500 nM are initial concentrations for one set of modeled 
reaction mixtures). Data used for fitting and results are shown in Figure S4.11. Parameters are 











270, 270, 280, 
285, 295 
kESf (1/M-sec) 1.2(0.3)x104 





500, 750, 1000, 
1250, 1500 
kESDeg (1/sec) 3.1(0.2)x10-3 
Enzyme  31.3   




Figure S4.12: Model predictions and experimental data for a system in which the Source 
complex can react with an Initiator strand using a 0 base pair toehold to release an Output 
strand. The Output strand can displace the quencher-containing strand from the Reporter 
complex to increase the measured fluorescence. The process and resulting parameters, 
including those that govern the speed of 0 base pair toehold-mediated strand-displacement in 
nuclease-screened medium, are given in Section 4.5.5.3 and Table S4.6. The model kinetics are 
predicted [Disassembled Reporter] values. Confidence intervals (95%) for the fit are too small 
to be observed. 
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Table S4.6: List of fit values for the parameters for our model of strand-displacement of a 
Source complex by an Initiator given a 0 base pair toehold (see Section 4.5.5.3). Reaction 
components with multiple modeling concentrations are listed in order in regards to the other 
components (e.g., [Reporter]=270 nM and [Source]=500 nM are initial concentrations for one 
set of modeled reaction mixtures). Data used for fitting and results are shown in Figure S4.12. 











270, 280, 300, 
300, 285 
kSInit (1/M-sec) 9(1)x10-1 
Initiator 
500, 750, 1000, 
1250, 1500 
500, 750, 1000, 
1250, 1500 
kSpartInit (1/M-sec) 9.3(0.7)x101 
Source 
500, 750, 1000, 
1250, 1500 
500, 750, 1000, 
1250, 1500 
kESf (1/M-sec) 6(6)x103 
Enzyme  31.3 kESrev (1/sec) 2(200)x10-4 
Inhibitor  620 kESDeg (1/sec) 2(3)x10-2 
   kEInitrev (1/sec) 1.3(0.1) 
 
4.5.6 Predicting the behavior of complex DNA strand-displacement circuits 
Complex strand-displacement circuits could make it possible to integrate information 
about the concentrations of different molecules and direct multi-faceted responses with 
controlled responses in serum. To design such complex circuits, tools for predicting their 
behavior in advance will be needed. In this section, we use our experimental characterization 
of DNA strand-displacement reactions to predict the behavior of multi-stage reaction cascades 
and a timer to work toward building models of these systems, and to determine what changes 
will be needed in order to build reliably robust circuits of these types. The models we construct 
build on the model introduced in Section 4.5.5. 
4.5.6.1 Multi-layer cascade circuit simulations 
To model the kinetics of a strand-displacement cascade with multiple Sources and 
Initiators (Figure 4.6), we expanded the model presented in Section 4.5.5 with strand-
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displacement reactions between the additional components and reactions that modeled their 
degradation. Each layer of the cascade is modeled by a set of reactions like those for the first 
layer, i.e., equations S4.16 – S4.27. Additional reactions allow partially degraded Source 
complexes to release Initiator strands that can signal the next layer of the cascade, analogous 
to the reaction shown in equation S4.23. The resulting set of equations involving either the 





→    𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑛−1 +𝑊𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 (𝑆4.30) 
                       
⋮









→  𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛: 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 (𝑆4.32) 
𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛: 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒
𝑘𝐸𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑣
→    𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛 + 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 (𝑆4.33) 
𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛: 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒
𝑘𝐸𝑆𝐷𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡


















→    𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 + 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑛−1 (𝑆4.38) 
𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙: 𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒
𝑘𝐸𝑆𝐷𝑒𝑔
→    𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 +𝑊𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 (𝑆4.39) 
 
where n indicates the layer number of the cascade circuit. For example, in a 2-layer cascade, 
Initiator2 and Source2 react to release Initiator1 (equation S4.30). Initiator1 can then react with 
Source1 to release the Output strand (equation S4.31). Parameters for the above reactions were 
taken from Tables S4.1 – S4.6 above. Degradation and DNA strand-displacement reaction 
rate constants for Source complexes were chosen based upon the toehold length (e.g., Source 
with a 5 bp toehold was simulated with parameters from Table S4.3). As described in Section 
4.5.5, there was a discrepancy between the simulated concentrations and the experimental 
concentrations of reaction components that generated the best fit to the data. Along the lines 
of generating the best prediction for experimentally derived data, we simulated the cascade 
system with 250 nM of Reporter complexes, which may be assumed to experimentally match 
a Reporter concentration of 200 nM as demonstrated in Section 4.5.5. Source complexes were 
assumed to have matching experimental and simulation concentrations since the variance was 
only detected in the 2 bp and 5 bp toehold Release reaction cases shown in Section 4.5.5. 
 
Table S4.7: List of concentrations used for simulating the reaction between Initiator and 
Source complexes in the 2-layer cascade reaction systems incubated in nuclease-screened 
medium. 
Reaction Component Modeled Conc. (nM) Expected Expt. Conc. (nM) 
Reporter 250 200 
Initiator2 0, 50, 100, 150, 200, 300 0, 50, 100, 150, 200, 300 
Source1 = Source2 200 200 
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We used this model to predict the kinetics of a 2-layer strand displacement cascade with 
toehold lengths of 5 bp or 2 bp for both layers, as well a cascade with 2 layers with toehold 
lengths of 5 and 2 bp for the 2nd and 1st layer of the circuit. To understand the kinetics of the 
cascade, we began by simulating these two-level cascade circuits in the absence of nucleases 
(e.g., serum-free medium) in order to compare the effect of toehold length in the multi-layer 
circuits (Figure S4.13). In this case, all nuclease-dependent reactions are omitted from the 
model and the reaction rate constants for the remaining reactions were taken from Tables S4.1 
– S4.6. In this serum-free case, the varying input Initiator concentrations were clearly 
distinguishable from one another. 
Simulation of the 2-layer cascade in the presence of nuclease enzymes showed that adding 
multiple layers of circuits to a system compounded the effect of nuclease degradation on the 
output values (Figures S4.14 – S4.16). In all cases, a reduced conversion of input Initiator2 
strand concentration into detected Output concentration was observed, i.e., there was a 
narrower range of initial [Initiator2] that produced different levels of output fluorescence with 
a two-layer cascade than with a 1-layer cascade. 
The model was able to predict the reduction in input:output conversion for 2-layer 
cascades with 2 bp for both layers or 5 bp (1st layer)/2 bp (2nd layer) toeholds observed in 
experiments, but experiments of 2-layer cascades with only 5 bp toeholds showed an even 
greater loss of input-to-output conversion than our model predicted (Figure S4.14). Overall, 
the simulations suggest that circuit robustness decreases significantly with circuit depth, 
indicating that better methods of preventing degradation are needed to reliably operate more 
complex circuits, such as Boolean logic circuits.87,107 
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Figure S4.13: Simulation of a 2-layer cascade circuit in nuclease-free conditions (see Figure 
4.6A). (A) Simulated kinetics of a 2-layer cascade with 5 bp toeholds on both Source 
complexes in the cascade. (B) Simulated kinetics of a 2-layer cascade with 2 bp toeholds on 
both Source complexes in the cascade. (C) Simulated kinetics of a 2-layer cascade with a Source 
complex with a 5 bp toehold on the first layer and a 2 bp toehold on the second layer. 
Concentrations of reaction components are listed in Table S4.7, except that all enzyme 




Figure S4.14: Simulation of a 2-layer cascade with 5 bp toeholds on both Source complexes 
in the cascade in nuclease-screened medium. The concentrations of reaction components are 
listed in Table S4.7. Experiments showed a slower initial rise of Disassembled Reporter signal 
upon addition of Initiator2, suggesting less release of the final Output strand than experiments. 
There was also a lower range of initial [Initiator2] that could be distinguished by final 




Figure S4.15: Simulation of a 2-layer cascade with 2 bp toeholds on both Source complexes 
in the cascade in nuclease-screened medium. The concentrations of reaction components are 
listed in Table S4.7. The simulations showed comparable Output strand release rates to what 
was observed in experiment. In general, it appeared that the release rate of the Output of the 
2-layer cascade in this circuit, as measured by interaction with the Reporter complex, was 





Figure S4.16: Simulation of a 2-layer cascade with 5 bp toeholds on the first Source complex 
and 2 bp toeholds on the second Source complex in nuclease-screened medium. The 
concentrations of reaction components are listed in Table S4.7. The simulations showed 
comparable Output strand release rates to what was observed in experiment. As in the 2-layer 
cascade in which both Source complexes had 2 bp toeholds, the release of Output appears to 
be largely directed by nuclease-mediated degradation.  
 
4.5.6.2 Timer circuits in nuclease-screened medium 
To understand more about how circuits for controlled release might operate in serum-
supplemented medium, we used a timer circuit which uses a slow release step coupled to a fast 
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recapturing process to delay the overall production of the output species until the desired 
time.101 When another process (e.g., reporting, directing cellular behavior, or nanostructure 
assembly) is added downstream of the timer circuit, there is a competition between the 
downstream process and the recapturing process for the output species being slowly released. 
Thus, it is of interest to understand how degradation processes across all species influence the 
timing and competitive processes occurring within the timer circuit coupled to a downstream 
Reporter (Figure S4.17), and to determine how well control over the timing of release can be 




Figure S4.17: Schematic of a timer circuit coupled to a downstream reporting process. The 
Output strand (red boxes) is slowly released from the Source complex using a 0 bp toehold 
initiation process. The Output can either be quickly recaptured using a Delay complex with a 
7 bp toehold, or detected using a Reporter complex with a 5 bp toehold. The recapture process 
has a forward reaction rate constant ~20-fold larger than the reporting process. 
To simulate the kinetics of the timer circuit in serum-supplemented medium, we 
constructed a model based on the ideas in Section 4.5.5, beginning with reaction equations 
S4.2 – S4.29. Reactions were then added to account for the added DNA circuit species, Delay, 
which was also assumed to be degraded by nucleases. Additionally, the following undesired 
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“leak” reactions between the DNA components of the timer were also incorporated into the 




→    𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑇𝑜𝑝 + 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑂𝑢𝑡𝐵𝑜𝑡 (𝑆4.40) 
𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑇𝑜𝑝 + 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑂𝑢𝑡𝐵𝑜𝑡
𝑘𝑂𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑟




→       𝑂𝑢𝑡𝐷𝑒𝑙𝐵𝑜𝑡𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑘 + 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑇𝑜𝑝 (𝑆4.42) 
𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 + 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦
𝑘𝑆𝐷𝑒𝑙




→    𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒:𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 (𝑆4.44) 
𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒:𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦
𝑘𝐸𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑟
→    𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 + 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 (𝑆4.45) 
𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒:𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦
𝑘𝐸𝐷𝑒𝑙𝐷𝑒𝑔




→    𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒:𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑂𝑢𝑡𝐵𝑜𝑡 (𝑆4.47) 
𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒:𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑂𝑢𝑡𝐵𝑜𝑡
𝑘𝐸𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑟
→    𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 + 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑂𝑢𝑡𝐵𝑜𝑡 (𝑆4.48) 
𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒:𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑂𝑢𝑡𝐵𝑜𝑡
𝑘𝐸𝐷𝑒𝑙𝐷𝑒𝑔
→      𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒 + 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 (𝑆4.49) 
𝐸𝑛𝑧𝑦𝑚𝑒:𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑂𝑢𝑡𝐵𝑜𝑡
𝑘𝐸𝐷𝑒𝑙𝐷𝑒𝑔




→      𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡: 𝐷𝑒𝑙 (𝑆4.51) 
𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡: 𝐷𝑒𝑙
𝑘𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑟
→      𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 + 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 (𝑆4.52) 
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where DelOutTop and DelOutBot correspond to the top and bottom complex of the 
Delay/Output reaction. Reaction rate constants of the Delay-enzyme and DelOutBot-enzyme 
reactions were chosen to be the same as Reporter-enzyme reactions (Section 4.5.5.1). 
Equations S4.51 and S4.52 represent the reversible binding between Initiator and Delay 
complexes with reaction rate constants calculated as in Zhang and Winfree.96 The off-rate 
kInitDelr was calculated using “Nupack, dangles=some” parameters for a 7 bp toehold at 37 °C. 
The reaction rate constants in equations S4.40 – S4.43 were chosen as previously described101 
with minor adjustments made for reactions being conducted at 37 °C and in serum-
supplemented medium (Table S4.8). Reaction rate constants for Source degradation are listed 
in Table S4.5 (no Initiator) and Table S4.6 (with Initiator). Simulated component 
concentrations are listed in Table S4.9. 
Table S4.8: Reaction rate constants for the simulation of the timer circuit as described in 
equations S4.40 – S4.52. 
Rate Constant Parameter Value 
kODelf (1/M-sec) 5x105 
kODelr (1/M-sec) 5x101 
kSLeakDel (1/M-sec) 2.5x104 
kSDel (1/M-sec) 2.5 
kInitDelf (1/M-sec) 3.5x106 




Table S4.9: List of parameters used for simulating the reaction between Initiator and Source 
complexes in the timer circuit system incubated in serum-supplemented medium. The 
concentration of Reporter in the simulation was higher than the expected experimental 
concentration because the measured, calibrated concentration of Disassembled Reporter 
usually increased beyond the stoichiometric limit of the initial Reporter concentration in the 
experimental reaction mixture (Section 4.5.4). 
Reaction Component Modeled Conc. (nM) Expected Expt. Conc. (nM) 
Reporter 250 200 
Initiator 0 or 750 0 or 750 
Source 750 750 
Delay 0, 40, 80, 120, 160 0, 40, 80, 120, 160 
 
As with the cascade circuit in Section 4.5.6.1, we characterized the effects of nuclease 
enzymes on the system by using the model to predict kinetics for the timer circuit with all 
enzyme concentrations set to zero (Figure S4.18). Because downstream processes can compete 
with the Delay complex for released Output, we simulated the enzyme-free case in the 
presence of and without Reporter. When an irreversible Reporter is used to detect the release 
of Output from the timer circuit, it competes with the Delay complex for released Output 
strands to “load” the circuit and prevent the desired delayed-release behavior observed in the 
absence of Reporter complexes. This is in contrast to the reversible reporting used 
previously101 that enabled Delay complexes to more favorably compete for released Output 
and kept the detected [Disassembled Reporter] low until the concentration of Delay 
complexes was effectively zero. Since reversible reporting requires continuous strand-
displacement exchanges that keeps either a quencher-modified strand or the Output strand in 
a single-stranded form, the reporting process is more susceptible nuclease-mediated 
degradation that would disturb the process over time as an increasing amount of those single-
stranded components are degraded. 
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In the presence of nucleases, Source complexes can degrade and release “active” Output 
molecules in the absence of Initiator, thus we considered both initiated and un-initiated cases 
(Figures S4.19 – S4.20). The timer circuit simulations show that while the model can reliably 
predict the behavior of the circuit, including the addition of an experimentally un-tested 
reaction component (Delay complex), the operability of the circuit is severely diminished due 
to the presence of the nucleases, again indicating the need for a more robust protection 
method. Experimental measurements of the system showed the same trends, but with an 
apparently lower Source degradation rate. This could be due to Delay complexes having a 
lower degradation rate than what was assumed. 
 
Figure S4.18: Simulations of the release of Output in the timer circuit (Figure S4.17) with all 
enzyme concentrations set to zero in the model. (A) Simulated kinetics of release of Output 
from the timer circuit without the Reporter complex. (B) Simulated kinetics of release of the 
Output from timer measured using the irreversible Reporter. Concentrations of reaction 
components are listed in Table S4.9, except that the concentration of all enzymes are set to 
zero. The Reporter competes with the Delay complex for released Output, loading the circuit, 




Figure S4.19: Release of the timer circuit Output (as measured by its interaction with the 
Reporter complex) in the absence of Initiator. In this case, release is either a consequence of 
“leak” reactions, or degradation of the strand-displacement reaction components. 
Concentrations of reaction components are listed in Table S4.9. Experiments and simulations 





Figure S4.20: Release of the timer circuit Output (as measured by its interaction with the 
Reporter complex) when Initiator in present. Concentrations of reaction components are 
listed in Table S4.9. Experiments and simulations show similar trends. As noted above and in 
Figure S4.18, delayed release is not observed due to Reporter complexes competing with Delay 
complexes for released Output (Figure S4.17). 
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Table S4.10: List of sequences and their names used in the experiments. 
Strand Name Role Sequence 
5' TOEHOLD REPORTER 
Rv(W5_)q 5'Rep1 IowaBlackFQ /5IABkFQ/CA CCACCAAACTT CA 
Rb(W5_)f 5'Rep1 FAM TG AGA TG AAGTTTGGTGG TG/36-FAM/ 
W5_ 5'Output1, No Hairpin CA CCACCAAACTT CA TCT CA 
W5_6.extHP 5'Output1, With Hairpin 
CA CCACCAAACTT CA TCT CA 
TAACACAATCA CA CATCC TTTT GGATG 
3' TOEHOLD REPORTER 
Rb5f 3'Rep1 IowaBlackFQ /56-FAM/TG AAGTTTGGTGG TG AGA TG 
Ro5Q 3'Rep1 FAM CA CCACCAAACTT CA/3IABkFQ/ 
W_5 3'Output1, No Hairpin CA TCT CA CCACCAAACTT CA 
DECOY DNA 
W3prime_ Decoy DNA AT AGATTTTAGGG AT CTC AT 
W3_ Decoy DNA AT CCCTAAAATCT AT CTC AT 
PolyT20 Decoy DNA TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT 
0 bp SOURCE PURIFICATION ADDITIVE 
W5(3)_6 S1.2 No Toehold CTT CA TCT CA TAACACAATCA CA 
RELEASE REACTION STRANDS 
W5_6.extHP Source1.2 Top/Output 
CA CCACCAAACTT CA TCT CA 
TAACACAATCA CA CATCC TTTT GGATG 
Gb5(3)_6_5bp 5 bp Toehold Source1.2 Bottom 
TG AGA TG TGATTGTGTTA TG AGA TG 
AAG 
Gb5(3)_6_2bp 2 bp Toehold Source1.2 Bottom GA TG TGATTGTGTTA TG AGA TG AAG 
Gb5(3)_6_0bp 0 bp Toehold Source1.2 Bottom TG TGATTGTGTTA TG AGA TG AAG 
W5(3)_6_.extHP Initiator1.2 5/2 bp Toeholds 
CTT CA TCT CA TAACACAATCA CA TCT CA 
CATCC TTTT GGATG 
W5(3)_6.extHP Initiator1.2 0 bp Toehold 
CTT CA TCT CA TAACACAATCA CA CATCC 
TTTT GGATG 
2-LAYER CASCADE, SECOND LAYER 
W5(3)_6_7.extHP Source1.2.3 Top 
CTT CA TCT CA TAACACAATCA CA TCT CA 
ACATATCAATT CA CATCC TTTT GGATG 
Gb6(3)_7_5bp 5 bp Toehold Source2.3 Bottom 
TG AGA TG AATTGATATGT TG AGA TG 
TGA 
Gb6(3)_7_2bp 2 bp Toehold Source2.3 Bottom GA TG AATTGATATGT TG AGA TG TGA 
W6(3)_7_.extHP Initiator2.3 
TCA CA TCT CA ACATATCAATT CA TCT CA 
CATCC TTTT GGATG 
TIMER CIRCUIT 
W5(3)_6.extHP Initiator1.2 0 bp Toehold 
CTT CA TCT CA TAACACAATCA CA CATCC 
TTTT GGATG 
W5_6.extHP Source1.2 Top/Output 
CA CCACCAAACTT CA TCT CA 
TAACACAATCA CA CATCC TTTT GGATG 
Gb5(3)_6_0bp 0 bp Toehold Source1.2 Bottom TG TGATTGTGTTA TG AGA TG AAG 
Tv5 Delay1 Top CT CA CCACCAAACTT CA 
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CHAPTER 5: MODULAR DNA STRAND-DISPLACEMENT 








Stimuli-responsive soft materials have shown important applications in the fields of drug 
delivery, soft robotics, and diagnostics. Chemo-mechanical mechanisms within these materials 
sense and react to the environment to cause changes to the material’s structure that gives rise 
to its desired function. One particular class of  stimuli-responsive materials, DNA-integrated 
hydrogels, are uniquely adaptable and have shown promise in applications such as molecular 
sensors or therapeutic delivery devices. We designed novel hydrogel crosslinks built using 
DNA that change configuration upon reaction with DNA inputs. Crosslinks in an active 
configuration are able to undergo further reactions that results in high-degrees of  hydrogel 
expansion. DNA-based controllers with the capability to recognize and transduce arbitrary 
chemical information were implemented to direct changes in the crosslink architecture of  the 
hydrogel, enabling autonomous swelling and shape-change. Since the controllers are realized 
using DNA strand-displacement circuits, they can perform a multitude of  functions from 
specific molecular recognition to computational logic, where hydrogel swelling is dictated by 
the presence or absence of  specific biomolecular stimuli. Additionally, since DNA strand-
displacement circuits are primarily sequence specific, multi-layer and multi-domain hydrogels 
could be produced where different regions of the same hydrogel are sensitive to different input 
identities, creating a complex hydrogel network or device with increasing computational and 
actuatable power. These results serve as a foundation for “smart” metamorphic soft-material 
devices capable of  transducing complex chemical inputs into mechanical actuation.  
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5.1 Introduction 
In biological systems, tissues change shape and behavior in different ways in response to 
different biomolecular stimuli. In particular, signaling molecules such as growth factors or 
small molecules are used to exchange information between cells to direct transitions in cell 
behavior.220 Signal transduction pathways can amplify and integrate information about these 
signals and direct a response. This architecture enables a small amount of input signal to trigger 
responses that may require large numbers of molecules to be activated or transformed, such 
as in cell migration, differentiation, and growth.86,221,222 Additionally, cellular systems utilize 
different biomolecules for different purposes.223 A protein used for extracellular sensing is not 
the same protein that activates changes to cellular behavior on the gene-level. This overall 
architecture shows how complex soft material responses can be programmed with 
autonomous chemical processes. Developing a similar architecture may make it possible to 
create a new generation of materials with complex, programmable responses to a variety of 
inputs. 
A fundamental problem in the design of soft materials is the mechanism used to make the 
material stimuli-responsive. One way to design such responsiveness is to use the stimulus to 
directly interact with the material to change the material’s properties. Such mechanisms have 
been used to design materials that are responsive to temperature,224,225 pH,226 or fluid flow.227 
A growing class of hydrogels change material properties in the presence of biomolecules such 
as enzymes228–230 or antibodies231 by integrating molecules directly responsive to the stimuli 
into the material. Recently, chemical reaction networks have been used to direct global changes 
within soft materials such as gelation,230,232–234 or chemical release.233,235 One challenge in using 
molecular circuits to control materials is that the outputs of a chemical circuit must directly 
control potentially large-scale changes within the material through chemical reactions. Usually, 
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high concentrations of biomolecules have been necessary to produce large-scale changes in 
materials, which typically cannot be released by circuits. 
 Chemical amplification processes have been used to amplify signals to direct large-scale 
changes within materials such as gel-sol transitions234,236 or signal propagation across long 
distances.237 Here we show that we can direct and precisely program millimeter-scale size 
changes within materials using programmable biomolecular reaction networks that can 
interpret different input signals, amplify the signals, and direct a size-change response. A 
chemical amplifier produces a signal of sufficient strength to induce a desired response, which 
utilizes an existing supply of chemical fuel (Figure 5.1a). Together, the system we develop is a 
programmable soft robot, where both the robot and the controller, i.e., sensing, signal 
processing, and mechanical actuation, are fully implemented in biochemistry. 
5.2 Materials and Methods 
5.2.1 Chemicals and DNA 
Acrylamide (Bio-Rad, Cat. No. 161-0100) was solubilized using MilliQ purified water. 
Rhodamine B-conjugated acrydite monomer was obtained from PolySciences, Inc (Cat. No. 
25404-100) and used for fluorescent visualization of the hydrogel. Hydrogels were 
polymerized using the photoactive initiator Irgacure 2100 (BASF). ATP was purchased from 
Sigma (Cat. No. A6419) and solubilized to 53 mM using MilliQ purified water. Unmodified 
and acrydite-modified DNA strands were purchased with standard desalting purification from 
Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. Fluorophore- and quencher-modified DNA was 
purchased with HPLC purification. All DNA was solubilized using 1x TAE buffer (Life 
Technologies, Cat. No. 24710-030) supplemented with 12.5 mM magnesium acetate 
tetrahydrate (Sigma, Cat. No. M5661). As described in Figures S5.3, S5.13, S5.17, and S5.19, 
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DNA sequences were designed using NUPACK116 or adapted from previous 
literature.87,107,238,239 Sequences used in this study are found in Table S5.1. 
5.2.2 Preparation of DNA complexes 
DNA complexes were annealed in 1x TAE buffer supplemented with 12.5 mM 
magnesium acetate (TAEM) from 90 to 20 °C using an Eppendorf PCR at 1 °C/minute. 
Hydrogel crosslinker complexes were annealed at a stock concentration of 3 mM per strand 
while all other complexes were annealed at 100 µM. Hairpin-forming strands were flash cooled 
on ice for 3 minutes after heating to 95 °C for 10 minutes at a concentration of 80 µM or 400 
µM. Hairpin and crosslinker complexes were not further purified. All other multi-strand circuit 
components (e.g., Source complexes) were PAGE purified after annealing using 15% 
polyacrylamide gels at 150 V for 3 – 4.5 hours. Immediately prior to PAGE purification, all 
complexes, with the exception of the ATP sensor complex, were incubated ~16-20 hours with 
50 µM of their respective input strand with the toehold removed.107 The band corresponding 
to the desired product was excised from the gel and the DNA complex was eluted using 
TAEM buffer. Fluorophore-/quencher-modified DNA complexes (Reporters) were not 
PAGE purified after annealing at 50 µM. 
5.2.3 Synthesis of poly(DNA-co-acrylamide) hydrogel particles 
DNA crosslinks were mixed to a final concentration of 1.154 mM with water, 10x TAEM, 
acrylamide, rhodamine methacrylate, and Irgacure 2100 (75% v/v in butanol). The final 
concentrations of acrylamide, rhodamine methacrylate, and Irgacure 2100 were 1.41 M, 2.74 
mM, and 3% (v/v), respectively. After mixing, the pre-polymer solutions were put under 
vacuum for 5 minutes. Pre-polymer droplets were prepared using a water-in-oil method 
(Figure 5.2a). Mineral oil USP (CVS Pharmacy) “wells” were prepared on a cratered parafilm 
surface and pre-polymer droplets were added using a pipette set to 0.25 µL. Droplets were 
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exposed to 365 nm light using a Benchtop 3UV Transilluminator (UVP) for 1 minute (~4 
mW/cm2) to polymerize and crosslink the particles. Particles were purified from the oil using 
centrifugation into 1x TAEM and were stored at 4 °C until use, usually within 1 week. 
5.2.4 Swelling of DNA-crosslinked hydrogels 
Swelling experiments were conducted in 96-well plates (Fisher Scientific) with one particle 
per well and recorded on a IX73 Olympus fluorescence microscope using a filter specific to 
rhodamine. The final volume of liquid added to each well varied between 100 – 120 µL, 
depending on the experiment. Experiments with locked particles were incubated with DNA 
hairpins (20 µM/hairpin type, 10% terminator) for ~24 hours prior to the addition of 
Catalyst/Helper strands or circuit complexes. For all experiments with DNA circuits, the 
Helper strand concentration was 10 µM. Images of each particle were captured every 30 
minutes. 
5.2.5 Particle area measurement and analysis 
Images of the fluorescent particles were considered to be accurate 2D projections of the 
particle size near the center xy-plane. To decrease the sensitivity and bias involved in measuring 
the diameter, especially of an irregular or non-circular projection, the area of the 2D projection 
was chosen as the representative variable of particle size and calculated as a function of time 
for each particle. The area was determined using standard intensity-based thresholding and 
mask image analysis using MATLAB (Section 5.5.1). Area measurements for each particle were 
normalized to the initial time point. The curves shown are the average of multiple particles 
and the data was smoothed using MATLAB’s smooth function with a smoothing factor of 3. 
5.2.6 Fluorophore-quencher assay of DNA strand-displacement controller circuits 
An Agilent Stratagene Mx3000 or Mx3005 was used to test the operation of the DNA-
based circuits in the absence of hydrogel particles. A reporter complex, using FAM and 
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IowaBlackFQ fluorophore-/quencher-modified DNA, was designed to have an increase in 
measured fluorescence upon reaction with DNA strands containing the Catalyst sequence and 
toehold (Figure S5.14). The measured fluorescence increase was converted into the 
concentration of Catalyst strand using a calibration curve. The DNA strand-displacement logic 
circuit was run with 200 nM Source complexes and 200 nM Reporter. Aptasensor circuits were 
run at 100 nM Source complexes, 100 nM Cofactor strand, and 200 nM Reporter. PolyT20 (1 
µM) was added to inhibit adsorption to well walls. 
5.3 Results 
5.3.1 DNA-crosslinked hydrogels as a state-switchable device 
To build a material that enables modular control over soft material size change in response 
to a variety of chemical input stimuli or stimulus combinations, we investigated how to control 
the size change of polyacrylamide hydrogels crosslinked by hybridized short DNA strands 
(Figure 5.1b). DNA-crosslinked hydrogels have been designed to respond to an array of inputs 
including temperature,240,241 ions,241,242 nucleic acids,144 and small molecules153,243–245 by either de-
hybridizing the crosslinks or changing the crosslink’s stiffness to direct material swelling or 
mechanical property changes. 
Recently, volumetric expansion of 100-fold or more was achieved through a process by 
which DNA hairpins are incorporated into the crosslinks at an “active site” via insertion 
polymerization.(Figure 5.1c).239 The degree of expansion can be controlled by the relative 
abundance and concentration of hairpins that can incorporate into a crosslink and propagate 
a site for continued incorporation (polymerizing hairpins) vs. hairpins that can incorporate into 
a crosslink but do not leave a site for continued crosslink extension (terminating hairpins). 
 The ability to direct extensive mechanical change using DNA hybridization suggests that 
the swelling could be directed by upstream DNA circuits, such as amplifiers, translators, or 
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logic circuits that would enable expansion in response to different types or concentrations of 
chemical input stimuli. We hypothesized the development of such a system by modifying 
hydrogels so that they could be either in an active state, where DNA hairpins could direct 
hydrogel expansion, or an inactive state, where the conformation of the crosslinks prevents 
the hairpin polymerization reaction that changes crosslink size (Figure 5.1b, d). Upstream 
circuits would then control the conformational change of crosslinks that would activate them, 
similar to biology where transcription factors activate genes for transcription. 
 In the system we constructed, the switching of the hydrogel from a locked state to an 
unlocked state (from an inactive to an active state) occurs using a DNA strand-displacement 
reaction, where a single-stranded domain, a “toehold,” is used to initiate and control the 
kinetics of the strand-displacement process (Figure 5.1d).96,98 Because the signal that activates 
the hydrogel is a simple single-stranded DNA molecule, complex input transducing elements 








Figure 5.1 Scheme for controlling the expansion state of DNA-crosslinked hydrogels by 
switching the activity state of hydrogel crosslinks. (a) Control over material changes requires 
switching from an inactive to an active state. Only from the active state can fuel be utilized to 
actuate the device. Amplification of environmental stimuli direct the state switching. (b) 
Polyacrylamide hydrogels with DNA crosslinks can be switched from a locked state to an 
unlocked state via a strand-displacement reaction. (c) Once unlocked, DNA hairpins can be 
incorporated into the crosslinks to drive hydrogel swelling. (d) Device activation is defined by 
the unlocking of the crosslinks. Key strands remove the lock on the crosslink through a strand-
displacement reaction. DNA domains are drawn to scale. 
5.3.2 DNA-crosslinked hydrogel particles as a model swelling system 
In order to understand how the kinetics of DNA circuits control the kinetics of hydrogel 
size change, we sought to monitor the kinetics of both the circuit and swelling processes. One 
challenge in characterizing these changes is that different portions of a hydrogel can swell 
differentially depending on its geometry. Corners, for example, have greater interfacial 
exposure to the surrounding solution. Anisotropies in swelling can also be magnified because 
changes in size can influence the interfacial surface and hydrogel pore size, which could 
improve DNA hairpin transport into and through the hydrogel. To minimize these effects, we 
chose to characterize size change in spherical hydrogel particles, which are rotationally 
symmetric. DNA-crosslinked polyacrylamide hydrogel particles were synthesized by 
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photopolymerizing pre-polymer droplets suspended in mineral oil (see Section 5.2 and Figure 
5.2a). Rhodamine-B methacrylate was added to the pre-polymer solution so that the 
polymerized particles could be visualized using fluorescence microscopy. To measure particle 
size, we use the area of the 2D projections of the particles in the fluorescence micrographs 
(Section 5.5.1, Figure S5.1). The average particle radius after synthesis was measured to be 570 
± 50 µm (Section 5.5.2). The projection of 93.4% of the particles was measured to be at least 
90% circular in shape, and circularity was maintained after hydrogel swelling (Figure S5.2). 
First, we verified that hydrogel particles without crosslink locks swell when mixed with 
DNA hairpins. Particles were incubated in a solution containing 20 µM of H1 and H2 hairpins 
with 10% terminator hairpins. The area of the hydrogel projection increased linearly until 
reaching a stable final size (Figure 5.2b). The intensity of the particles became non-uniform 
during the swelling process, indicating that complete swelling was dependent upon the 
diffusion of hairpins to the interior of the hydrogel particles (Figure 5.2b). The total intensity 
of a swelling hydrogel decreased with increasing particle size due to the decreasing density of 
Rhodamine (Figure S5.1). We chose 20 µM hairpins and 10% terminator due to the relatively 
fast swelling to a final, stable size coupled with a high-magnitude change in area of ~300% 




Figure 5.2: Hydrogel particle generation and unlocking via key strands. (a) Hydrogel particles 
are prepared by pipetting droplets of pre-polymer acrylamide-DNA crosslinker solution into 
mineral oil and polymerizing with UV light. Rhodamine-B is incorporated into the acrylamide 
backbone for fluorescence imaging (see Section 5.2). (b) Fluorescence micrographs of particle 
area used to track swelling. Particles without locks swell when hairpin fuel is added, but 
particles with locked crosslinks show less than 4% change in area over 70 hours (Figure S5.6). 
Addition of key strands to locked particles with hairpins initiates swelling. Images are scaled 
to initial particle size. Scale bars: 500 µm. (c) The change in area of the 2D projection of each 
particle over time tracking swelling as a function of the concentration of the key strand. 
Hairpin concentration is 20 µM per type with 10% terminator. Curves are the average of 2 
particles; shaded regions show 95% confidence intervals as determined by standard deviation. 
 
5.3.3 Particles activated using high concentrations of key strand 
Next, hydrogel particles were prepared with locked crosslinks. When these particles were 
incubated with hairpin fuel at 20 µM and 10% terminator, the degree of swelling was drastically 
reduced. Only 3.7±4.5% change in area was observed compared to 260±2% for crosslinks 
without locks over 60 hours (Figure 5.2b, Figure S5.6). Increasing the hairpin concentration 
to 200 µM with 10% terminator hairpins showed only 3.4±0.6% swelling (Figure S5.7). Thus, 
hairpin fuel cannot trigger significant expansion of a hydrogel with locked crosslinks. 
We next tested whether adding key strand could direct the hydrogels to expand in the 
presence of hairpin fuel. By removing one of the strands of the locked crosslink, the now 
unlocked crosslink and expansion hairpins can interact (Figure 5.1d). We first incubated the 
locked particles with the hairpin fuel for 24 hours, then added different concentrations of the 
key strand to different particles. After a 2 – 5 hour period in which little expansion was 
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observed, the area of hydrogel particles increased at a roughly linear rate. The swelling rate 
slowed after a period of time that depended on the concentration of key strand (Figure 5.2d). 
At 200 nM key strand, little to no swelling was observed. One reason for this behavior could 
be that the number of crosslinks unlocked by key strands, compared to crosslinks that are still 
locked, are limiting both swelling speed and the final particle size. To test this possibility, we 
prepared hydrogel particles with varying proportions of two different types of crosslinks with 
two different sequences. One crosslink is capable of being expanded via added DNA hairpins 
while the other crosslink does not have matching sequences for expansion (Figure S5.8). Both 
the kinetics and, primarily, the final size was determined by the proportion of crosslinks that 
were expandable. 
5.3.4 Catalytically unlocking crosslinks decreases required input concentration 
Key strands can enable an inactive hydrogel to become active and can, in the presence of 
the hairpin fuel, act as a stimulus that directs size change. However, a relatively high 
concentration of key strand, on order 10 µM, is required. We next sought to design materials 
that could respond to lower concentrations of a signal by using a molecular amplifier that 
would activate hydrogels in response to a much smaller concentration of input molecules. 
Such an amplification process would make it possible to use molecular circuits such as DNA 
strand-displacement reactions, which have been demonstrated for input concentrations of 1 
nM to 1 µM,87,101,107–111,181,187,191,246,248,249 to process information about the environment and 
release a DNA strand output to initiate the amplification process. Such signaling processes 
could make it possible to engineer large-scale size change in response to smaller concentrations 
of inputs, logical combinations of nucleic acid signals, or other molecules using sensing 
molecules such as aptamers.107,247 Such an architecture would also mean that only small 
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amounts of the molecules in the signaling cascade would need to be present, making it much 
more practical to implement complex processing systems requiring many different species.87,191 
To develop such a system, we used a catalytic strand-displacement circuit91,96,109,111,181,191,249 
to amplify an input signal and produce a high degree of hydrogel activation similar to when a 
high concentration of key strand is used. In catalytic DNA strand-displacement circuits, a small 
concentration of input initiates a cascade in which the input interacts with a complex to release 
an output, and then the input is re-released to participate in subsequent output releasing 
processes. High turnover rates (100-1000) of the input can result in signal 
amplification.91,96,109,111 
We built a catalytic process for unlocking crosslinks in response to a small concentration 
of input by replacing the key strand with Catalyst and Helper strands (Figure 5.3a). The 
Catalyst strand can bind to a crosslink, partially releasing the lock. The Helper strand can then 
bind to the Catalyst-crosslink complex, releasing both the unlocked crosslink and the Catalyst 
while producing a waste complex. A small concentration of Catalyst, which can be reused in 
multiple unlocking reactions, along with a larger concentration of Helper, which is consumed 
in an unlocking process, should together unlock crosslinks. 
Without the Helper strand, a Catalyst is able to react with and unlock a crosslink, but will 
not be released to interact with further crosslinks (Figure 5.3a). Therefore, the amount of 
swelling observed in response to a particular concentration of the Catalyst strand alone should 
be roughly the same as the amount of swelling observed in response to that same 
concentration of key strand. When locked hydrogel particles were incubated with Catalyst and 
the hairpin fuel, we found that 10 µM of Catalyst was needed to achieve the high-degree 
change in area of 270±1% over 60 hours, and less than 2% was observed at Catalyst 
concentrations of 100 nM or below (Figure S5.9). 
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Similarly, when the particles are incubated with Helper and the hairpin fuel alone, limited 
to no unlocking and therefore little or no expansion should occur because there is no toehold 
on the lock where the Helper strand can bind to initiate the unlocking process. As expected, 
locked hydrogel particles incubated with Helper strands and hairpin fuel were found to have 
less than 8±2% change in area when the [Helper] was at or below 1 µM (Figure S5.10). At 10 
µM, the change in particle size rose to 47±4% after 40 hours, still well below the 200 – 250% 
increase in area observed with the key or Catalyst strands alone at 10 µM (Figure 5.2d, Figure 
S5.9). 
In contrast to the limited expansion observed with Helper strands and hairpin fuel alone, 
expansion at rates similar to the unlocked particles was observed when as little as 100 nM 
Catalyst was added to the Helper and hairpin fuel (Figure 5.3c). The use of more Catalyst 
strand does not significantly speed up the swelling process when 10 µM Helper is present, 
consistent with the idea that Catalyst strands are each capable of initiating multiple unlocking 
reactions. In contrast, 1 µM Helper strand in the presence of large amounts of Catalyst was 
not sufficient to induce significant expansion over the 27 hour period during which 160±11% 
expansion of particles was induced by 100 nM Catalyst and 10 µM Helper strand (Figure 5.3c, 
Figure S5.11). 
As a secondary method to control the degree of swelling of locked hydrogels using Catalyst 
and Helper strands, we tested the kinetics of swelling at hairpin concentrations in the range 1 
– 200 µM per type (Figure S5.12). Interestingly, the kinetics of swelling was slowed when the 
hairpin concentration was decreased below or increased above 20 µM. Above 20 µM, this 
difference in kinetics could be caused by the binding between hairpins and Catalyst/Helper 
strands due to the sequence complementarity of the active site domains, decreasing effective 
concentration of Catalyst and Helper, and thus decreasing the number and rate of crosslink 
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activation. Below 20 µM, the lower hairpin concentration decreases the resulting final length 
of the expanded crosslinks, thus limiting the final size of the swollen hydrogel state. 
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Figure 5.3: Catalytically unlocking crosslinks enables sub-100 nM trigger concentrations. (a) 
A Catalyst strand unlocks the crosslink via toehold-mediated strand-displacement to form an 
intermediate complex and opens the active site for hairpin incorporation. A Helper strand 
reacts with this intermediate to release the Catalyst strand, allowing a single Catalyst strand to 
unlock multiple crosslinks. (b) Different concentrations of Catalyst and 10 µM Helper strands 
are added to locked particles pre-incubated with DNA hairpins for 24 hours. Helper strands 
can unlock crosslinks alone, but at a significantly slower rate than in the presence of Catalyst. 
Catalyst alone (100 nM) does not induce swelling. Curves are the average of 2 – 4 particles 
with shaded regions representing 95% confidence intervals as determined by standard 
deviation. 
5.3.5 Triggering mechanical change in response to small molecule inputs using 
aptamer sensors 
A catalytic process for unlocking crosslinks makes it possible to trigger expansion using 
only a small concentration (10 – 100 nM) of a catalyst DNA strand. If a catalyst strand was 
the output of a DNA strand-displacement circuit, hydrogel expansion could instead be 
triggered in response to the inputs of the circuit that produces the catalyst output. Strand-
displacement circuits can be designed to release a strand only in response to certain 
concentrations of inputs,87,107 in response to a Boolean function of multiple inputs,87,107,108,187 
small molecule inputs,180,246,247 or after programmed time delays.101 
To demonstrate how strand-displacement circuits can act as controllers for the swelling of 
a material, we designed different strand-displacement circuits that produced the Catalyst 
output and coupled them to the expansion process. We first designed an aptasensor circuit 
that translates the small molecule ATP into a strand containing the Catalyst sequence (Figure 
5.4a, Figure S5.13).246 In the absence of ATP, the Catalyst sequence is partially sequestered in 
double-stranded form, preventing it from interacting with the hydrogel crosslinks. The sensor 
is designed to require a Cofactor strand as a secondary input to ensure that the sensor complex 
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maintains its form and stability in the absence of ATP.246 When ATP and the Cofactor are 
both present in solution, the Catalyst sequence is exposed and capable of unlocking crosslinks 
to induce swelling. 
To test that the aptasensor operated as designed prior to integration with hydrogels, the 
concentration of circuit output over time was measured using a fluorophore-quencher 
reporting assay. In this assay, free strands containing the Catalyst sequence can react with a 
Reporter complex, leading to an increase in measured fluorescence that is proportional to the 
concentration of free Catalyst in solution (Figure S5.14). When ATP was added to 100 nM 
circuit complexes and 100 nM Cofactor, the fluorescence intensity increased in relation to the 
concentration of added ATP (Figure 5.4b). Catalyst concentrations nearing ~75 nM, the 
required amount for high degrees of hydrogel particle swelling, was detected only for ATP 
concentrations above 500 µM, while less than 40 nM Catalyst was produced at 100 µM ATP. 
When no ATP was present, less than 20 nM Catalyst was produced over 45 hours. This release 
of Catalyst was likely due to spontaneous dissociation of the aptamer strand from the ATP 
sensor when the Cofactor was bound or due to undesired “leak” reactions inherent to DNA 
strand-displacement reactions.96,99,109,250 
When locked hydrogel particles were incubated with the ATP-driven controller circuit, the 
amount of particle expansion depended on ATP concentration (Figure 5.4c). Interestingly, the 
dose-response of ATP to the particles was somewhat digital. ATP concentrations below 500 
µM did not significantly increase the swelling rate over a baseline swelling rate observed at no 
ATP added, whereas swelling rates were similar for ATP concentrations of 500 µM and above. 
Importantly, the addition of the ATP-sensing circuit to the amplifier circuit, crosslink locks, 
and hairpin fuel did not change the “leak” swelling rate (Figure S5.15), suggesting that the 
sensing portion of the controller, the amplifier, and hydrogel expansion are modular units. 
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The aptamer sequence and the hydrogel crosslinks have no sequence overlap, suggesting that 
it would be straightforward to replace either the aptamer sensor or the crosslinks to direct 
hydrogel expansion in response to a variety of chemical inputs, or to direct swelling of different 
types of DNA-crosslinked hydrogels in response to the same stimuli. 
In addition to operating at 100 nM/complex, the circuit was also tested at 200 
nM/complex (Figure S5.16), but decreased sensitivity to the presence of ATP was observed 
at long times due to an increased release of Catalyst in the absence of ATP. This limited the 
temporal use of the aptasensor circuit with 200 nM/complex, demonstrating the importance 
of using robust DNA strand-displacement circuit architectures with operating concentrations 
optimized to decrease the effects of leak reactions. 
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Figure 5.4: A controller for directing hydrogel expansion in response to different types of 
chemical inputs. (a) An aptamer-based strand-displacement circuit that releases Catalyst strand 
in response to ATP. (b) Aptamer-based strand-displacement circuit kinetics measured using 
fluorescence reporting measurements. ATP sensor, Cofactor, and Catalyst Source 
concentrations were initially 100 nM. (c) ATP controlled hydrogel particle swelling mediated 
by the ATP-sensitive strand-displacement circuit in (a), catalytic hydrogel unlocking process 
in Figure 5.3a, and hairpin-polymerization process. After 30 hours, particles swelled 2 – 3x 
more in the presence of ATP compared to without ATP. Sensor, Cofactor, and Catalyst Source 
were at 100 nM; Helper strand was at 10 μM. (d) DNA strand-displacement AND logic circuit. 
Two inputs, Fin and Gin, are required for Catalyst strand release. (e) Kinetics of the logic circuit 
as in (d) showing Catalyst is released from the circuit to significant levels only in the presence 
of both Fin and Gin as measured by a fluorescent reporter. The logic gate and Catalyst Source 
were at 200 nM. (f) Locked DNA-crosslinked particle expansion in the presence of different 
concentrations of Fin and Gin inputs. The logic gate and Catalyst Source were at 200 nM; Helper 
strand was at 10 μM. Curves are the average of 3 wells (b, e) or 2 – 6 particles (c, f) and shaded 
regions represent 95% confidence intervals as determined by standard deviation. 
5.3.6 Triggering hydrogel actuation in response to logic combinations of chemical 
inputs 
We next tested whether hydrogel expansion could be directed in response to specific 
combinations of molecular inputs at a range of input concentrations. It has been previously 
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shown that hydrogels can be engineered to melt only in response to specific combinations of 
chemical inputs.232,243,251 However, in these systems, the inputs were required to interact directly 
with the crosslinks, limiting the kinds of chemical inputs that could be allowed and requiring 
very high concentrations of inputs to elicit an observable response. We asked whether the use 
of a modular controller to detect signals would enable control over hydrogel size change rather 
than melting and whether in situ signal amplification would make it possible to direct size 
change with only very small concentrations of input signals. 
To build a modular logic circuit that changes hydrogel size without crosslink dissociation, 
we modified a previously developed AND logic gate architecture to release Catalyst in 
response to two different DNA inputs (Figure 5.4d, Figure S5.17).107 When both inputs, Fin 
and Gin, are present, the circuit releases a strand that contains the Catalyst sequence; very little 
Catalyst is released otherwise. This controller architecture keeps output production at a 
minimum when no or just one input is added, as demonstrated using the fluorophore-
quencher reporting assay to track Catalyst release (Figure 5.4e). When both inputs are present, 
the concentration of the Catalyst output depends upon the concentrations of both inputs 
because an amplification step was not used to amplify the output strand signal produced by 
the logic gate (Figure 5.4d). While an output amplification step is required to achieve digital 
logic, such circuit additions tend to increase the propensity for leak reactions that would 
increase the amount of output Catalyst when the circuit is in the OFF state.87,109 
Locked hydrogel particles incubated with the logic circuit in the absence of logic circuit 
inputs showed little to no increase in swelling beyond that of 10 µM Helper strand alone 
(Figure 5.4f, Figure S5.18), demonstrating that like the ATP-sensing controller, this controller 
operates modularly with respect to the amplifier and unlocking chemistry. When both inputs 
to the logic controller were present, swelling rates were comparable to those achieved in 
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unlocked hydrogels or with large Catalyst concentrations. Together these results demonstrate 
how the logic controller allows a set of inputs dictate the degree of hydrogel swelling. 
As expected from the reporting assay (Figure 5.4e), some swelling was observed when 
input Fin was the only input to the logic circuit, likely due to some sequence similarity between 
Fin and the Catalyst strand, notably the toehold domain s and cb (Figure S5.17). To further 
demonstrate the significant difference in swelling between the ON state and OFF state of the 
circuit, we devised a logic swelling truth table (Figure 5.5). 
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Figure 5.5: Logic-directed swelling of DNA crosslinked-hydrogel particles. Each colored line 
represents the boundary of each particle in the 2D projection at time points in 30 minute 
intervals, from blue to red, over 30 hours. Schematics of each particle are scaled such that the 




Here we have shown how to use catalytic amplification of a small concentration of a trigger 
molecule to direct a dramatic change in material size. Further, because this triggering is 
mediated by a chemical circuit, most of whose components do not interact directly with the 
material, it is straightforward to create components where different stimuli can induce 
hydrogel expansion. 
The modular design of our system also suggests that there is no immediate barrier to 
increasing the complexity of the circuits that direct responses. Existing strand-displacement 
circuits can interpret tens of different signals, amplify signals by 1,000-fold, control timing, or 
detect single base changes in inputs. Multiplexing circuits to multiple types of crosslinks within 
multiple domains of a material could also make more complex responses and transformations 
possible. In combination with sensors, it might also be possible to develop chemo-mechanical 
feedback processes. Such mechanisms suggest a route to the design of soft materials with a 
high complexity of response and actuation, paving a path to the design of complex active 
materials, i.e., robots, where the control system is implemented entirely in chemistry. 
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5.5 Supplemental Information 
5.5.1 Measuring the area of a particle’s 2D fluorescence projection 
The area of the 2D projection of each particle in the fluorescence micrographs (Figure 
S5.1) was calculated using custom built MATLAB algorithms. Thresholding was used to 
determine the boundaries of the particles. The threshold value was calculated using the 
following method: 
1. Normalize the image to the highest and lowest intensity. 




2. Use MATLAB’s built-in global threshold calculator graythresh. 
𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ = 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑦𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ(𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒) (S5.2) 
3. Adjust the global threshold for the non-normalized image and image-specific 
adjustments. 
𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ = 𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ ∗ (𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒) −𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒))
+𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒) (S5.4)
 
𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑔 = 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ 𝑜𝑓 1𝑠𝑡 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 (S5.5) 
𝛽 =
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒) ∗  𝛼
𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑔
 (S5.6) 
1.1 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 3 (S5.7) 
𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑃𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠 = 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 >  𝛽 ∗ 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ (S5.8) 
where α corresponds to a manual input that was adjusted until a close match between the 
visible particle boundaries and the calculated boundaries was found. After determining the 
pixels corresponding to the particle, the particle’s area and boundaries were extracted using 
the functions regionprops and bwboundaries. 
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Figure S5.1: Measuring the area and intensity of a particle’s 2D fluorescence projection. (a) 
Particles were imaged using fluorescence microscopy and the area of the particle as seen in the 
2D micrograph was determined using MATLAB (Section 5.5.1). The green line around the 
particle in the bottom images represent the calculated boundaries of the particle. The area of 
the pixels within this boundary is the calculated particle projection area. Image intensities are 
scaled based on each image’s minimum and maximum intensity. Scale bars are 500 μm. (b) 
Histogram of the intensity of each particle (pixels within the green boundary) shown in (a). As 
the particles expand, the intensity of the particle decreases because the density of rhodamine 
fluorophores decreases. 
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5.5.2 Calculating particle radii and circularity 
The radius of a particle was determined by calculating the average distance from the 
particle boundaries (Section 5.5.1) and the centroid of the particle. Particle centroids were 
determined using the function regionprops and the distance, in pixels, was calculated using the 
function pdist2 in MATLAB. The average radius in pixels was converted to microns by 
multiplying the radius by the image’s pixel size (4.44 micrometers/pixel). The average radius 
of 196 particles was calculated to be 570±50 µm (Figure S5.2a). 
The circularity score of each particle (Figure S5.2b) was calculated using the area of the 
particle and perimeter of the particle boundary. Both particle area and perimeter were 
calculated using the regionprops function in MATLAB. The circularity score is then calculated 








Figure S5.2: Average radii and circularity of DNA-crosslinked hydrogel particles. (a) 
Distribution of calculated Rhodamine-labeled poly(DNA-co-acrylamide) particle radii as 
described in Section 5.5.2. (b) Distribution of 196 particle’s circularity scores as described in 
Section 5.5.2. Overall, particles maintain their projected 2D circular shape after expansion for 
15 hours. A score of 1 defines a perfect circle. 
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Figure S5.3: DNA hairpin monomer sequences.239 Terminator hairpins share the same 
sequence as their non-terminator counterpart except for the loop region. The terminator 
domains prevent the next hairpin from inserting into the crosslink once the terminator hairpin 
is incorporated.
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Figure S5.4: Effect of hairpin terminator on swelling of DNA-crosslink hydrogels without 
locks. Particles without locks were incubated with DNA hairpins at 20 μM total per type at 
varying fractions of hairpin terminator. The equilibrium size of the particles decreased with 
increasing hairpin terminator ratio. Ten percent hairpin terminator was chosen for all future 
experiments due to the relatively quick rise to a stable swelling state coupled with a moderate 
size increase. Terminator hairpins at 2 and 5% showed increased swelling sizes compared to 
10%, with 2% increasing beyond over 700% change in area after 90 hours. Each curve 
represents 1 particle or the average of 2 particles.
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Figure S5.5: Particles prepared without crosslink locks incubated with varying concentrations 
of hairpin (concentration per type is shown). In all cases, the terminator percentage is fixed at 
10%. The kinetics of swelling increased with increasing hairpin concentration. Swelling 
approached the final swelling state within 24 hours at 20 μM per hairpin type and within 45 
hours at 10 μM. 
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Figure S5.6: Locked crosslink hydrogel particles show minimal swelling with different 
percentages of hairpin terminator over 70 hours and 20 μM per hairpin type. Each curve is 
the average of two particles. 
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Figure S5.7: Swelling of locked particles incubated with different concentrations of hairpins. 
Particles showed only minimal swelling across all concentrations tested, indicating the 
robustness of the crosslink locking mechanism. In all cases, the fraction of hairpin terminator 
is 10%. When 20 μM of 20-mer polyT was added to particles, < 1% change in area was 
observed. Curves are the average of 2 – 4 particles. 
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Figure S5.8: Kinetics of swelling when particles prepared with different fractions of 
expandable crosslinks vs. crosslinks with non-interacting sequences were incubated with 
hairpins. The crosslinks with alternative sequences were used to help understand how swelling 
would be affected if the concentration of key strands limited the number of locked crosslinks 
becoming unlocked. The sequences of the non-interacting crosslinks were designed to not 
interact with the expandable crosslinks or hairpins (Table S5.1). Hairpins with 10% terminator 
(see Figure S5.3) contained sequences to direct incorporation into the expandable crosslinks. 
The legend gives the percentage of crosslinks that are expandable via hairpins. Crosslinks that 
cannot expand limit the expansion capabilities of the hydrogel matrix, reducing overall 
swelling. Each curve is the average of 8 particles for the 100% Sys. 1 case and 3 particles for 
all other cases. 
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Figure S5.9: Swelling of locked particles with hairpin fuel and different concentrations of 
Catalyst strand. The swelling kinetics increases with increasing Catalyst concentration. 
Hairpins are 20 μM per type with 10% terminator. Curves for 1, 10, and 100 nM Catalyst are 
indistinguishable from each other. Curves are the average of two particles. 
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Figure S5.10: Swelling of locked particles in the presence of Helper strand and hairpin fuel. 
Particles were incubated with different concentrations of Helper strand and 20 μM hairpins 
with 10% terminator. In all cases, swelling was lower and slower than that of Catalyst with 
hairpins at the same concentrations. For all controller experiments, 10 μM Helper strand was 
chosen due to the balance of undesired swelling shown here, and the high degree of catalytic 
turnover when Helper and Catalyst were added together (Figure S5.11). Curves are the average 
of two particles. 
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Figure S5.11: Comparison of swelling using both Catalyst and Helper strands at either 10 μM 
Helper (a) or 1 μM Helper (b) strands. When the concentration of the Helper strand is set to 
1 μM, the degree of swelling is significantly limited over 25 hours compared to swelling with 
10 μM Helper, indicating that a higher [Helper] is needed (e.g., 10 μM) for high catalytic 
turnover and high-degrees of swelling. The swelling of particles prepared without locks is 
shown for comparison. The hairpin concentration for all curves is 20 μM per type with 10% 
terminator. Curves are the average of 2 – 6 particles. 
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Figure S5.12: Swelling of particles with 100 nM (a) or 10 nM (b) Catalyst and 10 μM Helper 
strands incubated with varying concentrations of hairpin. Concentrations in the legends are 
“per hairpin type” and the percentage of hairpin terminator in all cases was fixed at 10%. The 
speed of swelling decreased at higher concentrations of hairpin, likely due to sequestration of 
Catalyst and/or Helper strands by the hairpins due to shared complimentary active site 
domains (Figures S5.3 and S5.19). At hairpin concentrations below 20 μM, the total number 
of hairpins available for incorporation and the rate of incorporation is decreased, leading to 
slower or very little swelling. Curves are single particles (200 μM) or an average of 2 – 4 
particles. 
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Figure S5.13: Schematic of the components of the ATP aptasensor circuit. ATPapta and 
ATPaptb (dark green domain) are the domains containing the ATP aptamer sequence. The 
toeholds u and v and domain E were designed using NUPACK.116 Both ATP and the Cofactor 
strand are needed for ATP detection. 
 
Figure S5.14: Reporter reaction to detect the presence of Catalyst strand or catalyst-sequence-
containing strands using the fluorophore-quencher assay on a qPCR. The Catalyst strand binds 
via the toehold s plus one extra base (5 bases total) and branch migrates off the quencher 
strand, allowing for the FAM fluorophore to be detected. 
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Figure S5.15: Effect of individual aptasensor circuit components (Figure S5.13) on particle 
swelling. Particles incubated with Source complexes (Scat and SATPapt) did not show increased 
swelling over that of 10 μM Helper strand alone, indicating minimal to no undesired release 
of Catalyst in the absence of inputs. Over 70 hours, a small amount of undesired Catalyst 
strand is released when the Cofactor strand is added to the circuit in addition to the circuit 
complexes. The full circuit reacted with 500 μM ATP is shown for comparison. Curves are 
the average of 3 – 6 particles. 
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Figure S5.16: Increasing the baseline concentration of the aptasensor circuit components 
(Source complexes and Cofactor strand) to 200 nM decreases sensitivity to ATP 
concentration. Undesired reactions between circuit components and the hydrogel crosslinks 
in the absence of ATP releases enough Catalyst strand to initiate a substantial degree of 
swelling. This decreases sensitivity to ATP concentration and reduces the difference in 
swelling when ATP is present vs. absent. These undesired reactions were not found to be 
present in a significant fashion at 100 nM circuit components (Figure S5.15). 
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Figure S5.17: Schematic of the components of the Logic Circuit based on a design by Seelig 
et al.107 The toehold, w, was designed using NUPACK116 and the 7 domain sequence was taken 
from Qian and Winfree.87 
Figure S5.18: Swelling kinetics of the particles when incubated with the Logic Circuit over 70 
hours. (a) The same experiment as in Figure 5.4 for 70 hours. The swelling induced from 
adding Fin could result from some undesired reactions that slowly release Catalyst over time as 
Fin contains the s and cb domains of the Catalyst strand (Figure S5.17). (b) Inclusion of the 
controller in the absence of inputs with locked particles and the amplification system did not 
significantly increase baseline swelling. 
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Figure S5.19: DNA crosslink sequences. The original crosslink design is also used in 
Cangialosi et al.239 The additional sequences in the locked/unlocked crosslinks, Catalyst, and 
Helper strands were designed using NUPACK.116 The domains a’ and x (teal and red domains) 
represent the initial active site for hairpin fuel incorporation. 
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Table S5.1: List of sequences used in this study. Sequences were either taken from previous 
literature87,107,239 or designed using NUPACK116 as noted in Figures S5.3, S5.13, S5.17, and 
S5.19. The crosslinks AlHPCC(v1) and RlHPCC(v1) were used in Figure S5.4 and for 
measuring the swelling of the hydrogels prepared without locks (data labeled “no locks”). The 
experiment for Figure S5.5 was conducted using A1 and R1 crosslinks. The crosslinks 
AlHPCC, RlHPCC, ASys2, and RSys2 were used for the particle swelling measurements 
presented in Figure S5.8. 
Strand Name Role Sequence 
Crosslinks 
A1 Original Crosslink /5Acryd/TAAGTT CGCTGTGGCACCTGCACG 
R1 Original Crosslink /5Acryd/CAA CGTGCAGGTGCCACAGCG TGG 
AlHPCC Lockable Crosslink 
/5Acryd/TT GA GTATTGT TAAGTT CGCTGTGGCACCTGCACG 
TTG 
RlHPCC Lockable Crosslink /5Acryd/CAA CGTGCAGGTGCCACAGCG TGG GGTG TTT 
AlHPCC (v1) 
Crosslink (Fig. S5.4, 
"no locks" data) 
/5Acryd/TGGT TAAGTT CGCTGTGGCACCTGCACG TTG 
RlHPCC (v1) 
Crosslink (Fig. S5.4, 
"no locks" data) 
/5Acryd/CAA CGTGCAGGTGCCACAGCG TGG GG 
ASys2 
Sys. 2 Crosslink 
(Fig. S5.8) 
/5Acryd/TT GT TATGTAT CTGTCT GCCTACCACTCCGTTGCG AAT 
RSys2 
Sys. 2 Crosslink 
(Fig. S5.8) 
/5Acryd/ATT CGCAACGGAGTGGTAGGC TTT GA AT TTT 
Locking/Unlocking Strands 
GblHPCC Locking Strand ATCT CACC CCA T AACTTA ACAATAC TC 
FClHPCC Key Strand GA GTATTGT TAAGTT A TGG GGTG AGAT 
HelperlHPCC Helper Strand GTATTGT TAAGTT TGG GG 
CataylstlHPCC Catalyst Strand GT TAAGTT TGG GGTG AGAT 
Hairpin Strands 
H1 Hairpin Monomer 
CCA CGCTGTGGCACCTGCACG CACCCA 
CGTGCAGGTGCCACAGCG AACTTA 
H2 Hairpin Monomer 
TGGGTG CGTGCAGGTGCCACAGCG TAAGTT 
CGCTGTGGCACCTGCACG TTG 
H1terminator Hairpin Monomer 
CCA CGCTGTGGCACCTGCACG TAGACT 
CGTGCAGGTGCCACAGCG AACTTA 
H2terminator Hairpin Monomer 








Eo7Cat Logic Gate GTTAGATG G AGAT GT AATTGATATG T GT GAG G AATGAT 
GbEFG Logic Gate 
GTTCCCTGATCTTTA GCCTTA ATCATT C CTC AC A AC ATCT C 
CATCTAAC 
G Logic Gate TAAGGC TAAAGATCAGGGAAC ACCATA 
G.in Logic Input TATGGT GTTCCCTGATCTTTA GCCTTA 












AC CTC AC ACATATCAATT AC ATCT C 
ATP Sensor/Converter 
Cof.tapt_eta Cofactor TGAGG GT AGTGGAGTGAG G 
Weta_ATPapt ATPSensor Gate 
GT AGTGGAGTGAG GT GAG G 
ACCTGGGGGAGTATTGCGGAGGAAGGT 








AC CTC AC CTCACTCCACT AC ATCT C 
Controller Reporting Assay Strands 
Rv(Wcat)q Reporter /5IABkFQ/GT TAAGTT TGG GG TG 
Rb(Wcat)f Reporter C ATCT CA CC CCA AACTTA AC/36-FAM/ 
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One could envision using the concepts and technologies demonstrated in Chapters 3 – 5 to 
build more complex soft-material devices or self-assembled materials. These devices could be 
engineered with embedded aptamers or other sensing modules such that the signal activation 
is localized to a specific hydrogel region compared to a well-mixed solution.112,114 Indeed, soft 
robots or smart materials will necessarily require this level of integration in order to function 
in physiological or other environments where the efficiency of the non-integrated material is 
impaired by the diffusion of controller circuit components away from the material or cleared 
from the local system. 
Additionally, the hydrogel crosslink design used in Chapter 5 could be modified to 
incorporate force-sensing capabilities using DNA hairpins with force-sensitive zipper or 
shear-mode motifs.235 The force-sensing modules would enable the engineering of feedback 
circuits where forces enacted on the material are translated into expansion of the crosslinks 
local to the source of the force, and would direct forces back onto the polymer network and 
translocation of mechanical signals across the network. Force-translational circuits could also 
be designed where strain applied to the DNA-crosslinked material directs the release of a 
biomolecule or directs actuation such as bilayer curling. Alongside these experiments, 
quantitative models will need to be developed to capture the complex chemo-mechanical 
mechanisms occurring within the DNA-crosslinked hydrogels to more efficiently engineer and 
design such systems. The models will not only require equations to predict the effect of 
strain/stress on the polymer network,253,254 but also how reaction-diffusion strand-
displacement reactions96,115 can control material properties on the crosslinker level.156 
As the price of DNA synthesis with or without modifications decreases, the breadth and 
depth of the technologies centered around DNA controllers, circuits, sensors, and 
nanostructures will continue to grow. In a relatively short time, the material-based potential of 
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DNA has expanded from small 4 strand structures in the 1980’s,3 to self-contained structures 
with 100’s of strands14,45 and even larger DNA-integrated materials over a millimeter in size. I 
expect with the demonstrated experimental, theoretical, and computational foundation that 
has been established thus far, the field of DNA nanotechnology will continue to investigate 
applicable technologies in such directions as microscopy, biology, material mechanics, and in 
computation where the self-assemblies and DNA strand-displacement systems currently 
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